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Like the best recordings, Chord Company cables 
are made with care and attention to detail.  Every 
part we use is crucial to the final performance. 
Non-essential components are removed, but if we 
find a way to improve things, we don’t hesitate to 
give it a try.  Our aim is to get closer to the artist’s 
intended sound. 

The result is a range of award-winning, cost-
effective, high-performance interconnects and 
speaker cables featuring our unique ARAY 
conductor technology and advanced shielding 
materials, backed-up with over 30 years of 
innovation and experience. 

Designed and built in England by music lovers since 
1985.  Enjoyed by music lovers all over the world.

Demonstration cables available from all good Chord 
Company retailers. Find your nearest at: 
www.chord.co.uk

Sometimes 
perfection needs 
a few takes

“The Shawlines are really 
top-class interconnects...  
Give them an audition and 
hear for yourself”

OUR VERDICT

Chord Shawline Analogue RCA
Hi-Fi Choice July 2016

“..there is certainly great 
energy and excitement 
with the performance. 
The ShawCan sure can 
deliver sonic benefits and so 
consequently comes very highly 
recommended.”

OUR VERDICT

Chord Shawline ShawCan 
headphone cable
Hi-Fi Choice Nov 2017
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BADGES EXPLAINED
OUR AWARDS

Björk
Utopia

Music streaming service Deezer – 
the brand that gave us one of the 
most irritating TV ad campaigns in 
recent memory – may have just 
taken a leap forward in getting 
itself noticed by fans of quality 
audio, with the rebranding of its 
Elite subscription tier to Deezer 
HiFi. Launched in 2014, Deezer 

Elite was only available to owners of Sonos multi-room 
speakers, but the update rolled out over the coming 
months will make it far more accessible with the launch 
of a newly designed desktop app. Available on a wider 
range of wireless speaker partners, it will also be 
accessible to those that support Google Chromecast. 
Deezer HiFi joins the CD-quality streaming ranks 

alongside hi-fi subscription offerings from Qobuz and 
Tidal, and is also rumoured to be working with MQA to 
bring the better-than-CD music codec to its platform. In 
my test drive at home using the Beta mode desktop 
app, quality is comparable with CD – with FLAC files 
streamed at 1,411kbps. All we need now is for Spotify 
and Apple Music to up their game and join the quality 
audio streaming ranks to increase awareness so that a 
wider audience can realise what they’ve been missing.    
Music streaming is very much on the agenda this 

issue with Auralic’s incredible Aries G2 network 
transport as our exclusive cover star – see In-Depth p16. 
Meanwhile, Chord’s popular Mojo portable headphone 
amp/DAC has at last been joined by its Poly wireless 
add-on (p57). Music streaming on the move anyone? 

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE:
Awarded to those 
products that are 
judged to deliver 
outstanding 
performance

RECOMMENDED:
Products that 
we feel meet a 
high standard of 
performance

GROUP TEST 
WINNER:
Comparative tests 
can only have one 
winner, and this 
badge says it all!

Lee Dunkley Editor

Follow us:

twitter.com@HiFiChoiceMag  
facebook.com/hifichoice.co.uk
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Loudspeaker brand Dynaudio enters the wireless multi-room arena with 
four all-in-one systems designed to fill your entire home with sweet music
PRICE: £450-£875  AVAILABLE: DECEMBER CONTACT: 01638 742427  WEB: DYNAUDIO.COM

MULTI-ROOM MUSIC SYSTEMS 
are a popular choice for a growing 
number of music fans and Danish hi-   
loudspeaker brand Dynaudio is the 
latest to diversify and join the fray. Its 
new four-strong range of networked 
active speaker systems is called Music 
and can be used in any combination 
desired up to a total of six units. All 
four speakers share some common 
intelligent technology, designed to 
make them easier to integrate into 
your environment. Each is  tted with 
software called RoomAdapt, which 

claims to sense the proximity of the 
speaker in relation to rear or side walls 
and adjust its output for the optimum 
performance. This is partnered with 
another clever-sounding feature called 
NoiseAdapt that uses adaptive DSP 
technology to adjust the output for the 
best sound when the volume is set low 
or compensate for higher levels of 
ambient noise in a room.

Listen and learn 
If you have no idea what you want to 
play, a Dynaudio Music Now app 

includes software that learns your 
musical preferences to play an 
adaptive playlist with tracks that 
should  t with your music tastes. This 
feature can be allocated to one of  ve 
presets on each Music speaker along 
with providing quick access to internet 
radio, Spotify and Tidal streaming 
services. Additional features include 
DLNA streaming, aptX-capable 
Bluetooth and AirPlay wireless as 
well as a 3.5mm input for wired 
connections. All speakers support 
music  le playback up to 24/96.   

Music maestro
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COMMENT

YOU'VE BEEN 'AD
A pianist strikes a note on his keyboard. 
Birds fly from the edge of a crevasse. The 
camera slowly sweeps down through the 
narrow opening and enters a corridor of 
stunning caves with dark, murky pools of 
water and glistening stalactites. Suddenly 
the camera arrives into a cathedral-like 
chamber that reveals the pianist sat at a 
grand piano on a pile of rocks in a pool of 
glorious natural light. As the camera 
encircles him, the music gets louder and 
– though I'm watching this on my TV – 
appears to get sharper. Suddenly, drips of 
water falling from the stalactites and the 
bubbling sounds of rushing underwater 
springs can be heard in incredible 
crystal-clear clarity providing the perfect 
accompaniment to the pianist. Meanwhile, 
the music he's playing begins to echo and 
– if I close my eyes – I can almost imagine 
that I'm down there under the ground 
listening to this wonderfully intimate piano 
recital. A caption flashes up on the screen 
proclaiming "Amplify every note with 
Hi-Res Audio" and, as the music swirls into 
a breath-taking crescendo I'm informed 
that "Everything becomes Wow".

I generally tend to ignore adverts on the 
TV, but on this particular evening watching 
Channel Four I found myself astonished 
that finally one of the biggest consumer 
electronics manufacturers was running an 
advert about the merits of hi-res audio. 
Apart from the Maxell casette ad in the 
eighties when the guy was sat in his living 
room being blasted by JBL speakers as his 
hair and tie wafted around as if he was 
in a wind tunnel, I don't think I can ever 
remember seeing a hi-fi product or format 
being advertised on the TV. And now, 
here's Sony talking about the merits of 
hi-res audio. Would it be for its NW-WM1A 
Walkman (HFC 430), I wondered excitedly  
leaning forward in my seat...?

Tragically not, it was for the Xperia 
XZ1 phone. While I understand that not 
everyone wants to spend the thick end of 
a grand on a digital audio player, maybe 
more would if they knew about it thanks 
to ads like this. I can't help but see this as 
a missed opportunity for the future of 
hi-res audio. What a letdown... JDW

Each active model uses individual 
Class D ampli  ers to each driver. The 
bass and mid/bass drivers are all 
made from Dynaudio’s proprietary 

MSP cone material and partnered 
with a special soft-dome tweeter. 

The Music 1 (£450) is  tted with a 
25mm tweeter and 102mm mid/bass 
driver while Music 3 (£575) has two 
tweeters and a larger 127mm mid/
bass driver. Both models claim to 

deliver up to 40W to each of their 
drivers and can be powered from the 
mains as well as an internal battery, 
which claims 8 hours from one 
charge. The larger Music 5 (£700) 
has one 127mm bass driver, three 
76mm midrange drivers partnered to 
a single tweeter. Music 7 (£875) adds 
a further midrange driver. Both 
models claim 50W to each driver, are 
mains powered only, have optical 
digital inputs and can be table top 
or wall mounted. The Music 7 also 
has an HDMI input with ARC and 
can be used as a TV soundbar.

Each Music model is available in 
four cloth  nishes – light and dark 
grey, red and blue with 
interchangeable speaker grilles.

Adaptive DSP tech 
adjusts the output 
for the best sound in 
your environment
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PIONEER HAS ANNOUNCED a new reference disc 
spinner in the form of the PD-70AE. Able to play CD and 
SACD via its large aluminium drawer-loading mechanism, 
the player promises to be a usefully  exible CD source 
and also act as a DAC via optical and a coaxial digital 
inputs at the rear. Decoding is handled by a pair of 
ESS9026PRO DACs and the entire circuit has been 
assembled to be fully balanced. A three-mode adjustable 
 lter  ne tunes the presentation with a choice of Slow, 

Sharp and Short settings. 
There are separate power supplies for the digital and 

analogue stages, with the shortest possible signal paths 
and circuit components selected following extensive 
listening tests. The solid chassis weighs 18kg and uses the 
company’s Rigid Under Base system with a shielded 
compartment and a honeycomb top plate, anti-vibration 
paint on the CD mechanism and special insulator feet. It 
has XLR or switchable RCA outputs. 

Flagship SACD player
Pioneer demonstrates its silver-disc expertise with versatile new spinner and DAC 

PRICE: £2,000 AVAILABLE: NOW  
CONTACT: 0208 8363500 WEB:PIONEER-AUDIOVISUAL.EU

IN BRIEF

MISSION ADDS 
QX RANGE 

 Sat above Mission’s entry-level LX 
loudspeaker range (see reviews in 
HFC 426 and 430), the new QX lineup 
comprises five stereo models – two 
standmounts and three floorstanders 
plus home cinema options. Priced 
from £299 to £999, all employ 
Mission’s DiaDrive cone system with 
inverted cone driven by a secondary 
sub cone and a new 38mm ring-dome 
tweeter that is designed to off er high 
detail and low levels of distortion. A 
slot port system allows for eff ective 
movement of air through the cabinet 
and helps to reduce unwanted noise. 
The range is available in a choice of 
black, white and walnut finishes. 
MISSION.CO.UK

Voice control was among one of 
the biggest advances in 2017, and 
it hasn’t taken multi-room giant 
Sonos long to bring this 
functionality into its ecosystem. 
The new One is the first Sonos 
multi-room speaker to include 
Amazon Alexa voice control (and 
from 2018, Google Assistant) built 
in. The speaker uses six far-field 
microphones and voice capture 
technology with echo cancellation 
tech to ensure it receives voice 
commands clearly. A volume 
‘duck’ feature drops the music 
level as soon as you start talking. 
You can use voice control to skip 
tracks, select playlists as well as 
other playback features and ask it 
all the same questions that you 
might want to put to any other 
voice-controlled device.

As a multi-room music speaker, 
the One is equipped with a high 
level of support for pretty much 
every streaming service around as 
well as connecting to networked 
home devices via Ethernet or 
wireless. It measures 120 x 161 x 

120mm (WxHxD) and has two 
speaker drivers – one mid/bass 
driver and one tweeter, each 
driven by its own Class D amplifier. 
The One can be used on its own 
or as part of a stereo pair with 
another unit or even as rear 

speakers in a Sonos home cinema 
setup. If you don’t fancy talking, 
the top panel has a capacitive 
touch pad that allows it to skip 
tracks and raise or lower the 
volume. The One is available in 
black and white finishes. 

PRICE: £199  AVAILABLE: NOW 
CONTACT: 0800 0261526  WEB: SONOS.COM

Look who’s talking now!



The band HONNE have MOMENTUM: In their 
songs they let their audience take a look  
behind the facade. Inspired by people like them, 
Sennheiser has reinvented the iconic MOMENTUM 
headphones. Thanks to their superior around-
the-neck wearing comfort and wireless freedom, 
they stand for the new generation of neckband 
headphones – and are as uncompromising as the 
people who inspired them. 

Find out more: 
sennheiser.com/momentum-in-ear-wireless

MOMENTUM In-Ear Wireless

Inspired by people 
with MOMENTUM. 

Featuring HONNE. 
Discover more on the Sennheiser  
YouTube Channel.
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Windsor 
The Hi-Fi Show Live came to the Beaumont House Estate for a fifth year and was 
bigger than ever. If you didn’t make it along, here’s a taste of what you missed

HOSTED BY OUR sister magazine Hi-Fi News & Record 
Review and AVTech Media, The Hi-Fi Show Live returned 
for a  fth consecutive year to the gorgeous Beaumont 
Estate conference centre in Old Windsor. The unique 
high-end audio extravaganza ran from 21-22 October and 
attracted its highest number of visitors to date, all eager to 
experience the UK’s largest speciality high-end audio 
event. Whether you prefer your music played from CD, 
vinyl or streamed via a server, there was something for 
everyone at the two-day showcase. 

Enthusiasts had the unique opportunity to experience 
some of the world’s  nest high-end audio under one roof 
with incredible demonstrations of some of the best-
sounding hi-   components installed and presented by 
designers and audio experts. Iconic brands including 
Bowers & Wilkins, Chord Electronics, ELAC, KEF, Mark 

Levinson, Oppo, Raidho, Sonus faber, T+A, Wilson Audio 
and many others all demonstrated their ultimate products, 
while numerous manufacturers also chose to exclusively 
showcase new products for the  rst time in the UK. 

In between the intimate listening sessions, the big White 
House, Windsor, Lancaster, Buckingham and Kensington 
suites provided the ideal environment for special 
presentations with interactive workshops supplying 
unique insights from industry experts that left rooms 
with standing room only and audiences spellbound. 

But most of all, the show was all about enjoying music 
and the beautiful array of equipment that creates it. 
Whether you had money to spend or just wanted to 
window shop, there was plenty to see and hear. With 
plans for 2018’s show already underway, here are just 
a few of the audio highlights from this year’s event.   

SHOWREPORT
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Visitors to the Oppo room have the 
chance to hear its full range of planar 
magnetic headphones, driven by the 
HA-1 amplifier (HFC 390). Also on show 
for the first time is the UDP-205 disc 
player (HFC 426). oppodigital.co.uk

KEF’s Ron Locke showcases the LS50 
Wireless speaker. Show goers also get to 
be the first to see the ‘Nocturne’ Special 
Edition LS50W, decorated by Dutch 
designer Marcel Wanders with UV-
sensitive musical notations! uk.kef.com

New to the UK market, Raidho’s D-2.1 
floorstanding loudspeaker complete with 
two Raidho Diamond mid/bass drivers 
and famous Raidho Ribbon tweeter, is 
unveiled at the show by Decent Audio’s 
Simon Griff in. decentaudio.co.uk

HFC’s favourite demo at the show 
sees whirlwind guitarist and percussionist 
Joncan Kavlakoglu perform a duet with 
one of his own recordings through an 
awesome system provided by high-end 
YG Acoustics distributor: padood.com

These Metaxas floorstanding Sirens 
and standmount Macrophone speakers 
as demonstrated by distributor Petronel 
Butuc of Audiophiles Clinic certainly 
catch the eyes and ears of all visitors to 
its demo room. metaxas.com

A beautiful room with vivid sound 
delivered by Chord’s Blu MkII CD 
transport and DAVE DAC, CPA 5000 pre 
and SPM 1400 MKII Sig. power amps 
and KEF’s Reference 5 floorstanders. 
uk.kef.com; chordelectronics.co.uk

 Vinyl fans discover the Luxman 
PD-171A turntable and EQ-500 tube-
based phono stage along with an all-new 
L-509X integrated amplifier partnered 
to a pair of DALI Epicon 8 floorstanders. 
luxman.com; dali-speakers.com

Sennheiser joins The Hi-Fi Show Live,
in Headphone Haven and treats visitors 
to demonstrations of its reference-class 
HDV 820 headphone amplifier (HFC 429) 
and HD 800 S headphone (HFC 411). 
en-uk.sennheiser.com
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Wilson Audio’s new Alexia Series 2 
floorstander captivates visitors to the 
Windsor suites, driven by two mighty 
D’Agostino Progression monoblocks with 
a dCS One as the flagship front-end. 
dagostinoinc.com; wilsonaudio.com

The serious business of system 
support is on display with Atacama’s 
award-winning Evoque Special Edition 
in natural bamboo alongside the Eris 
Eco 5.0 series equipment furniture. 
atacama-audio.co.uk

Bowers & Wilkins debuts its exciting 
700 S2 loudspeaker range (HFC 430) 
with standing room only during demos. 
Germany’s Stereo magazine editor, 
Matthias Böde, gets up close to the 702 
S2 floorstander. bowers-wilkins.co.uk

High-end audio distributor Absolute 
Sounds has some of the most popular 
rooms at The Hi-Fi Show Live and the 
TechDAS Air Force Two turntable with 
SAT tonearm is one of the many 
highlights. absolutesounds.com

Atlas Cables shows its Grun 
grounding system on its range-topping 
Asimi and Mavros cables, and Andrew 
Conway gives a step-by-step demo 
of the company’s ‘cold-soldering’ 
termination technique. atlascables.com

Karma AV lifts the roof with the 
legacy-styled 4367 JBL monitors driven 
via Mark Levinson No 515 turntable, 
No 526 preamp, No 519 disc player/
streamer/DAC and No 534 power amp.
karma-av.co.uk

ELAC launches its new Adante Series 
of loudspeakers at the show, seen here 
in the substantial AS-61 standmount 
driven by ELAC’s Miracord 90 Anniversary 
turntable and electronics from Alchemy. 
elac.com 

Also over in Headphone Haven, 
Harman Consumer UK treats visitors to 
models from its AKG – including its N90Q 
(HFC 405) flagship – and JBL ranges 
driven by a Mark Levinson No 519/No 526 
combo. akg.com; uk.jbl.com
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CHOICE TWEETSTS

FOLLOW US: @HIFICHOICEMAG

Webwatch HFC reveals the best hi-fi websites, social media 
and online content to fuel your passion for sound

Needle craft
Don’t know your magnets from your 

moving coils, confused about the best way to 
set up your turntable? Everything you need to 
know about cartridges but were afraid to ask 
is dealt with in this excellent guide by a 
familiar HFC contributor: bit.ly/2j8mDp9

Show time!
Missed the high-end audio event of 

the year? Fear not, this short video from our 
sister title Hi-Fi News and Record Review’s 
Hi-Fi Show Live gives a tantalising  avour of 
some of the highlights. There’s enough here 
to whet the appetite and ensure you won’t 
miss it next year: bit.ly/2iEVohY 

The big chill
In this excellent interview on BBC 

6 Music, PhD student Matthew Sachs explains 
exactly why it is that we have different 
responses to music and why some songs can 
give us goose bumps and what it means if a 
particular tune doesn’t resonate with us on 
an emotional level: bbc.in/2zsLr19

The doctor will see you now
The Chord Company has been making 
high-quality interconnects since 1984. It’s 
website is an excellent source of information 
about its extensive range of cables, but it’s 
the Cable Doctor section that’s arguably the 
most useful with its Q&A area handling cable 
queries of all kinds: bit.ly/2m86Qbh

New look for MA
In late October Monitor Audio unveiled it’s 
new-look website, and it’s well worth a visit. 
With a mixture of dynamic design, beautiful 
photography and embedded videos, it provides 
a simple way to explore MA’s extensive 
speaker portfolio: monitoraudio.com

SPIRITLAND @SPIRITLAND
We have some news: we’ve 
opened a dedicated headphone 

shop. Come and demo the best 
headphones on earth, side by side 
http://spiritland.com/news/the-spiritland-
headphone-bar-now-open-in-mayfair

ONKYO EUROPE @ONKYO_EU
ONKYO Whole Home Audio – Next Generation 
Network Streaming youtu.be/6suhCwDEPFc

SENNHEISER UK @SENNHEISER_UK
High-resolution sound that’s built to last. That’s 
the #MOMENTUM: http://goo.gl/sYekf1

ASTELL&KERN @ASTELL_KERN
Firmware updates now available for most of 
our Wi-Fi enabled players. Update includes 

CD-Ripper MK II support and various bug fixes.

BOWERS & WILKINS @BOWERSWILKINS
Get closer to your music. PX uses angled drive 
units derived from our P9 Signature 

headphones. #BowersWilkinsPX

KEF AUDIO UK @KEFAUDIO
56 years of loving what we create! #TBT 
#KEF #Engineering #BritishHeritage 

http://uk.kef.com/

TECHNICS @TECHNICS
Experience our new All-in-one HiFi Music 
System, OTTAVA f SC-C70 Learn more: 

https://buff.ly/2zjYBM1 

MOON BY SIMAUDIO @SIMAUDIO
The MOON MiND Controller version for 
Android is ready! Check out the main upgrades: 

http://bit.ly/2yNeCdh

BEYERDYNAMIC @BEYERDYNAMICHQ
Sit back, relax and let the sound carry you away 
with our Amiron home. https://europe.

beyerdynamic.com/catalog/product/view/
id/3980/s/amiron-home/category/1464/ 
#amironhome #beyerdynamic

IFI AUDIO @IFI_AUDIO
Check out the new nano iDSD Black Label 
https://youtu.be/Ko7sw1EYkAI  #mobile 

#dac #headphones #iPhone

NORDOST CABLES @NORDOSTCABLES
It’s time for our monthly playlist — You can now 
follow our playlist on TIDAL, as well as SPOTIFY! 

Hope you enjoy http://nordost.com/blog/nordost-
playlist-november-2017/

NAIM AUDIO @NAIMAUDIO
Make the most of Mu-so Qb with our top tips 
and share yours https://www.naimaudio.

com/connection-magazine/24934/top-11-tips-to-
make-the-most-of-mu-so-qb #naimgodeeper 
#musoqb #toptips

HENLEY AUDIO @HENLEYDESIGNS1
The @Ortofon DS-3 digital stylus pressure 
gauge tunes your tonearm to the highest 

degree and helps you enjoy your music to your 
heart’s content!

AUDIO-TECHNICA @AUDIOTECHNICAUK  
Our award-winning M50x headphones 
now available in a limited edition red 

http://bit.ly/2wGcxjJ 

MQA @MQAMUSIC
@MQAMusic New: Hear MQA Ft. Artist 
@EdgarMoreau’s celebration of Debussy 

w/ leading musicians on @TIDALHiFi Masters 
https://tidal.com/album/79465652

Vinyl heaven
This fascinating video takes us inside 

the vinyl archives of Berlin’s Zentral und 
Landesbibliothek. With more than 70,000 
records it’s the city’s biggest music library and 
the world’s largest collection of East German 
releases housed in closed storage where you 
can browse, play and borrow: bit.ly/2zIChff
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 DETAILS
PRODUCT
Auralic Aries G2
ORIGIN
Netherlands/China
TYPE
Network streaming 
transport
WEIGHT
7.2kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
340 x 80 x 320mm
FEATURES

 Digital outputs: 
1x Lightning Link; 
1x USB-A; 1x AES; 
1x coaxial; 1x optical 

 AirPlay; aptX 
Bluetooth wireless

 Tidal and Qobuz 
music streaming 
services; internet 
radio 

 Internal bay for 
add-on HDD
DISTRIBUTOR
Auralic 
WEBSITE
auralic.com

Sign of the times 
The Aries G2 represents Auralic throwing the kitchen sink at networked audio. 
Ed Selley looks into the future of music streaming in this exclusive review

AURALIC   
ARIES G2 £3,899IN-DEPTH 

etwork audio has become 
a big part of our hi-   
listening habit as more 
of us get more comfortable 

with the prospect of streaming music 
from pay services like Tidal and 
Qobuz or from a networked server 
containing a music library at home. 
It’s an area that’s seen considerable 
expansion in the last decade, but is 
still pretty much dominated by a few 
familiar names. 

For any company to make inroads 
into this sector, it needs to have a 
front end that goes the extra mile at 
a competitive price. Auralic has been 
impressive in this regard and  rst 
began to carve itself a reputation 
for well thought-out and capable 
products at competitive price points 
with the likes of its Aries Mini music 
streamer (HFC 425) and the Altair 

N
DAC/preamp with music streaming 
(HFC 428). The Aries G2 on test here 
might best be seen as phase two of 
the company’s plan, and is the  rst of 
its new G2 Series of components (see 
boxout). It’s also a little unusual in 
that it is a streaming transport that’s 
dependent on users adding an external 

DAC to route music from it to a hi-   
system. Historically, this hasn’t always 
been the most suitable approach for 
DSD music  les, as the selection of 
digital connections will struggle to 
transmit this to an external converter. 

Happily, Auralic has ensured that 
there are two connection options to 
overcome any such issues. The  rst 
is via a USB-A port that works in a 
driverless con  guration and over the 
course of my time with the Aries G2, 
it works seamlessly with any DAC I 
try. The other option is all new and 
entirely bespoke. The Aries G2 is 
 tted with Lightning Link, which is a 

bi-directional 18Gbps digital hookup 
that uses an HDMI connection rather 
than anything proprietary. What this 
means in terrestrial terms is that the 
add-on G2 components – Vega, Sirius 
and Leo – have the means to handle 
all sorts of extraordinary hi-res  les 
and also to lock the components 
together and suppress jitter – a 
standard criticism of the two-box 
approach. For those music streaming 
fans that aren’t quite on the bleeding 

The Lightning DS app 
leaves most rivals 
standing in terms of 
its responsiveness
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edge of technology, the Aries G2 is 
also  tted with AES/EBU, coaxial and 
Toslink digital outputs that cater for 
transmission of PCM  les at up to 
24-bit/192kHz. 

These legacy connections access the 
company’s Tesla streaming platform 
that is capable of handling  les up 
to 32-bit/384kHz PCM and DSD512. 
These  les can be accessed over wired 
and wireless network connections 
(although Auralic suggests that if you 
are looking to use the larger  le types, 
you should go for a wired setup), but 
there is an interesting addition to the 
G2’s spec in the form of an internal 
bay for a 2.5in hard drive. This allows 
the Aries to become a self-contained 
server. You can additionally attach a 
hard drive externally via a dedicated 
USB connection if the idea of rooting 
around inside your shiny new 
streamer doesn’t appeal. 

New look
Externally, the Aries G2 is all new. The 
case is built to a three-quarter-width 
size and has a new industrial design. 
It’s clean and ultra-modern, but not 
entirely free of foibles. Auralic has 
dispensed with the rotary push dial 
control that is used by the Altair and 
instead substituted four  xed buttons. 
These are beautifully recessed into 
the front panel, but are so dark they 
are almost invisible even in a well-lit 
room and the legends are impossible 
to discern. These are partnered with 
a 3.97in colour display that shows 
album art, track title, time and play/
pause – but not album title or sample 
rate – for the  le being streamed. The 
top plate extends over the rear inputs 
making it look extremely neat, but 
connecting cables into the socketry 
and ports from above is harder than it 
need be. The  t and  nish is extremely 
good, though, and the Aries G2 has 
the presence and sense of quality that 
 ts with the relatively high asking price. 
Auralic’s Lightning DS control app is 

another priceless advantage that the 

Aries G2 has over its rivals. This is 
unchanged from the version that 
we’ve seen on previous components, 
but this really doesn’t matter. By 
rendering the library on the control 
device, Lightning leaves most rival 
control apps standing in terms of its 
speed and responsiveness to accessing 
music  les. Its unfussy playback 
options (there’s no need to queue 
material, for example) and the 
integration of Tidal and Qobuz 
streaming services is extremely good. 
The only downside is that it is only 
available for iOS, but if this is the 
price of such a good piece of software, 
it’s an acceptable trade-off. 

Setup is simple enough. A wired 
connection requires no work at all 
and the wireless setup is logical and 
easy to follow. The USB output is also 
entirely straightforward. I  nd the 
most reliable method is to make the 
connection and then turn the DAC on 
 rst. The Aries G2 works happily with 

a Chord Electronics Hugo 2 (HFC
428) and an Oppo Sonica DAC 
connected in this way and proves 
entirely stable and shows the identity 
of the DAC it’s connected to via its 
USB port on the control app’s screen.

Sound quality
As the Aries G2 is fundamentally a 
transport rather than a complete 
playback device, its performance is 
shaped by the DAC that you choose 
to connect it to, but within that 
statement are some caveats that 
largely come out in favour of the 
Auralic. The  rst is that across the 
three devices I use for listening – 
the aforementioned Hugo 2 for USB, 
a Naim ND5 XS (HFC 352) via optical 
and a venerable Audio Note DAC 1.1 
on the coaxial input – the connections 
are all silent and extremely stable, 
with no clicks and pops or interruptions 
to playback. The gapless playback 
mode works perfectly on every format 
I have at my disposal. 

The Auralic gives the best possible 
start for your decoding device and the 
performance it offers with the Hugo 2 

playing a 24/88.2 download of Lynyrd 
Skynyrd’s I Need You is very impressive. 
The music rises from an utterly silent 
background and there is an almost 
analogue warmth to Ronnie Van 
Zant’s vocals. There is a huge amount 
of sophistication present in the 
mechanics of both of these devices, 
but the manner in which it is 
deployed is so beautifully seamless 
in its execution that it never so much 
as snags the attention, letting you 
focus on the music instead. DSD is 
also transferred without issue and 
the DSD64 download of Depeche 
Mode’s Clean is relayed with real 
potency and depth. 

The character of the performance 
is largely de  ned by the DAC and 
changing to the more forceful and 
tonally darker Naim ND5 XS shows 
this to good effect. The muscularity 
of the Naim with a 24/48 download 
of Yossou N’Dour and Peter Gabriel 
performing In Your Eyes is very 
apparent. There is an effortlessly deep 
and controlled bass that underpins 
this sizeable stadium recording and 
greatly aids the general sense of 
believability. The Naim’s innate 
rhythmic ability is also completely 
unaffected by receiving the signal 

IN-DEPTH AURALIC  
ARIES G2 £3,899

The character of the 
performance is 
largely defined by 
the partnering DAC

The display 
shows album art, 
track title, time 
and play/pause

An elegant and 
modern design in 
a three-quarter-
width chassis
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LIKE: Capable and 
stable streaming 
platform; build and spec 
DISLIKE: Front panel 
user interface takes 
some getting used to  
WE SAY: A seriously 
accomplished 
streaming front end 
with outstanding 
capabilities 

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

Q&A

ES: What is the thinking behind 
creating a streaming transport for 
this range?  
RB: The Aries wireless streaming 
bridge has been our most successful 
model and has gained worldwide 
acclaim. We launched the product in 
2014, incorporating the very latest 
technology at the time. Over the last 
three years we’ve been striving for 
even greater levels of performance 
and improved sound quality. The new 
Aries G2 represents the highest levels 
of technology and sound quality 
performance in an elegant, 
distinctive design.

Is there a performance advantage 
to using an internal drive over a 
conventional NAS?
We believe the sound quality of an 
internal drive or network-attached 
drive should be very similar on Aries 
G2. However, the convenience 
element to using an internal drive 
means there is less reliance on 
network performance, and may give 
a better experience when playing 
very high-resolution audio.

Is the Lightning Link likely to 
appear on other Auralic products? 
Yes, our proprietary Lightning Link 
interface will be used for two 
additional components to the G2 
product range: Leo G2 (reference 
master clock) and the Sirius G2 
(upsampling processor). We may 
consider introducing this interface 
on other products in the future. 

What’s can we expect from Auralic 
in the coming year? 
The G2 series is a new product line 
we are launching, encompassing 
our very latest technologies and 
industrial design. There will be 
further product developments in 
2018 at different price points. Our 
goal is to offer both affordable and 
reference-grade electronics.

Richard Bates  
UK & EU sales & marketing 
manager, Auralic Europe

from the Aries G2, which suggests 
that while Auralic might have some 
very clever jitter reduction technology 
in the pipeline, the performance of 
the unit is already very good. 

Of course, you can go completely 
in the other direction and select 
something like the Audio Note – 
which is radically different in its 
presentation – and the results are 
no less impressive. A 16/44.1 rip 
of Martha Tilston’s Stags Bellow is 
sublime. Her unique tone and singing 
style is presented with startling clarity 
and there is an immediacy and sheer 
realism to the performance that 
draws you into the music in a way 
that the more sophisticated DACs can 
sometimes struggle to achieve. The 
Audio Note shows up an unusual 
feature of the Auralic that is very 
useful in these circumstances. If you 
enter the IP address of the Aries G2 
into a computer on the same network, 
you can limit the maximum sample 
rate to a  xed value that the DAC 
can handle – in this case 44.1kHz. 
Material at higher sample rates will 
be down sampled to work at this rate 
and it means that your whole library 
can be listened to even if the DAC 
can’t normally handle some of the 
 les it contains. It is attention to 

detail like this that marks the Auralic 

out as a seriously impressive 
streaming transport. 

Conclusion
What the Aries G2 does is take every 
aspect of network audio that the 
brand has been perfecting with 
its previous products and places 
all of its know-how into a seriously 
accomplished piece of hardware. The 
high price for what is in effect half a 
streamer won’t appeal to everyone, 
but as the basis for an ultra-high 
performance and  exible and easy 
to use network audio front end, the 
Aries G2 really does need to be on 
any worthwhile audition list 

AURALIC 
ARIES G2 £3,899

The Aries G2 is the first member of the four-
strong G2 Series that can be combined in 
various arrangements depending on your 
requirements. Its most logical partner is the 
Vega G2 DAC (£5,499). This has matching 
Lightning Link input to lock both devices 
together for best results. The Vega G2 is 
capable of decoding anything the Aries G2 
can send to it and has a selection of digital 
filters to adjust the sound. Confusingly, the 
Vega G2 also has streaming hardware built in 
so it doesn’t need to be partnered with the 
Aries G2 to work as a network streamer.

Coming later in 2018, the other two 
members of the series are more specialised, 
but also more technically interesting. The 
Sirius G2 is an upsampling processor that 
can also apply room correction to a signal in 
the digital domain. The Leo G2 is an external 
word clock designed to sync up other 
devices connected via the Lightning Link. 
Auralic claims with the Leo G2 in place, the 
combinations offer best-in-class jitter and 
close in-phase performance. All components 
are built in the same casework that will make 
for an elegant and serious-looking stack.

CLOCKING ON

An interesting 
comparison is the 
£1,699 Simaudio Moon 
Nēo MiND (HFC 428). 
The Auralic is much 
more expensive, but 
does a better job of 
handling the limitations 
of streaming 
transports. By fitting it 
with the Lightning Link 
and the adaptive USB 
port, the Aries G2 can 
handle formats that the 
Nēo MiND can’t and is 
competitive with one-
box units in this regard. 
The other area where 
the Auralic has the 
advantage is with 
control apps. 
Simaudio’s MiND app is 
stable and easy to use, 
but the queue function 
is irritating and doesn’t 
feel anything like as 
fast or intuitive as the 
Lightning DS app. 
The price difference 
between the two is 
considerable, but you 
can at least see where 
the extra cost of the 
Aries G2 has gone.     

IN-DEPTH
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Hi-Fi Choice employs the most rigorous test and measurement 
regime in the business. Here’s how we do it...

TEST MUSIC 
JACK WHITE 
Lazaretto  
Three Women 16/44.1 FLAC

THE MOST COMPLEX aspect of testing in-ear 
headphones is setting an accurate listening 
level. The output is very hard to measure and 
as with the last in-ear headphones Group Test
(HFC 421), listening levels are set using the 
slightly unorthodox approach of placing an SPL 
meter in the end of a plastic measuring funnel. 
Each headphone is then offered up to the 
funnel, and a baseline listening level is set. 

For the comparison programme, we use 
Chord Electronics’ Mojo portable headphone 
amp/DAC (HFC 423) along with its Poly 
wireless streaming module – see p57. This 
allows the same device to be used for the 
home listening test as well as on the move. 

Additionally, the Mojo’s twin output allows 
quick comparisons between headphones. A 
Motorola G4 Android phone is used to control 
the Poly and acts as a source to judge the 
sensitivity of each of the in-ear headphones. 

The test material is read from a microSD card 
inserted into the Poly. Additional listening is 
streamed from a Melco N1A NAS drive (HFC
394) and Tidal via BubbleUPnP over a home 
network. Several in-ears offer a choice of 
Comply and silicone tips as well as straight or 
over-ear cables. The headphones are all tested 
with a variety of earpiece tips as well as with 
straight and over-ear structured cables to see 
if this has any affect on sound performance.

Unique group tests
Our Group Tests are supported by rigorous and 
exhaustive listening tests carried out by experts    

IN-EAR HEADPHONES GROUP TEST

REFERENCE SYSTEM 
SOURCE
Melco N1A 
Motorola G4 Android phone
HEADPHONE AMP/DAC
Chord Electronics Mojo + Poly  

JOSEFIN ÖHRN + 
THE LIBERATION   
Horse Dance 
Green Blue Fields 24/44.1 FLAC

NEIL COWLEY TRIO  
The Face Of Mount Molehill 
Skies Are Rare  24/88.2 FLAC

MASSIVE ATTACK 
Blue Lines 
Safe From Harm 24/96 FLAC

BLIND LISTENING TESTS 
This crucial process is very 
carefully controlled so that we 
get reliable and consistent 
results in a relaxed and friendly 
atmosphere. Our listeners must 
not feel that they’re being tested, 
despite being unaware of the 
brand or price of the products 
they are auditioning.

The session begins by setting 
the volume level to an agreed 
point, one that all three panellists 
feel comfortable with, yet that is 

high enough to make diff erences 
easily discernible. Then the 
choice of music is agreed – it 
needs to be familiar, but also well 
recorded and of suff icient variety 
to give meaningful listening 
comparisons. The chosen 
selection of music is played, and 
the panellists are encouraged to 
discuss their impressions of the 
sound of the product. This is then 
repeated, and periodically the 
panel listens to earlier products 
for reference purposes. The 

consensus, or otherwise then 
forms the basis of our sound 
quality section.

At the end of the session, 
there’s a final debrief when 
panellists discuss their findings. 
It’s an exhaustive process, but 
carried out in this way is free 
from prejudices based on brand, 
price or appearance, while the 
diff erent sensitivities of the 
listeners help to round out 
the analysis in order to make 
it more widely applicable.
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Contour 20

New Contour  
New legend

Effortless simplicity…  
27 years in the making
When you get a Dynaudio Contour you’re up in the big league.  

You can see it from the craftsmanship. You can hear it in the 

performance. And everyone else can, too. This is a speaker re-thought, 

re-designed and re-engineered to start a new era of performance.
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FEW CAN DENY that listening to 
music taps into our innermost senses 
in a way that few other things can. 
A single note or chord can unlock 
memories or emotions buried deep 
within. Music makes us happy or sad 
(when the mood is right), and we all 
have our own soundtrack to life. 

Music is personal, and it doesn’t get 
much more personal than listening 
with a pair of quality in-ear 
headphones. These tiny transducers 
provide an intimate listening 
experience while blocking out the 

Personal stereo
h li i

Music makes us feel good wherever we are, right? Ed Selley looks at six 
in-ear headphones that don’t miss a beat, even when you’re on the move

IN-EAR HEADPHONES £240-£300

world on a daily commute or seeking 
a motivational soundtrack while 
exercising perhaps. Listening to music 
can help with our sense of well-being, 
and it could be said that buying the 
right pair of in-ear headphones can 
help to improve your quality of life.

Mind the gap
The six in-ear headphones we have 
assembled here, bridge the gap 
between entry-level models designed 
with a view to working with 
smartphones and tablets, to more 

specialist designs intended to do their 
best work when connected with a 
dedicated audio player or portable 
DAC/headphone ampli  er. Some of 
the six models aim to do both and are 
interestingly  exible hybrid designs. 

The question is: which one balances 
real-world practicality with a taste of 
high-end performance capability for 
hi-res listening bliss? Read on to  nd 
out which delivers on its promise of 
quality audio, while also offering a 
good level of practicality and comfort 
for that early morning commute. 
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ON TEST

Final F4100 
£240 p27
This is the middle 
model in the F Series 
and the only in-ear 
in the group to use 
a single balanced 
armature in each 
enclosure, which at 
just 5.5mm wide is 
the smallest on test.

NuForce HEM4
£250 p29
The HEM4 uses a pair 
of Knowles balanced 
armatures in each 
enclosure and has 
interchangeable 
cables, one with inline 
remote and the other 
with a high-quality 
woven construction. 

oBravo erib-7
£250 p31
New to HFC, the oBravo 
has a unique driver 
configuration that 
combines a dynamic 
driver with a planar 
magnetic unit and is 
designed to offer the 
best of both without 
any drawbacks.

Oriveti New Primacy 
£250 p33
Another newcomer, 
the Oriveti combines 
a dynamic driver with 
a pair of balanced 
armatures in each 
enclosure and comes 
supplied with a range 
of accessories and a 
unique carry case.

Sennheiser IE 80 S
£300 p35
The IE 80 S is the only 
model in the group to 
use a single dynamic 
driver in each enclosure  
and is equipped with 
a unique adjustable 
frequency response 
to tailor its output to 
your personal taste.

Westone W20 
£280 p37
The W20 uses a pair of 
balanced armatures in 
each enclosure and 
comes supplied with 
an impressive range of 
eartips, replacement 
cables and even 
different-coloured 
enclosure casings.
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There is nothing ‘entry level’ about Rotel’s new 14 Series…
except the price of admission. Built with critically selected 
electronic components used throughout the audio path,  
the 14 Series features a sleek design with simple and  
intuitive controls. There are six models to choose from –  
three integrated amplifiers, two tuners and a CD player.  

When music matters, 
Rotel delivers.



With a reputation for going about things diff erently, 
this is a relatively simple design – but in a good way

LIKE: Open, expansive 
and detailed sound; 
light and comfortable; 
well built 
DISLIKE: Lacks a 
little bass weight  
WE SAY: Sublimely 
talented in-ear, but not 
a seismic performer 

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

GROUPTEST
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES
£240-£300

ntil recently, Final seemed 
to be on a mission to build 
headphones that didn’t 
follow conventional design 

rules. When we looked at the F7200 
back in HFC 421, however, it looked 
as though this was something it was 
reining in. The F4100 continues the 
trend with a logical design and a 
regular model number rather than 
another incomprehensible name. 

It still has some interesting touches, 
though. This is the only model here to 
employ a single balanced armature, 
which is something of a tradition with 
the brand, and the enclosures have 

been shrunk down to the smallest size 
possible to reduce weight and bulk, 
making the F4100 comfortably the 
smallest model in the group. The 
all-metal enclosures still feel solid 
and the clever rotating cuff on the 
connection should also reduce any 
strain on the cable. 

The supplied accessories are 
reasonably extensive. As well as a 
selection of silicone domes in a good 
range of sizes, Final offers a large 
foam cylinder, which expands to  ll 
the ear canal and offers impressive 
isolation albeit at the expense of some 
comfort for the user (see boxout). A 
pair of rubber cable stiffeners allow 

the F4100 to be worn wrapped 
around the ear and these are easy to 
 t and make for a more comfortable 

experience than using the earpiece 
supported in the ear canal on its own. 

Special mention must also be made 
of the bundled carry case. It’s nothing 
extraordinary to look at, but it works 
brilliantly at securing the headphones 
for safe transportation and will  t 
neatly into a pocket.

Sound quality
This is comfortably one of the more 
sensitive designs in the group and 
smartphones or tablets shouldn’t 
struggle to drive it. In some ways the 
performance mirrors the appearance 
– it’s distinctive, but not to the point 
of being idiosyncratic. Most noteworthy 
is the top end. The slightly rough and 
congested upper registers of Jack 
White’s Three Women are impressively 
smooth and re  ned, but without 
losing any of the detail and tonality 
present on the recording. In fact, the 
Final has a real talent with vocals, 
rendering Jose  n Öhrn’s almost 
ephemeral lyrics with superb clarity 
without severing their relationship 
to the rest of the track.

At the other end of the frequency 
response, the F4100 is not quite so 
accomplished. The bass response is 
good for a single armature design 
and it can be improved further by 
using the foam eartips, but compared 
with other models here it can come 
across as fractionally lightweight. 
The trade off, however, is that it is 
also outstandingly open and three 

U

Using the Final F4100 on the move 
outdoors with the silicone domes 
fitted shows it to be reasonably 
eff ective at keeping noise out, but if 
you are going to use it in very noisy 
environments, the cylindrical ‘bungs’ 
vastly improve levels of isolation. 
Continued use reveals that the bungs 
aren’t anywhere near as comfortable 
as the domes, but this is partly 
because my ear canal is slightly too 
large for the middle-size bung and 
a little too small for the largest one. 
With the cable looped over the ear, 
the Final stays put and doesn’t 
interfere or impede my movements. 

The sensitivity of the F4100 is 
suff icient that it can be used with the 
rather underwhelming headphone 
output of the Motorola G4 without 
having to raise the volume level to 
maximum. It benefits from being 
driven by a decent source, but it’s 
flexible enough to work well with less 
specialist devices when required.  

BUNG IT UP

Final 
F4100 £240

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Final F4100 
ORIGIN
Japan
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
13g
FEATURES

 Driver type: single 
balanced armature

Detachable cable
 Ear hooks
Carry case

DISTRIBUTOR
KS Distribution
TELEPHONE
01903 768910
WEBSITE
hifiheadphones.
co.uk

dimensional. More than any other 
in-ear in the group, it is able to extend 
the size of the performance beyond 
the con  nes of the ear canal, which 
lends The Neil Cowley Trio’s Skies Are 
Rare an effortlessness that helps those 
well-rendered instruments sound so 
much more believable. 

The Final also manages to sound 
extremely immediate. The single low 
mass driver has very little inertia, 
which helps the F4100 deliver Safe 
From Harm with its distinctive time 
signature and Robert Del Naja’s 
quick-  re vocals in a cohesive and 
rhythmically engaging way. As before, 
there is a sense that fractionally more 
bass would be desirable, but it’s 
telling that once you’ve listened to it 
for any length of time, you tend to 
‘dial in’ to the performance and you 
don’t  nd yourself missing the greater 
extension available elsewhere 

The bass response 
is good and can be 
improved by using 
the foam eartips
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The new 800 Series Diamond 

didn’t get better by chance.

It got better by change.

868 changes to be precise.



With its Hi-Res Audio specification, this looks to be 
the best-equipped model for quality audio listening 

LIKE: Punchy and 
engaging sound; well 
made and specified  
DISLIKE: Hard top-end 
and lack of soundstage 
WE SAY: A capable 
in-ear headphone 
that delivers plenty of 
excitement, but could 
do with a little more 
space and refinement

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

GROUPTEST
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES
£240-£300

ostitioned in the middle of 
NuForce’s range of in-ears, 
the HEM4 utilises the 
same external housing as 

its siblings, but with a pair of Knowles 
balanced armatures inside. These give 
a claimed upper frequency response 
of 40kHz and ensure it comes with 
Hi-Res Audio certi  cation – the only 
model in the test to do so. 

The HEM4 is also well speci  ed. As 
well as being  tted with a detachable 
cable connection, it comes with two 
cables in the box, one with a standard 
plastic jacket and inline remote and 
the other made from woven 

individual wires but without the 
remote. The woven one presumably 
offers higher performance, but seems 
to tangle the moment it escapes from 
the box – so even if you don’t require 
the remote, this cable is much more 
practical to use day to day. 

The rest of the HEM4 is rather more 
appealing, though. It is a well-made 
earphone and the blue  nish on the 
housings is smart without being too 
obtrusive. A wide selection of domes 
is supplied in both silicone and 
Comply materials and you get two 
separate cases for storage. The  rst 
is a large hardshell affair that appears 
to be designed to look after both the 

in-ear headphones and all its 
accessories. The second is smaller and 
made from softer material that is well 
suited for use on the move. 

As the cable exits at the top of the 
housing, the HEM4 is designed to be 
worn with the cable wrapped around 
the ear and provided that you don’t 
mind wearing it this way, this is a very 
comfortable model to use for longer 
listening periods, while noise isolation 
is extremely good too (see boxout).

Sound quality
The NuForce doesn’t need much of a 
push from the Mojo headphone amp 
to reach the test level and consequently 
shouldn’t prove too much of a 
challenge to drive for most devices. 
Its presentation is very slightly 
forward, which gives it a consistently 
lively and exciting edge. Three Women
is delivered with real bite and attack 
to it, the percussion sounding 
extremely immediate and snappy. 
Meanwhile, Jack White’s vocal is 
detailed and well de  ned from the 
supporting instruments. The top end 
is reasonably well handled, but there 
is a graininess to the treble that can 
be a little wearing with less than 
perfect material. 

The way that it handles rhythms 
goes a fair way towards alleviating 
this shortcoming, though. Green Blue 
Fields is wonderfully propulsive, 
drawing you in and getting the head 
nodding and feet tapping in a way 
that some other models can struggle 
to match. This con  dence with timing 
isn’t dependent on the music being 

P

As well as being a comfortable 
design to wear for longer periods, the 
HEM4 has some welcome aspects to 
its design that will appeal to anyone 
seeking a practical in-ear suited to 
a life on the move. Fitted with the 
smooth outer cable with inline 
remote and mic, it doesn’t tend to 
snag clothing and there’s a clip on the 
mic housing to allow you to fix the 
cable where you want – something 
that is very useful for reducing the 
amount of any slack length of cable 
that can potentially get caught up 
on clothing etc. Isolation is also 
extremely good. In the noisiest 
surroundings, it is able to keep 
any interference at bay without 
the need to raise the volume. 
Combined with the useful levels 
of sensitivity on off er and the inline 
remote, the HEM4 performs well 
with lower-powered sources, 
ensuring that it is a tempting 
prospect for commuters. 

TRAVEL COMPANION

NuForce 
HEM4 £250

DETAILS
PRODUCT
NuForce HEM4
ORIGIN
USA/China
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
21g
FEATURES

 Driver type: twin 
Knowles balanced 
armatures

 2x 1.38m 
detachable cables

 Ear hooks
 Carry case

DISTRIBUTOR
NuNu Distribution
TELEPHONE
0203 5442338
WEBSITE
nuforce.com

ballistic either. The more languid 
Skies Are Rare is no less effortless and 
the HEM4 simply lets it  ow. What is 
apparent, however, is that some of the 
space and three dimensionality of this 
recording is missing. There is plenty 
of detail and the tonality is certainly 
consistently convincing, but the 
relationship between the performers 
is less self-explanatory and never truly 
extends out beyond the ear canal. 

With the more contained Safe From 
Harm this is much less of an issue 
and the HEM4 treats the listener 
to another big, con  dent and 
entertaining performance. The use 
of an armature for the bass instead 
of a dynamic driver seems to lend it 
speed and de  nition that is very 
useful whenever there is a more 
complex arrangement to deal with 
and, as before, it does well to draw 
you into the performance 

Its presentation has 
a lively and exciting 
edge, delivered with 
real bite and attack





A demanding in-ear with a unique driver arrangement 
that‘s capable of an impressive performance

LIKE: Excellent 
performance with 
good recordings; build 
DISLIKE: Can sound 
ruthless with some 
material; more difficult 
to drive than most 
WE SAY: Needs some 
care with partnering 
equipment and fitment 
to deliver its best
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erhaps best known as a 
company that builds in-ear 
headphones costing 
several thousands of 

pounds, oBravo is paddling in the 
shallow end of its range with the 
erib-7. Despite the gulf in price, many 
elements of its design are shared with 
its more upmarket siblings. Chief 
among these is the driver complement. 
Each enclosure contains two drivers. 
One is a dynamic type – an 8mm 
Neodymium unit – used to generate 
low frequencies. This is partnered 
with a 7mm planar magnetic tweeter  

employed to generate high frequencies 
that is unique to oBravo. 

The use of a small planar magnetic 
driver means that the strengths of the 
design can be realised while obviating 
its weaknesses – limited bass response 
and low sensitivity being the main 
ones, although this is still not a 
hugely sensitive in-ear (see boxout). 

As it is no larger than the dynamic 
driver it is partnered with, it means 
that the size of the erib-7 is in keeping 
with rivals even though its form is 
different to the other models in the 
group. The bullet-shaped housing is 
the only one that has a captive cable 
attachment and it doesn’t support 
ear hooks for a wraparound  t. Build 

quality is good, however, and the 
oBravo feels reassuringly solid.

Supplied accessories include a soft 
carry pouch that doesn’t offer the 
protection of some of the other 
designs here, but  ts easily in the 
pocket so you’re more likely to use it. 
A selection of domes is also provided, 
including one of a type I’ve not 
previously seen that combines a 
Comply inner with a silicone outer 
that feels nicer than pure Comply – 
although I still prefer the conventional 
silicone ones when it comes to 
comfort for longer listening sessions. 

Sound quality
With the test level reached, the 
oBravo quickly reveals a different 
presentation to other models in the 
group and indeed most other in-ear 
headphones I’ve ever heard. This is 
principally down to its treble output. 
At  rst this can seem almost recessed 
and lacking in sparkle, but its ability 
to resolve  ne detail is extremely 
impressive. This resolving power 
can make it a little merciless, though. 
The performance of Three Women has 
a slightly brittle quality to it, showing 
up limitations in the recording that 
aren’t always present when listening 
on some rivals. With the slightly 
better recording of Green Blue Fields, 
the performance is fuller and more 
engaging and the oBravo does a  ne 
job with Öhrn’s vocals. This is further 
helped by there being both plenty of 
bass weight and the same unforced 
sense of detail to the lower registers 
that is present in the treble.

P

The oBravo erib-7 is the in-ear model 
in the group that is most dependent 
on securing a decent seal in the 
ear canal to achieve its optimum 
performance. If you don’t, the 
frequency extremes quickly fall away 
and, perhaps more worrying still, it 
lets in a fair amount of surrounding 
ambient noise. At the point in our 
external noise test where the sound 
reaches its loudest level, the volume 
level of the Chord Electronics’ Mojo 
headphone amp/DAC has to be 
raised higher than with any other 
model in the group. The problem 
here is that the required volume to 
do this is far higher than the relatively 
feeble output of many smartphones 
are capable of generating – and it’s 
also likely to be pushing the upper 
limits of some dedicated audio 
players too. In more positive news, 
the oBravo stays put on the move 
and is unlikely to restrict movement 
in any meaningful way.   

SEAL THE DEAL

oBravo
erib-7 £250

DETAILS
PRODUCT
oBravo erib-7 
ORIGIN
Taiwan
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
28g
FEATURES

 Driver type: hybrid 
planar/dynamic 

 1.2m cable
 Carry case

DISTRIBUTOR
Glaive Distribution
TELEPHONE
0208 9429124
WEBSITE
obravoaudio.com

Give it a truly stellar recording – like 
The Neil Cowley Trio – and it’s in its 
element, turning in an excellent 
performance. The piano is tonally 
believable and has the required 
weight to give it a real sense of scale. 
The supporting double bass is equally 
tangible and there is a lovely sense of 
decay to the plucked notes. Integration 
between the two different drivers 
is seamless and consistently well 
handled. This cohesiveness allows the 
oBravo to put in a strong performance 
with Massive Attack. The bass weight 
gives the track some heft and it deals 
with the vocals in a re  ned but 
detailed way. What is particularly 
telling is that even this high-resolution 
remaster of what was a fairly well 
recorded album in the  rst place still 
reveals the fractionally hard top end 
that it can ruthlessly show when 
listening to some material 

The integration 
between the two 
diff erent drivers is 
completely seamless





A new name to HFC that gives little away with its 
plain styling, but is a surprisingly colourful performer 

LIKE: Spacious and 
detailed performance; 
great build  
DISLIKE: Lacks a little 
engagement and 
absolute bass weight  
WE SAY: A capable 
newcomer that could 
benefit from 
fractionally increased 
levels of excitement 
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s one of the newest 
arrivals on the market, 
Oriveti has some way to go 
before it can consider itself 

a household name, but if this range 
topper is anything to go by, it’s off 
to a  ne start. As the ‘New Primacy’ 
monicker suggests, this is a replacement 
for an earlier Primacy model, and so 
incorporates a number of changes.

The only triple driver design in the 
group, it combines a pair of Knowles 
balanced armatures with a single 
8mm dynamic driver for bass response. 
The layout of these drivers and the 
venting for the dynamic unit has been 

altered since the earlier incarnation, 
but the dimensions of the chassis are 
in keeping with other designs here. 
Some care and attention has been 
paid to the shape, too, and it sits well 
in the pinna of the ear, which helps 
secure a decent seal (see boxout). 

It is beautifully made with an 
all-metal chassis  nished with a very 
impressive paint job (mocha and jet 
black are also available) that helps it 
feel more expensive than it actually 
is. It’s also supplied with an excellent 
selection of accessories. There’s a 
comprehensive choice of domes 
in Comply and silicone, rubber 
structured wiring mounts (which are 

tricky to  t, but work well once in 
place) and a detachable cable. The 
bundled eight-strand woven wire 
seems less prone to tangling than 
rival offerings elsewhere in the group. 
The carry case is also rather lovely. It’s 
a two-piece metal cylinder that is 
nicely  nished and provides plenty 
of space. It’s not the most practical 
storage case in the group, but it’s 
easily the most covetable.

Sound quality
The most important aspect of the 
Oriveti’s third driver is that it doesn’t 
make it any less sensitive than some 
of the other headphones here and at 
no stage do you notice any evidence 
that multiple drivers are involved in 
the performance. 

There is a sense that the frequency 
response is very even and that the 
performance of Three Women manages 
to balance punchiness and drive with 
enough re  nement that the slightly 
ragged top end of the recording 
doesn’t make itself felt unless you 
push the volume to a high level. 

Meanwhile, the low-frequency 
range driver doesn’t give itself away. 
The bass of Green Blue Fields is 
commendably fast and detailed, but 
some rivals in the group are able to 
dig a little deeper. The speed and 
control helps the New Primacy tackle 
this piece with a real sense of 
cohesion and Öhrn’s lyrics are clear 
and easy to follow. The tonality is also 
extremely good. The piano and bass 
in Skies Are Rare are rich, full bodied 
and perhaps most importantly, given 

A

The Oriveti is a slightly mixed bag 
when it comes to life on the move. 
The good fitment and extensive 
choice of eartips means that it isn’t 
hard to achieve a decent amount of 
isolation from the outside world, and 
even the loudest background noise 
test doesn’t require the volume to 
be raised too high to keep things 
sounding good. These positive 
attributes have to be off set against 
some slight detractors, though. The 
sensitivity of the New Primacy is just 
suff icient for it to be used with the 
Motorola smartphone, but there isn’t 
much spare headroom when you do 
and the lack of inline remote control 
makes operation less slick than when 
used with some other rivals. The 
cable is also quite heavy and its 
twisted form tends to snag on 
clothing when on the move. It is 
detachable, though, and the release 
mechanism provides some 
protection from damage. 

ROAM OR HOME?

Oriveti
New Primacy £250

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Oriveti New Primacy 
ORIGIN
China
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
11g
FEATURES

 Driver type: hybrid 
Knowles balanced 
armature/dynamic

 1.2m detachable 
cable

 Carry case
DISTRIBUTOR
KS Distribution
TELEPHONE
01903 768912
WEBSITE
hifiheadphones.
co.uk

the space they need to really sound 
convincing. The New Primacy has 
the ability to extend the performance 
beyond the con  nes of the ear canal, 
which helps material like this sound 
right. There is a real sense of the trio 
performing together and not as 
separate musicians.  

Where it struggles slightly is that 
while it never sounds sluggish in its 
delivery, it can be less captivating 
than some of the very best sounding 
models in the group. Its handling of 
Massive Attack’s Safe From Harm is 
considered, tonally accurate and easy 
to follow, but there isn’t the spark of 
rhythmic excitement that lifts the 
track to achieve a truly enthralling 
listening performance. The level of 
engagement can vary from track to 
track and requires some careful 
partnering with playback devices 
to get the most from your music 

The New Primacy’s 
speed and control 
lends music a real 
sense of cohesion





An unusual ability to tailor the frequency response 
to your liking makes this a hugely flexible design

LIKE: Wonderfully 
balanced sound; 
flexible design; 
build quality   
DISLIKE: No inline 
remote control; slightly 
limited sensitivity  
WE SAY: A well-made 
and unfussy design 
that sounds great with 
all kinds of music
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s the ‘S’ in the model 
derivation suggests, 
the Sennheiser is not a 
completely clean-sheet 

design. The original IE 80 was on sale 
for a number of years and had the 
same basic look as this newer version. 
The con  guration is unusual in the 
context of the test as it uses a single 
driver dynamic unit that is built to 
Sennheiser’s ‘XWB’ (Extra Wide 
Bandwidth) design. In practise, the 
frequency range of 10Hz-20kHz 
(claimed) is roughly in keeping with 
the group average, but this isn’t the 
last word in its output. 

On each of the enclosures, a tiny 
rotary control allows adjustment to 
your preference for the bass response. 
For listening in a quiet space, this isn’t 
particularly signi  cant, but it has an 
interesting effect when on the move 
(see boxout). The rest of the supplied 
accessories are good rather than great. 
Eartip domes come in silicone, Comply 
and lamella, there’s a tool for adjusting 
the earpiece controllers and a carry 
case that is a little on the large side to 
be truly practical – and is arguably 
not as good as the one supplied with 
the preceding version. The cable is 
detachable, but there’s no second 
cable or inline remote. 

The care that Sennheiser has put 
into the design is clear. It sits in my 
ear canal very well and is comfortable 
to wear for longer listening sessions. 
Build quality and styling – while 
unshowy – are extremely good. 
Attachments are supplied so it can 
be worn as a wrap around the ear 
– which I  nd most comfortable – but 
it also works effectively when used in 
the standard ‘free fall’ method.

Sound quality
With the bass adjustment at the zero 
gain setting, this is not an immediately 
showy performer, but it doesn’t take 
too long for its talent to make itself 
felt. The most appealing aspect of the 
performance is the balance between a 
well-lit and detailed top end without 
some of the slight harshness that is 
present in the recording of Three 
Women becoming an issue. Instead, 
the sound is punchy and exciting with 
vocals being particularly well handled. 

As the recording quality of the test 
tracks improves, so in turn does 
the performance. Green Blue Fields
positively pounds along with a real 
sense of rhythmic engagement and 
drive to it. What is notable is that 
despite there only being a single 
driver performing the whole 
frequency response, the upper 
registers are clear and effortlessly 
spacious. Jose  n Öhrn’s vocals are 
superb, and when you move over to 
The Neil Cowley Trio the IE 80 S is an 
outstanding performer. It combines 
an exceptional sense of space with 
tonality that is unfailingly convincing. 

A

The Sennheiser IE 80 S delivers its 
best sound performance in quieter 
environments with the adjustable 
bass dial on each earpiece set to the 
off  position – or at least only slightly 
engaged. If you plan to use it out and 
about on the move, increasing the 
bass level has the eff ect of boosting 
both its gain and the sense of 
isolation that’s available in noisy 
environments. With all other levels 
the same, it is easier to keep heavy 
traff ic at bay with a little extra boost 
at the low end. This is good because 
the Sennheiser is not the most 
sensitive model to drive and 
represents the practical limit of what 
the Motorola smartphone is capable 
of running at. Rather better news is 
that with the around-ear adaptors 
in place, the IE 80 S feels far more 
secure and less likely to interfere 
with the movement of your head – 
although this is also the case if you 
opt to ditch the ear loop. 

DIALLING IN

Sennheiser
IE 80 S £300

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Sennheiser IE 80 S
ORIGIN
Germany/China
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
19g
FEATURES

 Driver type: 
dynamic

 1.2m detachable 
cable

Ear hooks
 Carry case

DISTRIBUTOR
Sennheiser UK
TELEPHONE
0333 2408185
WEBSITE
en-uk.sennheiser.
com 

The relationship between the piano 
and bass in particular is utterly 
self-explanatory and helps to draw 
you right into the performance.

This ability to engage the listener 
without any appreciable compromise 
in accuracy is something that the IE 
80 S has down to a  ne art. It  nds 
a level of emotional content with 
Robert Del Naja and Shara Nelson’s 
back and forth in Safe From Harm
that simply isn’t present with some 
of the other models here. There 
is also a speed and  uidity to 
the undulating bass line that is 
consistently impressive when you 
take into consideration the depth that 
it manages to trawl at the same time. 
It is perfectly possible to have (far) 
too much of a good thing if you set 
the bass trim too high, but with it 
used cautiously, the results are very 
convincing indeed 

Although there’s 
only a single driver, 
upper registers are 
clear and spacious



In the Hegel H90 we included network streaming, Apple Airplay®, and a variety of 
digital and analogue connections. All (except streaming) of which are confi gurable to be 
fi xed level inputs, allowing you to easily integrate the H90 in a Home Theater system. 
Or perhaps you just want to connect the digital output of your Sonos streamer and use 
the Sonos volume attenuator rather than the Hegel remote? There is also a high quality 
headphone output and a sleek, informative, white OLED display. 

The H90. Let’s be honest. It’s better than yours.

Distribution:

Derby: Musicraft  ||  Edinburgh: Loud & Clear  ||  Kent: Igloo Audio
  London: Sonata  ||  West Sussex: Audiologica

www.hegel.com

H90



Another new kid on the headphone block, this 
American off ering comes lavishly equipped

LIKE: Spacious and 
controlled sound; 
excellent accessories, 
comfort levels 
DISLIKE: Midrange is 
over emphasised; can 
sound uninvolving  
WE SAY: A well 
equipped in-ear, but 
one that isn’t entirely 
sonically convincing
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hile it counts as one of the 
more expensive models 
here, the W20 is placed 
 rmly towards the lower 

echelons of Westone’s portfolio. The 
second model in the range, it is built 
around two balanced armatures that 
are allocated bass and treble duties 
via a passive crossover. These twin 
drivers don’t imbue it with a greater 
frequency response than some of the 
single driver designs here.

The Westone has a tear drop-shaped 
housing with the cable exiting from 
the top, which means you need to 
wrap the cable around the ear for a 

comfortable  t – this is something 
that’s extremely easy to do (see 
boxout). The W20 is equipped with a 
huge selection of dome eartips in both 
silicone and Comply, which should 
allow for all but the most cavernous 
ear canals to  nd a snug seal. In terms 
of supplied accessories, it comes with 
two cables – a high-performance one 
made by Atlas and a convenience 
option with iOS remote and mic – 
although swapping between the two 
feels unnecessarily cumbersome. 

Some of the other features are 
rather more impressive and also very 
handy. Westone allows you to change 
a section of the housing to different 

colours, which sounds trivial but is 
great for differentiating left from right 
so you never have to check which 
enclosure goes in which ear. The carry 
case is also superb. It’s a clamshell 
type, but unlike a number of designs 
of this type will actually  t in a 
normal pocket. The overall build of 
the W20 is also pretty good although 
nothing about it is signi  cantly better 
than any of the £250 models, and you 
are clearly paying a bit more for all of 
those natty extras.

Sound quality
Of all the models in the group, this 
is the one that imparts its own 
character the most on the test 
material. This takes the form of a 
more prominent midrange and its 
effect is rather variable. With Three 
Women, it gives a pleasing emphasis 
to Jack White’s vocals, the backing 
piano and guitar. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t do enough to obscure the 
somewhat hard scratchiness to the 
upper registers of the track. 

The effect on the more even Green 
Blue Fields is rather less satisfying. 
While Öhrn’s vocals are perfectly well 
handled, the Westone doesn’t deliver 
that punchy bassline with quite the 
same level of authority as some rivals 
in the group and it isn’t able to 
conjure up the same level of rhythmic 
cohesion or engagement that others 
here manage to achieve. The good 
news is that better quality recordings 
such as this reveal the W20’s upper 
registers to be much smoother and 
nicely controlled. 

W

The Westone W20 makes a lot of 
sense for a life on the move. The fit 
is comfortable and thanks to the 
huge number of eartips that come 
supplied, you should easily be able to 
secure a decent fit in your ear canal 
and make a good seal. With this 
achieved, it is eff ective at blocking 
out high levels of background noise 
and the tonal balance – for better 
or worse – is not significantly aff ected 
by external noise levels. The 
sensitivity is also suff iciently good 
that it can be used with the limited 
output of a smartphone without any 
real issues, while the inline iOS 
remote cable makes it convenient to 
operate devices on the move as well. 
Above all, the Westone is comfortable 
to wear for longer listening periods. 
The shape of the housing fits my 
ear particularly well, while the cable 
neither interferes nor restricts any 
of my movements while listening out 
and about on the move. 

SMOOTH OPERATOR

Westone
W20 £280

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Westone W20
ORIGIN
USA/China
TYPE
In-ear headphone 
WEIGHT
17g
FEATURES

 Driver type: twin 
balanced armature

 2x 1.28m 
detachable cable

 Ear hooks
 Carry case

DISTRIBUTOR
KS Distribution  
TELEPHONE
01903 768912
WEBSITE
hifiheadphones.
co.uk

Give the Westone Skies Are Rare 
– which has greater emphasis on the 
midrange – and it is on safer ground. 
The piano is weighty and tonally 
believable, while the reproduction of 
the double bass is equally convincing. 
There is a reasonable sense of the 
positioning of the instruments, even 
though this is not the most spacious 
performer here. Crucially, there is still 
a lack of rhythmic engagement with 
this rather more relaxed piece that 
hinders any emotional connection 
with the music. This is also the case 
with Safe From Harm, which is 
reasonably well handled with good 
de  nition of the complex bass line, 
although it still fails to deliver the 
innate sense of timing of its rivals. 
Once again, the upper registers are 
controlled and well handled and 
there is a decent sense of soundstage 
to the performance 

Vocals are well 
delivered and it is 
comfortable to wear 
for longer sessions
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With exceptionally high standards of performance in the group, Ed Selley 
has the rather tough task of choosing his preferred travelling companion

Group test verdict

ALL THE IN-EAR headphones in 
this roundup have at least some sonic 
bene  ts in their favour, but it is the 
Westone W20 that is the most limited. 
It’s a superbly equipped model that’s 
comfortable to wear, but the emphasis 
on the midrange comes at the 
expense of the performance at the 
frequency extremes. The oBravo 
erib-7 by contrast has aspects of its 
performance that are among the 
best in the group, but the limited 
sensitivity and rather merciless 
presentation mean that it needs to be 
partnered and used carefully to show 
these attributes to best effect. 

Splitting the NuForce HEM4 and 
Oriveti New Primacy is effectively 
impossible, meaning they share the 
spoils for third place. These are 
both supremely talented in-ear 
headphones that are identically 
priced, but with different strengths 
and weaknesses. The HEM4 is a 
consistently exciting listen that can 
sound fractionally con  ned with 
large-scale material, while the New 
Primacy is more spacious and tonally 
vivid, but lacks some excitement. 
Both models are well built, extremely 
comfortable to wear, well equipped 
and suf  ciently sensitive that they 

should work happily with a wide 
range of partnering devices. 
Choosing between them largely 
comes down to personal preference. 

The Final F4100 isn’t perfect, but 
it does a number of things so well 
that it’s awarded second place. The 
absolute lack of bass extension will 
put some people off, but the superb 
cohesion, tonal accuracy and 
timing across a wide selection of 
material is extremely appealing. 
It’s comfortable, extremely well 
made and very easy to live with 
and, best of all, it comes in at the 
lowest price of the group. 

The Sennheiser IE 80 S 
is a bit more costly, but 
offers superb sound 
and impressive 
flexibility, thanks to 
its adjustable bass 
response. Combined 
with excellent build, 
decent accessories and 
a high level of comfort, 
it makes a very worthy 
test winner.  

Final NuForce  oBravo  Oriveti Sennheiser  Westone 
F4100 HEM4  erib-7 New Primacy IE 80 S W20

 Price £240 £250 £250 £250 £300 £289

Sound

Value

Build

Features

Overall

,
,

Key features

 Ear hooks Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

 Carry case Yes  Yes  Yes Yes  Yes  Yes

 Detachable cable Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

 6.35mm adapter No Yes No Yes No No

 Inline remote No Yes No No  No Yes

Make/model

Delivers plenty of 
excitement, but could 
do with a little more 
space and refinement

Needs some care 
with partnering gear 
and fitment to 
deliver its best

A good showing 
from this newcomer, 
which could do with a 
bit more excitement

This well made and 
unfussy design 
sounds great with 
all kinds of music

A well-equipped 
in-ear, but one that 
isn’t entirely 
sonically satisfying

Tonally accurate 
and talented in-ear, 
but not the most 
seismic performer

HEADPHONE AMP/DAC:
Chord Electronics Mojo £399 HFC 423
If you want to get the best 
from your tablet, smartphone 
or laptop, the Mojo is an 
exceptionally capable DAC 
that delivers a sparkling 
performance with any source. 
Adding new Poly (see p57) 
further increases its flexibility. 

STREAMING 
SERVICE:
Tidal £20/m 
HFC 414
It may be facing 
tougher competition with the arrival 
of hi-res streaming tiers from other 
services, but Tidal’s HiFi lossless offering 

– supported by a growing number of MQA 
masters – remains the one to beat. 

PORTABLE SOURCE:
Onkyo DP-S1 £400
HFC 428
The DP-S1 is an excellent 
choice of DAP with DSD, MQA 
and Tidal support in a compact 
chassis that boasts a sonic 
performance able to balance 
accuracy with entertainment 
at an attractive price. 

IN-EAR HEADPHONES
£240-£300

TRY WITH THESE
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For the latest sale prices and offers, contact your local store or visit www.ssav.com

STREAMING SYSTEM PRICE SPEAKER SAVING

£250 - £499...........................  SAVE £100
£500 - £999...........................  SAVE £200
£1000 - £1499 ......................  SAVE £300
Over £1500  ..........................  SAVE £400

SAVE UP TO £400
on Speakers when purchased

together with selected Streaming Systems*

AMPLIFIER PRICE SPEAKER SAVING

£250 - £499...........................  SAVE £100
£500 - £999...........................  SAVE £200
£1000 - £1499 ......................  SAVE £300
Over £1500  ..........................  SAVE £400

SAVE UP TO £400
on Speakers when purchased

together with selected Amplifers*

AV RECEIVER PRICE SPEAKER SAVING

£500 - £999...........................  SAVE £200
£1000 - £1999 ......................  SAVE £300
Over £2000  ..........................  SAVE £400

SAVE UP TO £400
on AV Speakers when purchased

together with selected AV Receivers*

EXAMPLE:
Yamaha RX-A670 

AV Receiver - £699
+

Focal SIB EVO Dolby Atmos 5.1.2 
AV Speaker Package - £1099

Total Price £1798

YOU PAY £1598
SAVING £200

EXAMPLE:
NAD C 368 

Amplifier - £799
+

KEF Q350 
Speakers - £529
Total Price £1328

YOU PAY £1128
SAVING £200

EXAMPLE:
Naim Uniti Atom 

Streaming System - £1999
+

Monitor Audio Silver 50 
Speakers - £499
Total Price £2498

YOU PAY £2098
SAVING £400
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USB Turntable
Sony
PS-HX500

£SSAV.com

Floorstanding Speakers

Bowers & Wilkins
CM9 S2

£1199

Save £800

For room-filling power and precision, as well as 
beautiful design, the floorstanding CM9 S2 is an 
outstanding choice. And one that handles music 
and home cinema demands equally well.

The CM9 S2 is a commanding presence in any 
room thanks to its two 165mm Kevlar® bass 
drivers and 150mm Kevlar® FST midrange. These 
are backed by high-quality components, for a 
winning combination of absolute power and 
pinpoint precision.

PSB
Imagine T (gloss black)

Floorstanding Speakers
£799
Imagine Mini (gloss black)

Bookshelf Speakers
£299

CD/Amplifier
Marantz
CD/PM6006 UK Edition

£SSAV.com

Headphones
Sennheiser
Momentum 2.0AE

£169

CD/DAB/Bluetooth System
Denon
D-M41DAB  £SSAV.com

Play:1
Wireless Speaker
£149

Play:3
Wireless Speaker
£249

Amplifier
Onkyo
A9010  £SSAV.com

6 YEAR WARRANTY

Save £50

6 YEAR WARRANTY

Save £50

6 YEAR WARRANTY

Half Price

6 YEAR WARRANTY

Half Price

Save £100



For the latest sale prices and 
offers, contact your local 
store or visit www.ssav.com

Speakers
Q Acoustics 3020

£SSAV.com

Turntable
NAD
C 556

£199
Save £50 6 YEAR WARRANTY

Speakers
PMC
Twenty5.21

£1950

FREE
PMC Speaker
Stands Worth

£295

Amplifi er
NAD
C 326BEE

£249
Save £100 6 YEAR WARRANTY

Please Note:  Some brands/products are not available at all stores.
Sale offers are not in conjunction with any other offer (NICWAOO).

ADVERT VALID UNTIL 10/01/2018. E&OE

“Another outstanding budget standmounter from Q Acoustics. 
The 3020s deliver a fabulous sound for the money”

What Hi-Fi Awards 2015

Pulse Flex £199
Save £100

Pulse Mini £349
Save £150

Pulse 2 £449
Save £200

6 YEAR
WARRANTY

6 YEAR
WARRANTY

6 YEAR
WARRANTY

BUY A BLUESOUND NODE 2
Hi-res wireless music streamer £499

and Save up to £200 when you purchase either a

6 YEAR
WARRANTY

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE

Bishop’s Stortford 01279 506576
Bristol• 0117 974 3727
Brighton 01273 733338
Bromley 020 8290 1988
Chalfont St Peter• 0845 5046364
Cambridge 01223 304770
Chelsea• 020 7352 9466
Cheltenham• 01242 241171
Epsom• 01372 720720
Exeter• 01392 218895
Guildford 01483 536666

Holborn• 020 7837 7540
Kingston• 020 8547 0717
Loughton 020 8532 0770
Maidstone 01622 686366
Norwich• 01603 767605
NEW Nottingham 0115 988 1703
Oxford 01865 241773
MOVED Reading• 01189 477093
Sevenoaks 01732 459555
NEW Solihull 0121 709 0606
Southampton• 023 8033 7770

Tunbridge Wells 01892 531543
Wetherby 01937 586886
Witham (Essex) 01376 501733
Yeovil• 01935 700078

•THESE STORES ARE FRANCHISED AND OPERATE UNDER 
A LICENCE AGREEMENT TO SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION

NOW OPEN NOTTINGHAM STORE
 13 FLYING HORSE WALK, NG1 2HN

For store details, opening hours and 
brands stocked visit www.ssav.com

Read the
latest issue of
SEVENOAKS 
SELECT
digital interactive 
magazine today!
www.ssav.com/select

READ
FREE



ack in 1974, Yamaha 
released the NS-1000 
loudspeaker. A purple 
period for the company, it 

seemed to be launching an endless 
stream of great products. These 
effectively put Yamaha on the map as 
a serious hi-   manufacturer, capable 
of innovation, superb quality and 
outperforming its rivals.

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Yamaha NS-5000
ORIGIN
Japan
TYPE
3-way standmount 
loudspeaker
WEIGHT
35kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
395 x 690 x 381mm
FEATURES

 1x 30mm Zylon 
dome tweeter 

 1x 80mm Zylon 
midrange

 1x 300mm Zylon 
bass driver

 Quoted sensitivity: 
88dB/1W/1m
DISTRIBUTOR
Yamaha Music 
Europe GmbH (UK)
TELEPHONE
0844 8111116
WEBSITE
uk.yamaha.com

Back to 
the future
David Price auditions Yamaha’s heavily 
retro-styled NS-5000 loudspeaker and 
very much likes what he hears

It’s fair to say that not everyone in 
the British hi-   press saw things this 
way. The scribes of the time focused 
on British brands and regarded new 
Japanese companies with a good deal 
of scepticism. Arguably, it wasn’t until 
the advent of the NS-1000M ‘monitor’ 
version in 1978, that this speaker 
really began getting noticed in the 
UK. It sported the same, hugely 

innovative Beryllium midrange and 
treble dome drivers – a fraction of 
the weight of conventional designs 
– but in a smaller, more rigid cabinet 
painted a mean shade of black. It 
is this speaker that gives the NS-5000 
(£15,000 inc stands – not shown) you 
see here its spiritual birthplace.  

It’s not simply a re-manufactured 
NS-1000M, though – far from it. 
Because the styling is so similar, many 
might be fooled into thinking this is 
the new speaker’s raison d’être, but 
Yamaha simply says that its physical 
proportions (which are slightly larger 
than the NS-1000M) and cabinet 
con  guration are optimal for the job. 
Certainly the drive units are very 
different, with Zylon used for the 
dome tweeter, midband and woofer. 
This is a synthetic  bre created in 
Japan, and is said to be the world’s 
strongest. It is then vapour coated 
with proprietary monel alloy. Yamaha 
says the material has a very similar 
acoustic velocity to Beryllium, and as 
development progressed, its engineers 

B
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found that using it for the 30mm 
tweeter, 80mm mid and 300mm 
woofer worked best. 

Crossover points are at 750Hz and 
4.5kHz, the concept being to integrate 
the drivers smoothly to give the feel 
of a single full-range speaker – “a 
uni  ed tone colour” as the company 
puts it. Crossover components are 
af  xed to a double-sided printed 
circuit board with extra-thick 140
copper traces; short signal paths are 
designed in and the components 
include Mundorf MCap Supreme 
Evo capacitors and MResist Supreme 
attenuators. The 65 litre cabinet is 
damped extensively inside by a 
special “acoustic absorber”. Finite 
Element Analysis with laser scanning 

was used to minimise standing waves 
inside the box. It uses mitred joint 
construction, with reinforcing cross 
bracing inside, and the laminated 
plywood enclosure is made of 
Japanese White Birch from the island 
of Hokkaido. The front baf  e is 
29.5mm thick and the other  ve sides 
of the enclosure are 20mm. All six 
external surfaces have a piano gloss 
lacquered piano  nish – created using 
the same paint, primer, and polishing 
processes adopted for the company’s 
grand pianos, no less. This membrane 
is claimed to further increase cabinet 
rigidity and dampen vibrations. 

A major area of departure for the 
NS-5000 is the fact that it uses a bass 
re  ex port, when the NS-1000M was 
a sealed-box design. Yamaha says that 

it gives better sensitivity and far 
superior ease of drive.

The claimed frequency response of 
26Hz to 40kHz (-10dB) is wide, and 
power handling is said to be 600W. 
Quoted sensitivity is 88dB/1W/1m, 
which isn’t earth shattering for this 
size of speaker, while it has a claimed 
nominal impedance of 6ohm, 
dropping down to 3.5ohm when the 
going gets tough. Auditioning shows 
the speaker really needs 80W RMS 
per channel or more to really get 
going in a largish room. I  nd it 
easier to position than expected, 
but no large ported box is going to 
sit happily right in front of a rear 
wall. Around 30cm out gets things 
sounding smooth in my room. 
Yamaha produces its own stands for 
the NS-5000, but I use my 30cm high 
square-framed steel NS-1000M ones.

Sound quality
The  rst thing to get over upon 
hearing this loudspeaker is that it 
isn’t an NS-1000M. It might look 
spookily similar, but there are many 
differences. Still, with its tight, clean 
and dry nature, oodles of detail and a 
big, physical presence, it’s recognisably 
a high-end Yamaha design. The 
headline news is the wonderfully 
seamless drive unit integration; the 
designers have been successful in 
their intention to make it sound all of 
a piece – as if it’s one big full-range 
driver. This is rare; normally you only 
get this kind of tonal evenness from 
electrostatic panel speakers. 

Wings’ My Love is a joy; the NS-5000 
sets up a big, expansive soundstage 
that bristles with detail; bass is 
effortless and treble sweet and 
extended. Everything seems to meld 
into the midband, which duly does 
a great job of communicating the 

familiar tones of Paul McCartney. It’s 
so creamy and even that you simply 
want to listen into the mix ever 
deeper, whereupon you’re rewarded 
with great insight into the recorded 
acoustic. Feeling I need to push it 
harder, I cue up Goldie’s Timeless – a 
classic slice of nineties drum & bass. 
The Yamaha proves well able to deal 
with everything that my Arcam P49 
power ampli  er (HFC 409) can mete 
out; remaining composed at very high 
sound levels. It shares the NS-1000M’s 
un  appable nature, moving vast 
amounts of air without breaking 
into a sweat. At the same time, the 
midband and treble remain extremely 
composed and couth, and the speaker 
is able to deal with wall-cracking 
volumes without losing the rhythmic 
nuances of the song. It’s this sort of 
grace under pressure that shows its 
provenance, and its price. 

Hole in one
Impressive stuff, but one thing early 
listening shows up is the re  ex-ported 
cabinet. Used to the sealed box of its 
forebear, I can hear a slight loosening 
of the sound. The fulsome bass guitar 
from the Wings track sounds great, 
but is fractionally more rounded and 
compressed. Compared with practically 
every rival the new Yamaha need not 
apologise; there’s plenty of punch 
and it’s still taut. It also impresses 
with the way it integrates into the 
midband, so there’s almost no sense 
you’re listening to several different 
speakers in one. It pushes the song 
along with aplomb. Yet there’s always 
a subtle ‘thrum’ from the woodwork, 
and a sense that the bass notes aren’t 
exactly syncopated.

It’s almost like an 
electrostatic, yet it 
has a far better and 
more extended bass

EXOTICAYAMAHA   
NS-5000 £15,000

The cabinet is 
extensively 
damped with a 
special acoustic 
absorber



LIKE: Delicacy; 
seamlessness; power; 
accuracy and tonality   
DISLIKE: Not quite 
as much fun as its 
iconic predecessor  
WE SAY: Superb high-
end loudspeaker with 
huge all-round ability

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

EASE OF DRIVE

OVERALL

HOW IT 
COMPARES

As my familiarity with this speaker 
increases, I hone in on its strengths, 
and stop subconsciously comparing 
it with the NS-1000M. This is so 
much more than just a ‘big banger’; it 
sounds less aggressive than its looks 
suggest and is actually something 
of a smoothie. It has a tremendously 
mature and sophisticated sound, yet 
pace comes along with grace. Its 
inherently detailed demeanour, allied 
to a  ne sense of timing confers a 
jaunty, zippy sort of sound. Randy 
Crawford’s You Might Need Somebody
can be a bit of a dirge with the wrong 
speaker; not so here. I  nd myself 
entranced by her beautiful voice, as I 
bask in the warm yet well resolved 
recorded acoustic. Again its superb 
linearity really impresses; there’s a 
sense it’s almost like an electrostatic, 
yet it has a far better and more 
extended bass. At the top, the hi-hats 
sparkle and there is oodles of air and 
space, giving a highly atmospheric feel. 

In addition to this wonderfully 
seamless sound, the other de  ning 
characteristic is the soundstaging. 
Images are thrown into the room in 
a powerful and highly accurate way; 
they’re perfectly set into the recorded 
acoustic, which itself comes over as 
unexpectedly wide. The NS-5000 is 
also well able to hang images behind, 
or in front of, the plane of the speaker 
– meaning that depth perspective is 
excellent. You don’t need a benchmark 
classic music recording to hear this; 
even simple vocal-driven programme 
material like Morten Harket’s acoustic 
rendition of Take On Me has the spine 
tingling. The new Yamaha really  ies 
with excellent recordings such as this, 
and cranking up the volume further 

dramatically expands the size of the 
recorded acoustic. Here you begin to 
realise that the NS-5000 can function 
in large rooms at high volumes with 
an ease that practically all other 
loudspeakers will wince at. There’s a 
wonderful feeling of linearity, solidity 
and stability – an ‘architectural’ feel 
to the way that it reproduces music. 
Everything is meticulously interlinked 
with everything else, yet the musical 
nuances are allowed to  ourish 
within the whole. 

Conclusion
Don’t let its size fool you – this is a 
very powerful and highly assured 
loudspeaker, and yet it has great 
delicacy and smoothness when 
needed, and is unerringly good fun 
to listen to. Across all types of music 
it gives a very clean and transparent 
sound, yet never appears overly 
analytical. The only thing is, don’t 
expect it to be a reborn NS-1000M; 
there are a good few similarities, 
but the NS-5000 is its own man 

Q&A

DP: What type of buyer is the 
NS-5000 aimed at? 
SH: The most discerning customer, in 
pursuit of audio perfection. It’s not an 
NS-1000M replacement as such; 
rather – after meticulous research on 
a variety of enclosure designs – we 
revisited the NS-1000M’s proportions 
because they worked best for us.

What gave you the idea of using the 
same material for all three drivers?
Zylon in the tweeter, midrange and 
bass driver achieves perfect 
uniformity in tonal characteristics. As 
a result it provides one of the most 
cohesive listening experiences ever 
found in a Yamaha speaker. We opted 
for Zylon specifically because this 
material offers the best of soft-dome 
and hard-dome drivers – it is hard, 
lightweight yet stiff, and possesses 
the characteristic softness of textiles.

Why was reflex loading preferred 
to a closed-box design?
The use of a reflex-loading design 
improves resolution in the low-
frequency range while also 
enhancing signal-to-noise 
performance. This solidly assembled 
three-way mitered joint construction 
uses reinforced cross pieces 
internally and a twisted flare port, 
which help overcome box ringing 
and port noise that’s inherent in bass 
reflex designs. 

Why have you decided to make a 
high-end speaker after so long?
New materials such as Zylon and 
new technologies such as our newly 
developed RS (Resonance 
Suppression) Chamber and Acoustic 
Absorber have enabled us to change 
how we approach speaker design. 
We believe it’s an impressive leap 
forward in speaker design, and so 
wanted to share that with modern 
music lovers. 

Simon Harknett
AV product specialist, Yamaha UK

IN SIGHT
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1

2

3

4

Rear-facing bass 
reflex port
30mm Zylon 
dome tweeter
80mm Zylon 
midrange driver
300mm Zylon 
bass driver

Sonus faber’s beautiful 
Serafino (£17,998) is the 
sort of loudspeaker that 
Yamaha’s (£15,000) 
NS-5000 is up against. 
That’s an awful lot of 
stress for the Japanese 
design, considering the 
power and beauty of 
the Italian. The Serafino 
has a wonderfully 
smooth and even 
balance, with great 
delicacy. It’s more than 
this though – there’s a 
lot of power and fine 
rhythmic ability too, 
plus soundstaging 
on a grand scale. The 
Yamaha sounds lighter, 
more precise, detailed 
and a little more tonally 
dry – but doesn’t quite 
have its rival’s scale. 
Both are superb 
speakers, all the same.

YAMAHA   
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ew Jersey’s VPI Industries 
has been on a mission in 
recent years to appeal to 
vinyl’s new-found fans 

with an affordable deck that borrows 
design principles from its range of 
high-end models. This isn’t its  rst 
foray into the entry-level sector. First 
came the Traveler and Nomad (HFC 
390), paving the way for this new 
deck, which ups the price by some 
margin. While being the brand’s 
entry-level deck (sitting below its 
Prime series), the Player is in many 

 DETAILS
PRODUCT
VPI Player
ORIGIN
USA
TYPE
Belt-drive turntable 
package 
WEIGHT
5.9kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
470 x 109 x 343mm
FEATURES

 33 and 45rpm 
manual speed 
change 

 9in tonearm
 Built-in MM phono 

stage and 
headphone amp

 Ortofon 2M Red 
cartridge supplied
DISTRIBUTOR
Renaissance Audio
TELEPHONE
0131 5553922
WEBSITE
renaissanceaudio.
co.uk

Young 
American
With a built-in phono stage, headphone 
amp and cartridge, VPI’s Player is very 
tempting, reckons Andrew Simpson

ways its most well-equipped, 
packaged with a cartridge, built-in 
phono stage and headphone amp, 
making this a highly versatile vinyl 
all-rounder.

As we’ve come to expect from VPI, 
the build quality and materials used 
are  rst class. Whereas the Nomad 
deck sported an MDF platter, here it’s 
formed from a 22m-thick billet of 
aluminium that also packs a slab of 
MDF within it that’s bonded using 
a silicone layer for added damping. 
The deck’s inverted bearing uses an 

oil-impregnated brass bushing that 
sits over a hardened shaft. The 
28mm-thick MDF plinth is wrapped 
in vinyl, which looks stylish in white 
for the test model, but you can opt for 
a black plinth, and maple and walnut 
 nishes are set to be available soon.
The Player employs a belt-drive 

system to get the platter spinning 
using a 24V AC synchronous motor 
that’s embedded within the plinth 
and sports a stepped pulley for you 
to manually select between 33 or 
45rpm, which is made easier than 
most as the belt runs around the 
platter’s grooved periphery, keeping  
it in place.

As with the Nomad, VPI has chosen 
to partner the Player with Ortofon’s 
2M Red moving-magnet pick-up 
(£95). While being a great budget 
choice, for a deck at this price I’d soon 
be looking to  t a model from further 
up Ortofon’s 2M range. 

Unlike its cartridge, the Player’s 9in 
tonearm is a big step up. Formed from 
a combination of alloys with a cast 
headshell and damped stainless 
steel armtube, this arm is a lesson 
in quality and simplicity, boasting 
sensible adjustments. The arm’s 

N
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bearing is a gimbal design using a 
stainless steel shaft riding in an oil 
bath for its lateral movement, 
replicating the construction of the 
deck’s main bearing. Arm height is 
adjustable through a post and collar 
arrangement via a pair of locknuts 
under the plinth, while azimuth can 
also be tweaked from a pair of 
recessed hex bolts in the side of the 
armtube, allowing the main arm 
wand to twist within a  xed sleeve. 
The arm’s stainless steel 
counterweight is also damped, 
courtesy of rubber rings around its 
periphery. Anti-skate is achieved 
through VPI’s trademark loop of 
exposed cartridge wires that generate 
the force needed through their 
twisted formation.

Bolted to the underside of the 
Player’s plinth is the deck’s internal 
phono stage and headphone amp, 
which are both made in-house and 
are an evolution of the designs used 
in the Nomad. The phono stage caters 
for MM cartridges only, offering 35dB 
of gain. While an included phono 
stage will be a boon for those looking 
for an all-in-one vinyl solution, it 
could also be a limiting factor if 

you’re looking to upgrade this aspect 
later on. With this in mind, VPI has 
added the option to bypass the phono 
stage when the upgrade bug bites, 
although you’ll need to get your 
dealer to do this for you, as it requires 
moving a jumper on the phono board, 
which isn’t easily accessible.

Reinforcing the plug-and-play 
approach, everything comes set up 
ready to go straight out of the box, 
right down to the supplied felt mat 
being in place. All you need to do 
is site the deck on a level surface, 
remove the stylus guard, pop the belt 
on and plug it in. A quick check of the 
tracking force reveals this is set to 
bang on 1.8g, which is the ideal 
tracking weight for the 2M cartridge.

Sound quality
What’s clear from the outset is how 
the Player’s sound re  ects its build, 
with a presentation that’s con  dent 
and reassuringly balanced. Hooked 
up to my Musical Fidelity M6 PRE/
PRX ampli  ers (HFC 340), feeding 
a pair of Spendor A5 speakers, the 
Player doesn’t shy away from 
revealing what it’s capable of. 

Given the right front end, the 
compact Spendor loudspeakers lend 
themselves to getting the best out of 
female vocals, and the VPI doesn’t 
disappoint in getting to grips with the 
task at hand. From the opening vocals 
of Laura Marling’s Take The Night Off, 
the Player draws out the delicacy in 
her voice with ease, immediately 
pulling me into the track as the softly 
sung lyrics  ll my listening room, 

sounding natural and organic. As the 
track builds with more instruments 
added to the mix, there’s never a 
sense of the VPI getting overwhelmed. 
Instead, the soundstage is as 
expansive as it is deep, giving each 
instrument space to breathe.

Spinning a 180g remaster of The 
Doors’ The Changeling from LA 
Woman has the VPI gripping the 
track’s marching bass line. With 
turntables that have a more relaxed 

sound, this track can sound a little 
sluggish with the bass plodding along. 
But under the VPI’s command, the 
tempo is as forthright as it should be. 
Bass notes are well rounded and deep, 
with decent texture, reaf  rming the 
VPI’s strengths in making instruments 
sound rich and full bodied.

Clearly the VPI package is in its 
element with well-produced music 
and testing how it fares with more 
gritty material is just as rewarding. 
Spinning a 7in single of Carter USM’s 
Rubbish has the Player on its toes and 
ready to rock. Despite this being a 
1990 pressing that’s seen plenty of 
needle action, the track sounds as 
fresh and exciting as the day it was 
issued. Vocals are rendered cleanly 
without being overly forward, and the 
slight echo that’s afforded them adds 

Its expansive 
soundstage is also 
carried over to the 
headphone output

VPI 
PLAYER £1,500

Anti-skate 
comes via VPI’s 
trademark loop 

of cartridge wires
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HOW IT 
COMPARES

a sense of a live studio atmosphere. 
The raucous character of the lead 
guitars is also nicely captured, which 
gives the music almost riot-inducing 
energy levels. 

Vinyl fans partial to late night 
listening sessions will welcome the 
Player’s headphone output, which 
when hooked up to a pair of AKG K 
242 HD cans, highlights that equal 
attention has been paid to the quality 
of this part of the package.

Repeating the Carter USM track 
through the headphone shows that 
its overriding vivacity hasn’t been 
diluted. Due to the age and condition 
of the pressing, I am also expecting 
a degree of sibilance to be more 
apparent with guitars and cymbals via 
headphone. Thankfully this is not the 
case, and the VPI does a dandy job 
of keeping the music sounding 
smooth while adding enough sparkle 
to keep me entertained. Its expansive 
soundstage is also carried over to 
the headphone output and playing 
Daughter’s How from the Not To 
Disappear album, I easily get lost in 
the depth of the music and all the 
nuances within it. Vocals are laced 
with an atmospheric nature that’s 
emphasised with just the right 
amount of reverb, while the crashing 
drums build from way back and break 
forth without being overly dominant.

Sensing the VPI is obviously capable 
of running with a more re  ned 
pick-up has me swapping out the 2M 
Red for Orfoton’s £295 2M Bronze, 
which sports a more re  ned stylus 
and improved internals. The VPI 
quickly reaps the bene  ts of this 

upgrade with the Daughter track and 
any slight sense of mushiness in the 
percussion is gone, and has more 
de  ned edges while still retaining the 
music’s ethereal nature.

Conclusion
While the Player presents a healthy 
price hike compared with VPI’s 
previous entry-level Nomad, it’s also 
a signi  cantly more accomplished 
package, which brings with it greater 
levels of  exibility. As an all-rounder 
to get you going, it has everything 
you’ll need. Perhaps more 
praiseworthy, though, is the quality 
VPI brings to the package, from its 
superbly engineered platter and 
bearing to the elegant tonearm. 
With a bypassable phono stage and 
cartridge that’s ripe for an upgrade, 
the Player is a deck that will get the 
best out of a budget system or provide 
a platform to grow a higher-end 
system around 

Q&A

AS: What were your main priorities 
for the Player?  
MW: Our main priorities were to 
create a bulletproof all-in-one high-
end vinyl system. A deck you could 
start with and upgrade, but not 
necessarily feel like you had to 
upgrade immediately. Two of the 
most frequent questions we get 
asked by customers are: “What’s a 
phono stage and why do I need one?” 
The customer buying the Player isn’t 
concerned with the different brands 
and types of phono stages out there, 
many don’t even know what a phono 
stage is. The Player gets the customer 
spinning vinyl without needing an 
education on turntables, a video 
tutorial on cartridge set up, or 
anything else that might intimidate 
them and put them off simply 
enjoying vinyl.

What challenges did you face in 
creating the Player, and how did 
you overcome them?
Fitting everything into one deck, 
keeping the quality high, and the 
price low. Also, making the Player 
compatible with higher-end VPI parts 
if the customer wants to upgrade. 
To overcome these challenges, 
we spent a lot of time refining and 
simplifying the design components 
as well as projecting for a high volume 
to keep the pricing reasonable.

We’ve seen you refine your 
turntable range in recent years, 
what’s next for VPI?
In the short term our focus is to keep 
the base line of consistency in 
offering a high-quality and easy to 
understand product line. Over the 
next year we plan to pay more 
attention to our higher-end tonearm 
development. Also, the end of 2018 
will mark our 40-year anniversary, 
and you can expect to see something 
that will celebrate our VPI roots, while 
applying what we have learned in the 
past four decades.

Mat Weisfeld
President, VPI Industries
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Motor pulley

Live-level RCA 
outputs

Ortofon 2M Red 
MM cartridge

Alloy platter 
with felt mat

For those with £1,500 
to spend and willing to 
forgo a built-in phono 
stage and headphone 
amp for a more refined 
player, EAT’s B-Sharp 
Super Pack (HFC 428) is 
where to look, with its 
floating sub chassis, 
carbon-fibre tonearm 
and pre-installed 2M 
Blue cartridge. For a 
totally different 
philosophy, Technics’ 
SL-1200/1210GR direct-
drive deck (HFC 426) 
priced at £1,299 should  
also be considered. Its 
robust pitch-perfect 
design gives stunning 
performance, but you’ll 
need to factor in the 
additional cost for 
the cartridge, phono 
stage and headphone 
amplifier to match the 
flexibilities of the VPI. 
As ever, try before you 
buy to see which model 
appeals the most. 

LIKE: Build quality; 
confident presentation; 
superb tonearm
DISLIKE: Phono stage 
can only be bypassed 
by dealer; cartridge 
could be improved  
WE SAY:
Accomplished sound 
from a stylish feature 
packed all-rounder 

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL
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with volume control
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ombining the functions 
of a headphone ampli  er 
with those of a DAC and 
a preampli  er in one 

neat package, the CMA400i is made 
from high-quality aluminium and 
manufactured for Questyle by 
Foxconn – the name behind other 
notable products that include 
BlackBerry, iPad, iPhone, iPod, Kindle, 
Nintendo and Xbox. Each panel has 
been CNC machined to a tolerance 
of under ±0.02mm, which brings 
a lovely feel of quality to the unit. 
The CMA400i can either be used in a 
conventional horizontal position or, if 
you are short of space, vertically using 
an optional rubber base.

It supports a wide range of digital 
inputs via optical Toslink, USB Type 
B and two S/PDIF coaxial sockets. 
Surprisingly, though, there are no 
analogue inputs, which is a bit of 
an oversight. On the plus side, most 
types of dynamic headphones can 
be accommodated using the 6.35mm 

 DETAILS
PRODUCT
Questyle CMA400i
ORIGIN
China
TYPE
Headphone amplifier, 
preamp and DAC 
WEIGHT
2.4kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
279 x 55 x 189mm
FEATURES

 Balanced 
Class A design

 32-bit/384kHz 
PCM and DSD256-
capable DAC

 Headphone 
outputs: 1x 6.35mm 
jack; 1x 4-pin 
balanced XLR; 
1x 2.5mm 
balanced jack

 Digital inputs: 2x 
coaxial; 1x optical; 
1x USB Type B

 Outputs: RCAs; 
balanced XLRs
DISTRIBUTOR
SCV Distribution
TELEPHONE
03301 222500
WEBSITE
questyleaudio.com

Turning 
on the style
This versatile preamp with DAC and 
headphone amplifier off ers the best of all 
worlds, as Neville Roberts discovers 

standard socket, 4-pin balanced and 
2.5mm balanced sockets on the front 
panel. Around the back are balanced 
XLR outputs for connecting to active 
speakers and the like, plus 
unbalanced RCA phono socket 
outputs. A coaxial S/PDIF digital 
output is also provided.

On the underside of the unit, there 
are four switches to set the gain of the 
left and right balanced current mode 
ampli  ers with ‘standard’ and ‘low’ 
settings. This allows the output level 
to be matched to the rest of your 
system, and is particularly useful 
when operating as a DAC/preamp.

Under the hood, the CMA400i 
makes use of four groups of Class A 
Current Mode ampli  ers to provide 
fully balanced ampli  cation 
throughout. The ampli  ers all use 
discrete components to give the best 
possible sound. The on-board DAC is 
AKM’s AK4490 chip, which processes 
DSD signals without requiring any 
conversion to PCM. It supports 

32-bit/384kHz PCM and DSD native 
up to DSD256 via the USB input. The 
S/PDIF in and output and Toslink in 
support up to 24-bit/192kHz PCM.

Sound quality
Questyle’s all-original current mode 
headphone ampli  er, the CMA800, 
took its name from the reputable 
Sennheiser HD 800 as it was the 
headphone of choice at the time 
for Questyle’s chief designer and 
CEO, Jason Wang. He originally 
designed the ampli  er as he felt that 
there wasn’t anything available on the 
market to bring the best out of this 

headphone, so it’s  tting to test the 
CMA400i with the current top-of-the-
range Sennheiser dynamic offering, 
the HD 800 S (HFC 411). Connecting 
the Sennheiser to the CMA400i, I also 
cue up some digital music fed from 
the optical output of my Cambridge 
Audio Stream Magic 6 V2 network 
player (HFC 393).

Starting off with a 24/96 FLAC of 
Aaron Copland’s Appalachian Spring, 
I am treated to a deep and moving 
performance of the contemplative 
opening. This leads into the sprightly 
and energetic sections that precede 
the exciting middle where I am 
propelled forcefully through the 
music. The piece concludes with 
a commanding melody. This is a 

It can be positioned 
horizontally, or if you 
are short of space, 
stood up vertically

C
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complex piece of music that was 
written to re  ect youthful aspiration 
in the American heartland, and is 
brilliantly conveyed. I am blown 
away by the depth and masterful 
handling. All too often, combined 
DACs and headphone ampli  ers 
seem to focus on the DAC function, 
with the headphone amp added 
almost as an afterthought. This is 
certainly not the case here – it 
delivers a re  ned performance with 
a well-controlled bass, coupled by a 
smooth and extended top end.

For a change of mood, I stream a 
16/44 WAV of the Oscar Peterson 
Trio playing You Look Good To Me. 
The instruments are well de  ned 
with lots of space around them. I have 
a real sense of a three-dimensional 
performance with the drums on the 
left located just behind the piano, 
which occupies the centre-stage 
position. The double bass on the 

right is tuneful and clear, while the 
tempo and timing is glorious.

A 24/96 WAV  le of Sara K singing 
A Whiter Shade Of Pale takes this 
sense of realism to new heights. The 
mournful vocals really draw me into 
the music, while the accompanying 
accordion brings an element of 
sadness to this contemplative 
rendition before the music spices up.

For a performance with a bit more 
energy, I turn to some Gluck Italian 
Arias by the exceedingly talented 
Cecilia Bartoli and recorded at 
16/44 CD quality. I’m treated to 
some extremely exciting vocal 
excursions and, as before, have a 
real sense of space around the 
instruments with plenty of width 
and depth. Cecilia is de  nitely in 
front of the orchestra, which is 

well positioned and spread out 
behind her – no mean achievement 
for listening via headphone.

Modern binaural, or ‘dummy head’ 
recordings work rather well with a 
conventional loudspeaker setup, 
but they are designed speci  cally for 
headphone listening as they are 
made with two special microphones 
embedded within a dummy head to 
simulate the headphone listening 
environment. With a recent 
recording of Rimsky Korsakov’s 
Capriccio Espagnol, the opening 
section simply explodes between my 
ears in a very pleasant way. I have no 
sense that the full force of the music 
is in any way hampered or restricted 
by the CMA400i. It takes the 
dynamics of this recording in its 
stride and the soundstage of the 
24/192 WAV  le is staggering. I  nd 

myself completely immersed in the 
exuberant playing and quickly forget 
that I am listening via headphone.

To test the CMA400i using my PC 
as the source, I install the driver that 
can be downloaded from the Questyle 
website, and connect my PC to the 
ampli  er via a USB cable. Questyle 
recommends the use of the JRiver 
Media Centre 20 and includes a link 
to the JRiver website where you 
can download a free 30-day trial 
of the software. There are also 
detailed instructions on setting 
up the freeware foobar2000 
software, which is used for the 
remainder of the testing.

A CD-quality WAV  le of Verano 
Porteno from Piazzolla’s The Four 
Seasons Of Buenos Aires, played by the 
Zemtsov Viola Quartet, shows off just 
how well the DAC keeps the timing, 
especially during the opening tango. 
The full richness of the violas, together 
with the atmospherics of this lovely 
recording, is beautifully conveyed.

Conclusion
The CMA400i delivers superb sound 
and competes with headphone amps 
well above its price point. The lack of 
an analogue input is a let down, but 
its ability to operate as a standalone 
DAC/preamp is a real plus 

QUESTYLE  
CMA400i £799

LIKE: Excellent 
performance across all 
digital inputs 
DISLIKE: Lacks an 
analogue input  
WE SAY: Superb sonic 
performance and high 
build quality for digital 
audio enthusiasts 

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

HOW IT 
COMPARES

The CMA400i 
compares well 
sonically with the 
Sennheiser HDV 820 
(HFC 430) as they 
both offer a built-in 
DAC. However, it is 
rather unfair as the 
Sennheiser costs over 
twice as much. The 
HDV 820 has an 
analogue input, but 
unlike the CMA400i 
there is no unbalanced 
output. Rupert Neve 
Designs RNHP 
Precision headphone 
amp (HFC 424) costs 
just over half as much 
as the CMA400i and 
compares well 
sonically. It lacks 
digital functionality, 
support for balanced 
headphones and its 
looks are something 
of an acquired taste.
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Coaxial 
digital inputs

Balanced 
XLR output 
(right channel)

Line-level 
phono outputs

Optical 
digital input

USB Type B input

CONNECTIONS

Well-controlled 
bass is coupled 
with a smooth and 
extended top end
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egular readers might well 
recognise the Einklang as a 
new, smaller version of the 
Heco Direkt loudspeaker I 

reviewed in HFC 407. Very observant 
readers will notice this latest and 
more affordable model has moved 
away from the two-way con  guration 
with a 280mm mid/bass driver 
partnered to a 28mm tweeter, 
towards a one-way design where 
treble frequencies are created by a 
‘whizzer cone’ within the Einklang’s 
(German for ‘one sound’) full-range 
driver assembly. The addition of the 

new model means the Direkt range 
now consists of one-way, two-way 
and three-way speaker designs, as the 
models get progressively bigger. That 
said, the 382mm-wide front baf  e 
housing a 210mm driver means that 
this ‘baby’ of the trio has plenty of 
presence, and is probably best suited 
to medium or larger-sized rooms.

The lightweight, stiff, Kraft paper 
cone has a specially shaped tweeter 
cone and dust cap also made from an 
extremely light and rigid paper mixture. 
It employs a powerful dual-ferrite 
drive system and Kapton voice coil 
mount, claimed to eliminate eddy 
currents. The design also uses a subtle 
 ltering network that’s intended to 

create a more even response through 
the midrange and higher frequencies. 
This is interesting as one-way 
speakers commonly divide opinion. 
By avoiding a separate tweeter and 
traditional crossover they can create 
highly coherent sound, seemingly 
more in phase from a single point 
source. However, one-way designs 
can sometimes be criticised for 

DETAILS
PRODUCT
Heco Direkt 
Einklang 
ORIGIN
Germany
TYPE
Single-driver 
floorstanding 
loudspeaker
WEIGHT
19kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
382 x 931 x 385mm
FEATURES

 210mm Kraft 
paper driver 

 Quoted sensitivity: 
94dB/1W/1m (8ohm)
DISTRIBUTOR
Puresound
TELEPHONE
01822 612449
WEBSITE
heco-audio.de

German 
efficiency
Chris Ward explores Heco’s latest Direkt 
design – a single-drive configuration that 
really does sing with one voice

sounding coloured or ‘shouty’, or 
potentially lacking in full dynamics. 

Securing the three alloy feet allows 
the speakers to gently lean back with 
each foot taking a spike or rubber 
ferrule to tune your sound or protect 
your  ooring. The feet are not simply 
aesthetic as they raise the speaker 
an exact distance from the  oor to 
optimise the performance of the twin 
ports  ring down from the base of the 
cabinet. Bass claims to reach down 
to 32Hz, which is impressive for a 
one-way model. As a base-ported 
design, the Einklang is relatively 
unfussy about placement, but I  nd 
the best results are at 50cm or so into 
the room and away from corners with 
a bit of toe-in to point directly 
towards my listening position. 

Just like the previous Heco design, 
the Einklang is solidly constructed 
from well-braced MDF and the choice 
of black or white semi-matt lacquer 
 nish feels smooth and durable, while 

both  nishes come with jaunty stripes 
down the middle of the baf  e said to 
be inspired by historic electric guitars. 
Single, high-quality binding posts are 
reassuringly robust and able to accept 
spades, wires or banana plugs. A grey, 
circular, magnetic grille is provided to 
cover or protect the driver. 

With a quoted ef  ciency of 94dB, 
the Einklang is easy to drive with 
my Audion Golden Night 300B 
monoblocks – rated at 10W (8ohm) 
– connected via Black Rhodium 
Foxtrot speaker cable (HFC 412). A 
Shanling CD-T100 CD player is my 
source and I use The Chord Company 
Epic interconnects to the amps.  

Sound quality
Listening to Plans by Oh Wonder, the 
opening percussive clicks have a 
fantastic freshness and clarity that 
places them sharply in focus, while 
the bass beat has exceptional depth, 
punch and solidity. A warm keyboard 
sound is beautifully communicated 

with lots of extra texture and heft. 
The combined female and male 
vocals join the mix and the effect is 
interesting as there is a very slight 
dryness to the voices. Part of this 
effect is the sheer sensitivity of the 
speakers, teasing out extra detail to 
create superb air and presence that 
places the singers so well in space. 
Yet some vocal lines feel like they are 
ever so slightly recessed, just shy of 
delivering the full body and midband 
richness of the recording. All of the 
frequencies are undoubtedly there, 
but I sense the speaker is holding a 
tiny bit back. This is a minor criticism, 
as it’s very subtle and the joined-up, 
top-to-bottom coherence without 
any ugly issues is quite remarkable 
for a one-way design. The speaker is 
certainly very strong at imaging, but 
relatively directional with critical 
listening best done on-axis.

Playing the second movement of 
Saint Saëns’ Symphony No.3 is even 
more revealing. The full might and 
texture of the organ is reproduced 
with real drama and power. Bass 
extension is excellent, and digs deep 
even at lower listening levels. This is 
a rare feat that will be popular with 
those that enjoy lower power valve 
ampli  cation. String sections have 
plenty of speed and bite, but very 
occasionally tonally feel slightly 
chamfered off. It’s as though certain 
frequencies in this speaker design 
are highly sensitive and a full string 

HECO
DIREKT EINKLANG £1,850

Bass extension is 
excellent, and digs 
deep even at lower 
listening levels

The whizzer 
cone and 
inverted dust
cap is formed 
in one piece

R
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LIKE: Sensitivity; 
speed and coherence; 
bass performance; 
build quality
DISLIKE: Slight 
colouration is 
sometimes evident 
WE SAY: Radical, 
sensitive speaker that 
re-writes the one-way 
rule book

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

EASE OF DRIVE

OVERALL

HOW IT 
COMPARES

section sometimes touches on them. 
This novel approach to design may 
sidestep a traditional crossover, but I 
sense the area of performance where 
the two different cones meet is still 
being carefully managed. It’s akin to 
a high-performance German supercar 
eating up autobahn miles – 
blisteringly fast, but just occasionally 
you sense a speed limiter gently 
intervening to protect the technology.

The Einklang does a remarkable job 
of capturing the scale and dynamism 
of orchestral works. Its ef  ciency, 
coherence and speed allows classical 
music to ebb and  ow with extra 
 uidity. Any very slight midband 

colouration is only evident when 
the music is at its most dense and 
complex, potentially asking the driver 
to perform at the limits of its ability.

Spinning Pale Green Ghosts by John 
Grant, the opening keyboard rhythms 
and building layers of percussion are 
handled superbly. Fizzing treble detail 
is well extended and the imaging is 
strong, with a convincing point source 
allowing the speaker to melt away, 
such that I just perceive a realistic and 
wide soundscape. This speaker is 
wonderfully sensitive and lightning 
fast, enabling communication of tiny 
nuances and textures that others will 
miss. Bass is deep and agile with a 
truly satisfying amount of body and 
slam and Grant’s vocals feel spot on. 
Any very slight colouration now 
seems to be almost completely absent 
and the Einklang creates a masterful, 
seamless, highly dynamic and 
accomplished performance.

Conclusion
This speaker is less compromised than 
other full-range, one-way designs I’ve 
heard. It bends the laws of physics 
and only occasionally shows subtle 
signs of colour or a gentle shift in 
timbre. Listening blind I would defy 
most to say this is a one-way design. 
The common vices of full-range drivers 
seem almost entirely banished. They 
are lively, highly dynamic and only 
occasionally reveal a hint of extra 
control through the midband and 
some higher frequencies. Tracks I 
know well feel fresh and revealing, 
and gain extra coherence that truly 
holds my attention. Bass is superbly 
extended and well controlled. Treble 
is occasionally less re  ned and doesn’t 
quite manage the sparkle of a dedicated 
tweeter at the top end, but what the 
Einklang achieves is remarkable and 
I’m sure owners of lower-power valve 
ampli  ers will absolutely love it 

Q&A

CW: What have you done to 
overcome the notoriously tricky-
to-get-right full-range driver? 
SF: They’re tricky because you need 
to finely balance all properties – 
moving mass, bass response, 
directivity, distortion, resonances etc. 
Our experience in developing drivers 
helped us find this balance and our 
Klippel laser measurement system 
has been key. The motor system of 
a driver plays a much bigger role in 
distortion and thus the sound of a 
speaker than many people realise. By 
optimising symmetry and linearity 
of the motor system we maximised 
strengths while keeping distortion 
very low. The filtering of the driver is 
also very tame. It is our philosophy to 
keep a loudspeaker – and especially a 
Heco Direkt – alive and lively. 

What about the cone materials?
Long fibre paper keeps moving mass 
low while ensuring stiffness. The 
‘whizzer’ cone has a unique geometry 
and did need special attention. To 
ensure lightness and perfect stability 
it is produced in one piece together 
with the inverse dustcap. This 
reduction of usually separate parts 
further lowers mass and allows for 
very tight tolerances.

Was maintaining bass performance 
difficult in a one-way design?
All parts of the Einklang are custom-
made, so we were able to perfectly 
balance the driver, cabinet volume 
and the tuning of the two ground-
firing port tubes. As a result, the bass 
response of the Einklang is unusually 
deep for a one-way speaker. We also 
use a super low-loss rubber surround 
to achieve substantial excursion 
properties while not compromising 
efficiency and linearity.

How has the Direkt range evolved?
The original two-way Direkt was 
intended as a one-off. Then, 
overwhelmingly positive responses 
made us apply the same ideas to 
a larger model, in the three-way 
Dreiklang. After that, it was logical to 
look at a smaller model in keeping 
with the family philosophy that was 
highly efficient with a dynamic and 
unique sound signature. 

Shandro Fischer
Head of R&D, Heco
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210mm 
one-way driver

Single-wire 
binding posts

Twin bass ports

Braced MDF 
enclosure

Audio Note’s AN-E 
speaker is also 
designed with low-
powered amplification 
in mind. Like the 
Einklang, it’s easy to 
drive with excellent 
imaging, but can’t 
quite match its bass 
authority. However, 
if space is limited 
the AN-E is smaller 
and relishes corner 
positioning. The AN-E 
range starts around 
£3,300, underlining the 
Einklang’s value. Russell 
K’s Red 100 speaker 
(£1,800 in gloss black 
or white) is worthy of 
an audition on good 
stands. If anything, I’d 
see the larger two-way 
£2,750 Direkt (HFC
407) as the major 
competition, though. If 
you’ve got space for the 
Einklang, you’re likely 
to have space for its 
slightly bigger brother.
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F O C A L  I  C L E A R
A year after Elear and Utopia, the latest addition to Focal’s high-end headphone line is built around a new generation of full-
range ‘M’-shape dome speaker. Clear headphones reveal the tiniest details of musical creation. Made in France, Focal continues 
its quest for absolute sound with this new reference headphone. Clear promises listening worthy of the best loudspeakers.  

Open  Re fe rence  headphones
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DETAILS
PRODUCT
Chord Electronics 
Poly
ORIGIN
UK
TYPE
Wireless network 
streamer
WEIGHT
95g
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
62 x 22 x 50mm
FEATURES

 32-bit/768kHz and 
DSD256-capable 
streaming DAC

 MicroSD memory 
card slot 

 Quoted battery 
life: 9 hours 

 Connectivity: wi-fi; 
Bluetooth; AirPlay 
DISTRIBUTOR
Chord Electronics     
TELEPHONE
01622 721444
WEBSITE
chordelectronics.
co.uk

Pretty Poly
The long-awaited streaming add-on to 
Chord’s ultra-portable Mojo has arrived. 
Ed Selley gets to grips with its cleverness 

here has been something 
of an open secret that 
Chord’s Mojo headphone 
amp/DAC (HFC 423) was 

always going to be joined by wireless 
streaming hardware. Even at its 
launch in 2015, some mock-ups of a 
‘bolt-on’ device were brie  y shown, 
and the arrival of the ambitious Poly 
has been eagerly anticipated since. 

Poly attaches to the input end of 
the Mojo, using the USB ports for 
communication, and operates as a 
DLNA wireless network streamer. 
Additionally, a microSD memory slot 
supports cards, which Chord claims 
are unlimited by capacity (although 
the current maximum is 400GB). 
Cards can be accessed by Poly directly 
or by other devices that are connected 
on the same network. Device control 
is via a selection of third-party apps 
and a dedicated app is apparently in 
the works. 

Wireless Bluetooth connectivity is 
on board along with AirPlay. These 
two are easy enough to access, but 
not everything about Poly is quite as 
straightforward. With no display or 
remote, it is entirely dependent on 
status lights and third-party devices. 
More annoyingly, it requires the 
supplied easy-to-lose special tool to 
press the tiny button that activates 
the wireless setup.

On a stable network, control is 
simple, but Chord’s belief that Mojo 
and Poly can be used as a credible 

alternative to a dedicated digital 
audio player via a wi-   hotspot 
generated by Poly isn’t entirely realistic. 
The control process is a little too 
involved to be truly convenient – 
if you want to use your phone for 
anything else, you will  nd that you 
have to leave the hotspot and then 
connect again to regain control of Poly. 

It matches the aesthetic of Mojo, and 
while it may not be the most visually 
spectacular device you can buy for 
£500, it is well made and you can also 
buy a smart leather case to keep the 
two of them in together for £79. 
Chord has also applied some thinking 
from its Hugo 2 headphone amp/DAC 
(HFC 428) to Poly that improves wi-
and Bluetooth performance.  

Sound quality 
Given that Poly is effectively a digital 
transport, it is without any sonic 
signature of its own and will largely 
assume the characteristics of the Mojo 
to which it is connected. Operating as 

a media server with  les streamed 
from a NAS drive and connected to a 
line input on my Naim Supernait 2 
integrated ampli  er, the performance 
with the 24/88.2 download of Dead 
Can Dance’s Spiritchaser is potent, 
rhythmically engaging and entirely 
accurate in its overall presentation – 
the cleverest aspect of its processing is 
it draws very little attention to itself.

Asking Poly to operate as a server 
for both itself and a Naim ND5 XS 
(HFC 352) proves to be sonically 
indistinguishable from any other 
NAS drive connected to the Naim via 
wireless (there’s no wired network 
connection). The AirPlay functionality 
works well and becomes an ideal 
point of control for material like Tidal 
and Spotify as the controlling device 
gives you the all-important display 
to see what you are doing. 

Its performance over Bluetooth is 
also excellent – this has become 
something of a Chord Electronics 
speciality over the years and Poly 
certainly doesn’t let the side down. 

Conclusion
Poly’s performance is undoubtedly 
impressive, but does it do enough to 
justify its price to be something a 
Mojo owner should actively seek out? 
I have my reservations about the 
combination as a portable audio 
player – its sparkling performance 
doesn’t compensate for some of the 
current limitations in the control 
process – hopefully this will be 
recti  ed to some extent when the 
dedicated control app arrives. If you 
already own a Mojo, the potential 
that Poly offers to turn it into a 
seriously capable portable network 
streamer is rather more relevant and 
very appealing. This is not a must-
have accessory for every Mojo owner, 
but it offers enough potential for 
many to use their DAC in a new and 
more  exible way to be worthy of an 
audition and careful consideration at 
the very least 

T 

LIKE: Sonically 
transparent; 
impressively flexible; 
build quality  
DISLIKE: Use on the 
move is awkward
WE SAY: It won’t 
appeal to everybody, 
but Poly brings 
impressive new 
attributes to the Mojo

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

CHORD ELECTRONICS  
POLY £499

Poly attaches 
to the Mojo’s 
USB ports 
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or makers of mainstream 
audio systems, convergence 
seems to have reached 
critical mass. If a lineup 

can’t offer a taste of sleek, slick 
one-box, streaming convenience, 
it’s no longer erring on the side of 
caution waiting for the market to sort 
itself out, but missing a trick. Apart 
from the on-going fascination with 
vinyl, few things in the world of hi-   
are quite as ‘on trend’ right now.

It isn’t the concept that’s new. Music 
centres and early amp/tuner receivers 

 DETAILS
PRODUCT
T+A Cala SR
ORIGIN
Germany
TYPE
One-box network 
music receiver
WEIGHT
5kg
DIMENSIONS
(WxHxD)
300 x 95 x 210mm
FEATURES

 Quoted power 
output: 2x 55W 
(4ohm)

 Ethernet; wi-fi; 
Bluetooth

 Analogue inputs: 
2x RCA (1x MM 
phono configurable)

 Digital inputs: 1x 
coaxial; 2x optical; 
1x USB port
DISTRIBUTOR
Kog Audio
TELEPHONE
024 77220650
WEBSITE
ta-hifi.de/en

One-box 
wonder
As all-in-one solutions attract more players 
to the market, David Vivian wonders if 
T+A’s Cala SR can hit the hi-fi sweet spot

got there many decades ago. No, 
extending and re  ning the nexus is 
the thing – making the evolving 
possibilities afforded by (mostly 
digital) technology neat, compact 
and easy to use. It’s given us the 
amp-incorporated ‘hub’ that can take 
care of all the stuff that might otherwise 
require many boxes, a multi-tiered 
equipment rack and a messy spaghetti 
junction of cables. Just connect a pair 
of speakers and, if required, additional 
sources and you’re in business. In 
most cases a remote control will be 

supplemented by a dedicated app for 
your smartphone, laptop or tablet. As 
an approach, it’s cute, clever and, let’s 
face it, probably the future for most 
music-loving households.

But even in this brave new world of 
svelte, pared-back hardware and user 
empowerment, German manufacturer 
T+A’s Cala SR is a thing of simple 
beauty. It’s small in the true sense of 
the word and not just compared with 
the typical behemoth receivers of 
yore. Something of an objet d’art, too 
– all dark, glossy graphic screen 
frontage bereft of buttons and 
a chassis of contrastingly curved 
and crisp aluminium surfaces. The 
see-through cooling slot between the 
belly of the electronics and the base 
of the chassis has soft ambient lighting 
in white, blue, green or red, the 
intensity of which can be altered or 
switched off altogether. Minimalist 
Scandi sideboards are going to love it. 

And what do you have to forego to 
enjoy the light touch of such a dainty, 
elegant footprint? Apparently, not much 
at all. Being a ‘streaming receiver’, 
radio fans are particularly well 
served. If the built-in tuner’s FM, 
FM-HD and DAB+ isn’t enough, 

F

REVIEWS T+A  
CALA SR £2,313 
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1

345

2

there’s always the Airable Internet 
Radio Service to explore. Deezer, 
Qobuz and Tidal streaming options 
are also installed. As for connectivity 
with the outside world, there’s 
Bluetooth for a quick hook up with 
smartphones and other portable 
devices and, of course, provision 
for linking to UPnP, network music 
servers and USB storage. The single 
analogue line-level input is joined by 

a phono stage that caters for MM or 
high output MC cartridges. There are 
outputs for the preamp section if you 
need greater muscle than the on-board 
2x 55W into 4ohm can muster, for an 
active subwoofer if you want to rattle 
the  oorboards (possibly more useful 
if you use the AV-through function to 
have the Cala SR in a home cinema 
setup) and for headphones to keep it 
all to yourself. Intriguingly, given its 
purist audiophile heritage, there’s 
even a ‘virtual surround sound’ option 
that’s probably best left well alone.

Digital connections comprise two 
USB ports, a single coaxial (good for 

up to 24-bit/192kHz) and two optical 
Toslinks (24-bit/96kHz). There’s an 
Ethernet socket, a terminal for the 
supplied wi-   antenna and an F-type 
port for an FM radio aerial (an indoor 
ribbon-type is supplied). So, if you 
know your sockets and your plugs, 
setup is about as straightforward as it 
gets. Even if you’re not bothered with 
the ‘navigation app’ (there are Apple 
or Android versions), the supplied 
remote is a weighty, comprehensive 
affair that covers all the bases.

Sound quality
As well as being very easy on the eye, 
the Cala SR is beautifully built and 
engineered, virtues perhaps best 
appreciated round the back where 
the socketry, and particularly the 
distinctly upmarket speaker 
terminals, shout solid Teutonic 
quality. Rather than try to make the 
modestly powerful (on paper) but 
cool-running Class D power amp 
section sweat with dif  cult speaker 

1

2

3

4

5

Binding posts 
(right channel)

3.5mm headphone 
jack output

Ethernet port

Analogue RCA 
inputs/output

Digital inputs

loads, I settle on Wharfedale’s 
easy-to-drive Diamond 11.2 
standmount (HFC 430). Spotify is 
soon performing wi-   duties with 
admirable clarity, pep and poise and 
so enjoyably, it’s several hours before 
I get around to plumbing in Chord’s 
Hugo 2 DAC (HFC 428) to see where, 
with digital material, the bijou unit’s 
sonic top line sits.

Confounding expectations managed 
by the T+A’s small stature, my  rst 
thought is of a presentation so 
anchored and assured, you’d trust it 
with your ISA account. Also swatted 
is the idea that German hi-  ’s keen 
penchant for precision – possibly 
accentuated by this unit’s Class D 
amp topology – inevitably ends up 
sounding somewhat cool and sterile. 
Not as delivered by the Cala SR with 
its own internal decoding in play. It 
gives a performance that’s tightly 
focused and resolute, but considerably 
more  esh and blood than etched and 
edgy and retains an unforced and 
well-balanced demeanour whatever 
the music genre and, up to a 
remarkably high level, the numbers 
on the volume scale. It displays a 
tenacious talent for showcasing the 
Diamond’s impressive low-frequency 
chops, too. The solidity and 
tunefulness of the bass is well judged, 
well proportioned and integrates 
seamlessly with the midband. As for 
the highest frequencies, they’re clean, 
grainless, smoothly extended and rich 
with harmonic detail.

It all contributes towards a more 
convincing sense of body and timbre. 
Take guitar. It doesn’t really matter if 
your  x is Stanley Clarke’s Goodbye 
Pork Pie Hat or Hank Marvin’s recent 
version of the Dr Who theme, the 
power and emotion of the playing 
arrives with a good deal of its attack, 
drive and note-shaping intact. The 
result is reassuring and easy to relax 
into, thanks also to the well-resolved 

CONNECTIONS

Exhibits generous 
helpings of grip, 
punch, authority 
and pinpoint timing

T+A  
CALA SR £2,313 
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HOW IT 
COMPARES

tonal colours and a compelling good 
sense of harmonic structure. Vocals 
are well served, too. Sara Bareilles’ 
achingly tender version of Michael 
McDonald’s I Can Let Go Now needs 
careful handling and here the 
system’s  ne midrange clarity shines, 
easily keeping the expressive core 
of the music alive. In particular, the 
wash of massed strings has de  nition 
as well as warmth, a richly resolved 
balm to cushion SB’s extraordinarily 
pure and powerful delivery.

On paper, the T+A’s amp looks a 
little grunt light. In practice, it sounds 
anything but, exhibiting generous 
helpings of the grip, punch, authority 
and pinpoint timing that gifts music 
reproduction impetus and believability. 
It’s a knack the Cala SR manages to 
sustain across all its inputs, even if 
Bluetooth imposes a slightly softer 
focus and subtle masking of inner 
detail. But don’t, under any 
circumstances, think that FM is just 
there to make up the numbers. The 
Cala SR has a very capable tuner and 
Radio 3 is still a winner. 

With Chord’s remarkable Hugo 2 
taking care of digital business from 
external sources, the performance 
is transparent enough to raise its 
game accordingly and perhaps most 
tellingly by pumping life and vitality 
back into recordings that can seem a 
little thin and lacklustre. Early Prince 
Little Red Corvette for instance is more 
tangible and up on its toes, power 
and dynamics coming across with 
renewed vigour.  

My favourite reference for turgid 
murkiness on CD, Eric Clapton’s 
August album, is treated to a similar 
lift in clarity and energy levels, 
sounding far fresher and livelier 
than it usually does. Chord and 
Cala undoubtedly make a great team. 
But even with the Cala SR on its 
own, hi-   is well and truly nailed: 
detail and order lives here. It’s a 
fundamentally truthful and revealing 
piece of kit. What makes it special is 

its ability to make listening to music 
a sense of occasion, respecting 
performance as an event. In stereo, 
at least. Unless you like your music to 
sound diffuse with added echo, I’d 
suggest you steer well clear of the 
‘virtual surround sound’ function.

So, to sum up, this deceptively 
simple and elegant piece of kit is 
clever, capable, a doddle to use and 
sounds great – temporally on point, 
but also natural, seamless and 
relaxed. With suitably sensitive 
speakers such as the Wharfedale 
Diamonds it goes loud without 
perceptible strain yet retains  ne 
inner detail and resolution when 
played quietly.

Conclusion
It’s hard to over estimate just how 
important a role ‘lifestyle’ now plays 
in the audio market. The once 
unchallenged notion that to 
experience real hi-   sound quality 
required a chunk of the lounge to 
be fenced off and populated with 
separate units from a mix of 
manufacturers is now  rmly buried 
by the new generation of multi-
function ‘just add speakers’ one-box 
electronics. If all you want is decent 
sound on demand from multiple 
sources at your  ngertips, that’s 
exactly what the Cala SR provides 

Q&A

DV: What was the design 
philosophy behind Cala SR?  
LW: We wanted to create the most 
versatile and universal music centre 
possible, incorporating all of today’s 
music sources into a single very 
compact unit, yet still retain T+A’s 
DNA of excellent performance, fit 
and finish. Ultimately, Cala is about 
offering music lovers the 
convenience of a compact all-in-one 
system with a clear and timeless 
industrial design that sounds great.

Could you explain the thinking 
behind Pure Path technology?
As most of today’s music is delivered 
in digital form, it seemed obvious to 
eliminate all analogue steps, so we 
designed the Cala circuit to be a 
complete and pure digital signal 
path from source to the outputs. We 
decided on a modern switch mode 
amp design so that we could achieve 
a reasonably high power output 
within the small chassis design.

Do you believe streaming hubs are 
the future of mainstream hi-fi?
Yes, although we also realise that 
many of our customers still require 
analogue inputs, which is why we 
cater for both. The Cala SR also 
includes a switchable phono input, so 
I believe we cater for all applications.

Has the amplifier section been 
designed from scratch or does it 
borrow from other T+A designs?
The Cala SR’s amplifier is based on an 
integrated modulator concept from 
Texas Instruments, which we used 
in the Cala and Cala-D models – 
the predecessors to the Cala SR. 
Crucially, this design has proven to 
be very stable and delivers excellent 
sound quality, even when driving 
critical loudspeakers.

Lothar Wiemann 
Technical director, T+A

T+A
CALA SR £2,313

The Cala SR’s most 
obvious rival is Naim’s 
slightly less expensive 
(by £314) Uniti Atom. In 
terms of features and 
connectivity, the black 
box from Salisbury 
is clearly capable of 
standing toe to toe with 
the svelte T+A and 
offers a slice of bold 
industrial design that 
contrasts starkly with 
the Cala’s softer, 
button-less approach. 
Like the Cala, the Unity 
Atom can be operated 
with the supplied 
remote or dedicated 
app, but the biggest 
difference is in the way 
the products sound. 
With an amp section 
based on Naim’s 
famous Nait, the Uniti 
Atom sounds livelier 
and more colourful than 
the Cala, which in turn 
is a little more refined 
and even handed.

LIKE: Footprint; design 
and build; ease of use; 
sound quality
DISLIKE: Just a tad 
pricey 
WE SAY: If compact, 
stylish one-box hi-fi is 
what you want, this 
could be just the ticket

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

REVIEWS

Crisp, curved 
surfaces with no 
buttons on show 
make this a real 
beauty to behold
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DETAILS
PRODUCT
Bowers & Wilkins PX 
ORIGIN
UK/China
TYPE
Closed-back, over-
ear noise-cancelling 
headphone
WEIGHT
335g
FEATURES

 Quoted battery 
life: 22 hours 
(BT/NC); 33 hours 
(wired/NC)

 Folding design 
with carrying case

 1.2m cable with 
3.5mm jack; 1.2m 
USB-C cable 

 AptX HD 
Bluetooth
DISTRIBUTOR
B&W Group Ltd 
TELEPHONE
0800 2321513
WEBSITE
bowers-wilkins.
co.ukOn the QT

B&W makes an impressive debut 
with its first noise-cancelling headphone. 
Cliff  Joseph shuts out the world 

t’s a brave company that 
adorns a headphone with 
the words “acoustically 
perfect” – especially when 

it employs both Bluetooth streaming 
and active noise-cancellation. These 
technologies are well known for 
compromising audio quality, even if 
they do provide convenience when 
you’re travelling. Yet that’s the claim 
Bowers & Wilkins makes with the PX 
– its noise-cancelling débutant.

The PX certainly has a good 
pedigree, with 40mm drivers based 
on last year’s well-received £700 P9 
Signature (HFC 421). It costs much 
less, which pitches it up against 
high-end noise-cancelling rivals such 
as the Bose QC35 (HFC 418). It is 
available in either gold or grey, and 
 ts  rmly but comfortably to create a 

good seal around the ears. I like the 
large volume and play buttons on the 
right-hand earpiece, although it’s 
annoying that the buttons aren’t 
clearly labelled, so I have to 
download the manual from B&W’s 
website before I can get started.

Like many recent headphones, 
the PX provides adjustable noise-
cancellation with three different 
modes – Flight, Of  ce and City – that 
allow different levels of background 

noise to  lter through. Additional 
features include a motion sensor that 
can automatically pause or play music 
when you take the PX off or pick it up 
again. The headphone upsamples the 
audio signal to a claimed 768kHz, 
and B&W has also adopted aptX HD 
Bluetooth, which caters for 24-bit 
wireless streaming. Admittedly, there 
are few smartphones or digital 
players that currently support aptX 
HD, but it’s a useful future-proo  ng 
option. And, along with a standard 
3.5mm audio cable for wired hook 
ups, it also includes a USB-C 
connector and cable that can be used 
for charging and USB-Audio input. 

Sound quality
I start with a straightforward wired 
connection listening to the 2011 
remaster of Queen’s Killer Queen
(in lossless ALAC format), and my 
attention is immediately grabbed by 
the sharp sound of Freddie Mercury’s 
 nger-snapping intro, followed by 

the light, vaudeville jangle of the 
harpsichord. Queen’s harmonies are 
silky smooth, but it’s Brian May’s 
counterpart guitars that are the real 
treat on this track, fastidious and 
precise as the PX nimbly bounces 
the guitars from left to right. 

I’m also impressed by the wide, 
expansive soundstage. A 24/96 
stream of Enya’s The Humming from 
Qobuz  oats airily around my head 
while the slow, stately drumbeat adds 
a sense of drama. And I’m impressed 
when I switch over to Bluetooth and 
that sense of space and drama 
remains intact, with only a slight dip 
in volume indicating the changed 
connection. The PX digs deep too, 
successfully capturing the sinister, 
meandering bass line on Prime Evil by 
The Orb. However, that depth and 
drama recedes noticeably when 
listening to the same tracks via 
Spotify’s 160kbps streaming – 
con  rming there’s only so much 
you can do with upsampling.

I test the noise cancelling with a 
number of pre-recorded sound  les 
from the Soundsnap website. As 
intended, the Of  ce setting provides 
only modest noise reduction, with 
a ‘voice pass-through’ option that 
allows you to hear conversations 
going on around you. The City setting 
works well for outdoor use, lowering 
the more aggravating roar of traf  c 
but letting through just enough sound 
to keep you alert to your surroundings. 
But the real test is the Flight mode, 
which almost entirely blocks out the 
low rumble of engines in an aircraft 
cabin. More importantly, it does so 
without affecting the sound quality, 
even when I listen to Kate Bush’s 
delicate voice on My Lagan Love. 

Conclusion
B&W may have taken its time 
delivering its  rst noise-cancelling 
headphone, but it’s worth the wait. 
The sound quality in wired mode is 
extremely good, but the success of the 
PX is that it successfully maintains 
that clear, precise sound even 
with the combination of Bluetooth 
streaming and full-strength noise 
cancelling. The likes of Bose and AKG 
should watch out, as there’s a new 
noise-cancelling kid on the block 

I

LIKE: Clear, expansive 
sound, even when 
using Bluetooth and 
noise cancellation 
DISLIKE: Weight; 
controls not labelled 
clearly enough
WE SAY: A terrific-
sounding noise-
cancelling headphone 
for travellers

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

BOWERS & WILKINS  
PX £329
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t’s a star-studded affair. Three of 
Manchester’s best-known musical 
exports – Morrissey, Ian Brown 
and Factory Records producer 

Martin Hannett – stare back at us, rubbing 
shoulders with no less than Paul McCartney 
and Neil Sedaka. Stockport’s most famous 
sons – Graham Gouldman, Kevin Godley, 
Eric Stewart and Lol Creme – are front and 
centre. We’re in Stockport Museum, soaking 
up Mark Kennedy’s wonderful mosaic, 
Collections and Interpretation Of  cer 
Janny Baxter’s favourite among favourites 

in the exhibition she’s curated, I Am In Love; 
a celebration of Strawberry Studios; a 
fantastic feast for the music fan.

“We commissioned Mark to commemorate 
the 50-year anniversary,” she says. “His work 
is Manchester; it is the North. I don’t feel 
anybody else could have done it justice.” All 
the artists included in his artwork recorded 
there – one of the  rst world-class independent 
studios outside London at a time when such 
things just didn’t exist. Located seven miles 
South-East of Manchester city centre in 
Stockport, Strawberry Studios was founded 

in 1967, christened with a suitably voguish 
Beatles-inspired name. Opened by Eric 
Stewart, then leader of sixties pop group The 
Mindbenders, and former road manager-
turned sound engineer Peter Tattersall, who 
observed at the time: “All the studios were in 
London. Why go to London? We can do it up 
here.” Initially the launchpad of 10cc, who 
hit it big with I’m Not In Love, from which 
the free exhibition takes its name, 
Strawberry went on to host bands and 
musicians from across the country – and 
indeed the world – until its closure in 1993.

Our friends in the North Simon Berkovitch and 
Simon Galloway pay a visit to an exhibition celebrating 
one of Manchester’s finest recording studios

I



INSIDER FEATURE
STRAWBERRY STUDIOS

By day, the Stockport stu  
entertained a diverse rang  
of artists – from local brass 
bands to international 
headliners. But by night it 
became a rich playground of
experimental sound, paving  
way for a new generation f
post-punk Mancunians. Basically, if you 
have an interest in innovative music, you’re 
guaranteed to have at least one record 
whose genesis was in this establishment, 
 nally getting some long-overdue praise. “As 

a music nerd, getting to work on this was a 
gift from the gods,” Janny beams. “It was a 
labour of love – and hopefully this shows. 
When myself and Peter  rst met, it was 
obvious we were on to something good: we 
shared a real enthusiasm for the subject and 
were both determined to get Strawberry’s 
story out there; to give the studio and its 
founders the recognition they deserve.”

Introducing local historian Dr Peter 
Wadsworth – without this man’s vast 
knowledge on the subject and his extensive 
collection of Strawbabilia, this wonderful 

exhibition simply wouldn’t 
exist. “The 50th 
anniversary of the studio’s 
formation was due in 
2017, so I suggested to 
Stockport Museum a few 
years back that we do 

s hi g p cial to mark the occasion,” 
Peter explains. “They were totally on side 
with the idea and we started planning as far 
back as 2014.” Janny nods in agreement: 
“We jumped at the chance: Strawberry plays 
a very important part in British music history 
and it happened right here in Stockport. It 
was something we de  nitely wanted to 
recognise and celebrate.”

Strawberry and cream
A record number of visitors – including 
Manchester mayor Andy Burnham, cult 
musician Jane Weaver and Finders Keepers’ 
head Andy Votel – have passed through the 
doors of Stockport Museum since opening in 
January 2017. “The exhibition is a mix of 
music, objects, art,  lm and conservation,” 
Janny explains. “The objects on display are 
mostly items on loan from people involved 
in the Strawberry story, plus items we’ve 
managed to acquire for the museum’s 
collections over the last few years.” Exhibits 
include rare albums, original recording 
equipment and musical instruments, as well 
as fascinating footage and audio. “Many 
items also came from Peter’s own archive – 
he’s been collecting for years – and I was 
even able to offer up a fair bit of vinyl of my 
own,” The Smiths, New Order and Joy 
Division enthusiast adds.

It took six full-on months to pull this 
impressive collection of memorabilia 
together: “[10cc’s] Graham Gouldman and 
Eric Stewart both lent objects,” Janny says, 
“and I believe they are all in touch with Peter 
on a regular basis – being the Strawberry 
nut that he is. He won’t mind me saying 

Now an off ice, the 
Strawberry Recording 
Studios sign still graces 
the front of the building

that: he’s got an actual PhD in Strawberry 
Studios! He’s affectionately known as ‘Doctor 
Strawberry’ around the of  ce.”

Famous for its state-of-the-art Helios 
mixing desk and array of the latest studio 
equipment, the original line up of 10cc – 
Stewart, Gouldman, Godley and Creme – 
recorded their  rst four albums in the 
Stockport studio, the label credits on those 
early records proudly boasting “A Strawberry 
Studios Manchester Production”. Lancashire 
progressive rockers Barclay James Harvest 
were frequent visitors to the studio, as were 

the big local football teams, brass bands and 
club entertainers. Mid-seventies, Paul 
McCartney also made an album there with 
his brother Mike: McGear (see overleaf).

Strawberry authority Peter’s top pick – 
10cc’s Wall Street Shuf  e dates from this 
fertile period: “It was their best record,” 
he says, “and recorded when they were in 
Strawberry 12 hours a day – with Paul 
McCartney recording there the other 12 
hours!” Not that it was all work and no play, 
of course: “The practical jokes that 10cc 
played on Peter Tattersall – from pretending 
to destroy a pool table to making it look like 
the control room had been bricked up just 
before a VIP arrived – were time consuming 
and on a scale that beggars belief too,” Dr 
Strawberry laughs. “Sometimes I am amazed 
that they found time to record music!”

And what sublime, boundary pushing 
music it was too. A wonderful cherry-red 
Gibson semi-acoustic guitar inevitably draws 
our eye in the museum. “It belongs to Eric 
Stewart who was kind enough to lend it for 

Exhibition curator Janny Baxter with 
artist Mark Kennedy, who created 

the show-stopping mosaic 
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Eric Stewart’s cherry red 
Gibson guitar, as heard in 
10cc’s I’m Not In Love

The proceeds from 10cc’s 
glorious 1975 number-one 
single made the studio a reality
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MY GOD! MISS JONES!
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the exhibition,” Janny explains. “It is a thing 
of beauty!” It’s also Peter’s favourite exhibit: 
“It was used on I’m Not In Love among other 
hits,” he enthuses. “To  nd an original 
seventies Gizmotron was amazing too – it’s 
Godley + Creme’s seventies invention that 
was meant to change the future of guitar 
playing… but didn’t. It was born out of the 
time and space they had in Strawberry, 
which allowed them to experiment and 
innovate.” A prototype the duo developed in 
conjunction with Manchester University and 
brought to market, it’s all over the duo’s 
triple album Consequences – a progressive 
curio released at the height of punk.

Indeed, freedom to experiment is at the 
heart of Strawberry, so it’s little surprise that 
musical innovator Martin Hannett is forever 
linked to the Stockport studio, which played 
a vital role in the development and success 

STRAWBERRY STUDIOS

of Manchester’s post-punk scene – especially 
those associated with Tony Wilson’s Factory 
Records. “[Strawberry] allowed bands to stay 
out of the London-centred music industry,” 
Peter points out. “This was important to 10cc 
and musicians of their generation, but even 
more so in the post-punk era as regional 
identities became so important. For Factory 
Records, to be able to stay in the Manchester 
area was pivotal to their approach to music 
and music-making,” he adds.

Wilson himself made no secret of his 
admiration of Strawberry Studios and the 
men who created a cutting edge recording 
studio outside of the con  nes of the capital. 
“Why did those early Factory releases have 
that magical Hannett sound?” he posed in 
his 2002 book 24 Hour Party People: What 

The Sleeve Notes Never Tell You. “[Because] 
the young genius had been able to plug in 
his digital thingy into the outboard racks 
of a major world-class 36-track studio in 
Stockport – Stockport, ladies and gentleman, 
Stockport – because 10cc were a Manchester 
band and they had taken the proceeds of the 
delicious I’m Not In Love and had reinvested 
in their home. Reinvested. Built a studio. 
Respect. Sorry about the Don’t Like Cricket
song, but otherwise, massive respect.”

Naturally, I Am In Love has the tools of the 
Joy Division producer’s trade – and then 

some. Knowing we’ve stumbled across the 
post-punk holy grail, HFC peers into one 
glass cabinet with hushed reverence. “I 
particularly like the Marshall Time 
Modulator – a recording device used to 
modulate and manipulate audio delay,” says 
Janny. “It was one of these that produced the 
sound effect to Darth Vader’s voice! 
Hannett’s digital delay and all the original 
equipment from Strawberry came from Chris 
Hewitt [of CH Vintage Audio], a private 
collector of music equipment. It was all his 
gear that was used in the recreation of the 
studio for heritage open day.” 

Virtual reality
Not content with a comprehensive 
assemblage of memorabilia, key recordings, 
musical equipment and ephemera, Doctor 
Strawberry decided to go one stage further 
to offer visitors the ultimate experience: 
recreating the control room itself. “My  rst 
thought was just to tie in the anniversary 
year with something over the Heritage Open 
Days weekend,” Peter explains. “Initially, this 
was just about getting people into the space 
where the control room used to be, but 
Chris [Hewitt] suggested putting pieces 
of equipment in the space. This then 
progressed to ‘Well, why don’t we 
reconstruct the control room?’ which seems 
mad, but we made it work. We are indebted 
to Mondiale Publishing – who own the 
building – for letting us have the space for 
a few weeks and those who supported us 
 nancially.” A crowdfunding campaign for 

the recreation even saw former Joy Division 
and New Order bassist Peter Hook making a 
donation to the cause.

In a parallel universe, the god-like Grace Jones lit up Stockport for one night only, shacking up 
with the Factory funksters under cover of darkness to record a blistering Talking Heads cover...

Urban myth, no more. It’s hard to believe, but, yes, the 
remarkable Grace Jones did indeed beam into 
Stockport to record with Factory Records’ golden boys 
A Certain Ratio (ACR) – and we’ve seen the proof. 
It’s a collaboration often spoken of in hushed terms by 
Manchester musos, but for years the only evidence that 
it happened was a small report printed in the NME at the 
time alongside a single black and white photo of Jones 
standing next to original ACR frontman Simon Topping. 

But in the Strawberry Studios control room recreation 
in 2017, on a small shelf above the 24-track Studer 
machine, a selection of 2in master tape boxes on loan 
from ACR drummer Donald Johnson can be spied – 
and among them conclusive proof that this session 
did actually take place. On an Agfa tape box dated 
November 1980, handwritten in blue fountain pen on 
the custom Strawberry label bearing the studio logo, 
the following tantalising scribble can be made out: 
“A.C.R + Grace Jones”.

At first glance, it’s an odd pairing: the Ice Queen of 
disco from Jamaica fronting the punk-turned-funk outfit 
from South Manchester with just one cassette and a 
couple of angular singles to their name. However, 
earlier in 1980, Grace Jones had released her dark 
reggae take on Joy Division’s She’s Lost Control, and this 
inspired cover version most likely sowed the seeds of 
the idea in the minds of Factory’s Tony Wilson and Nick 
Stewart, A&R man at Jones’ label Island Records.

On her same trip to the UK as the infamous Russell 
Harty TV incident, Grace was taken to Strawberry in 

Stockport late one Sunday night, where ACR had 
already been busy laying down a backing track with 
producer Martin Hannett at the controls. The chosen 
song was Houses In Motion from cult classic Remain In 
Light by Talking Heads, a group ACR had supported the 
previous year. The plan was for Grace to record her 
vocals, let Hannett work his magic, and if deemed a 
success, the band would go to Compass Point studios in 
Nassau to cut an album with her.

And then the wheels come off the gravy train. There 
are differing accounts of what happened next. It’s not 
clear if Grace actually recorded any vocals or if the song 
was even finished, but what is known is that Island boss 
Chris Blackwell – who also happened to be Grace Jones’ 
producer – got wind of what was going on and 
immediately put a stop to the collaboration. The 
recordings were shelved, the band never got to 
go to Nassau, and you never get to hear the probably 
amazing results.

However, the appearance of the session master tape 
box some 37 years later caused a stir on social media 
when photos were posted by visitors to the studio 
control room open weekend, with hundreds of fans of 
both acts speculating on what might have been. It even 
prompted a response of “Who knew?” on Twitter from 
Talking Heads drummer Chris Frantz. Whatever was laid 
down on tape that night in November 1980 we may 
never get to savour, but the imagined fusion of peak-
of-powers Grace Jones, A Certain Ratio and Martin 
Hannett is definitely dancing in our heads. 

“The objects on display 
are mostly items on loan 
from people involved in 
the Strawberry story”
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CONTACT
DETAILS

30-31 Market Place, 
Stockport, SK1 1ES
0161 218 1460
stockport.gov.uk/strawberry-
studios-i-am-in-love
Opening hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 
10am-5pm; Sunday, 11am-5pm

It was a major project: “The challenges 
were around the physical restrictions of 
building a room within an of  ce space and 
making it look spot on,” Peter Wadsworth 
continues. “Of course, the control room 
changed over the years, so we have only got 
it right for one moment in time. Papering 
wood-effect paper onto boards and shifting 
exceptionally heavy machinery were just two 
speci  c issues that we had to overcome!” 
The hard work has de  nitely paid off: on 
our Open Day visit, HFC  nds itself stepping 
back in time, standing behind a vintage 

mixing desk, surrounded by multi-track 
reel-to-reel recorders and period tape boxes 
(see boxout, left). The attention to detail 
extends to Martin Hannett’s favourite brand 
of cigarettes, Gauloise, lying in an ashtray on 
the desk – part of his preferred microphone 
setup during Joy Division sessions. The 
attention to detail is staggering, expertly 
aided by former Strawberry engineer Chris 
Jones bringing extra insight into what life 
was like in the studio’s heyday. 

Expanding in 1976, 10cc opened Strawberry 
South in London, which also coincided with 
Godley and Creme’s departure, reducing the 
band to the duo of Stewart and Gouldman. 
Now well established, the original Northern 
studio carried on, upgrading the mixing desk 
to a custom-built Formula Sound console 
which, within a couple of years, became key 
to the sound of the post-punk acts produced 
by Martin Hannett, including Joy Division, 
John Cooper-Clarke, The Durutti Column, 
Magazine and New Order. Other bands that 
came through Strawberry’s door during this 
time included Buzzcocks, Ramones and St 
Winifred’s School Choir (with that song).

Unfortunately, as the eighties wore on, the 
Stockport studio ran into  nancial dif  culty, 

 VINYL PLEASURES 
Here’s an octet to put your kit through its paces, 
as the two Simons commandeer the HFC turntable 
to showcase their favourite Strawberry Studios 
albums of the seventies and eighties

Ramases
Space Hymn
SB: “… in which the 
reincarnation of Pharaoh 
Rameses – in reality an 
ex-central heating salesman 
from Sheffield – is backed 
by a wonderful commune 
folk incarnation of 10cc.”

Mike McGear
McGear
SG: “With little-known 
brother Paul McCartney 
producing and Wings as 
his backing band, Mike 
McGear was in understated 
company. Contains one of 
the first Roxy Music covers.”

10cc
Sheet Music
SG: “The quartet’s second 
album. Alongside infectious 
hits Wall Street Shuffle and 
Silly Love lurks the critic-
baiting The Worst Band 
In The World, which was 
banned by the BBC.”

Joy Division
Unknown Pleasures
SB: “The first album released 
by Factory Records; a post-
punk masterpiece.” SG: 
“Producer Martin Hannett 
immortalises the studio 
lift on the atmospheric, 
eerie Insight.”

Pauline Murray & 
The Invisible Girls
Pauline Murray & 
The Invisible Girls
SG: “Another ingenious 
Hannett production. The 
former Penetration vocalist 
is backed by John Cooper-
Clarke’s backing band.”

New Order
Movement
SG: “The shadow of their 
former incarnation looms 
large, but with use of 
synthesiser and electronic 
rhythms, the journey 
towards the dancefloor 
begins here.“

Lol Creme/Kevin Godley
Consequences
SG: “This concept album 
took 18 months to record 
and was the duo’s first 
release after splitting from 
10cc. A cult classic, it also 
features a contribution 
from Peter Cook.”

Happy Mondays
Bummed
SG: “Sean Ryder and co 
were the most prominent 
Madchester group to 
benefit from the Strawberry 
sound. Although not 
recorded there, it’s where 
the wild LP was mixed.”

changing owners and facing stiff competition 
from rival studios in both the local area and 
London. But before it closed for good in 
1993, the last 10 years saw the likes of The 
Smiths, James, The Stone Roses, Happy 
Mondays, Inspiral Carpets and The 
Charlatans record there – a new generation 
of indie superstars de  antly demonstrating 
that they didn’t need the studios of London 
to make great-sounding records. 

Sign of the times
Now an of  ce for a publishing company, all 
that remains of the original studio is the large 
sound-proofed glass window that separated 
the control room from the studio, but the 
Strawberry Recording Studios sign still 
proudly graces the front of the building and, 
along with a commemorative blue plaque, 
serves as a constant reminder to passers-by 
of the cultural impact the studios and the 
musicians who recorded there have made. 

The main exhibition ends on 29 January 
2018, so there’s still time to savour its 
delights. “Janny is totally responsible for the 
exhibition’s awesome look and feel,” says 
Peter. “I wanted it to mark the anniversary, 
but also to promote the importance of the 
Studio’s history to Manchester and UK music 
more widely. The fact that it has broken 
attendance records for Stockport Museum 
shows that many others feel the same.” 
Indeed, it’s been so popular, that a smaller 
version of the exhibition will become a 
permanent feature within the museum. “We 
already had one case devoted to Strawberry 
prior to I Am In Love, which we want to 
expand across a larger area and incorporate 
some wall space,” Janny explains. “This will 
be in one of our permanent galleries and 
enable us to display the Mark Kennedy 
mosaic and photographer Paul Slattery’s 
Joy Division prints to visitors as part of the 
permanent museum. It also lets us feature 
some of the interactives and multimedia 
created speci  cally for the exhibition – 
for example, the jukebox and the 
Strawberry Studios’ diary.” 

In Stockport Museum at least, we’re 
delighted to hear that Strawberry and the 
wonderful music that was created in front 
of its iconic control room panel and behind 
the studio glass is hear to stay. HFC pauses 
to take one last look at local lad Mark 
Kennedy’s wonderful celebratory mural. 
“Mark embodies the Strawberry spirit that 
Northern attitude and swagger,” Janny says. 
“You don’t need to go South,” she adds. “And 
if you make it onto one of Mark’s mosaics 
you’re of  cially a Northern legend. And 
that’s what Strawberry is: legendary” 

It took six full-on months 
to pull this hugely 
impressive collection of 
memorabilia together
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Notorious 
guitar effect, 
the Gizmotron!
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Changing rooms
I would be grateful if you 
could offer some guidance 
on a suitable pair of 

speakers for my system. My 
current setup consists of: Krell 
S-300i amp, Krell S-350 CD player, 
Wireworld Equinox 6 XLR 
interconnects, Monitor Audio 
PL100 standmounts (on Monitor 
Audio stands) and Atlas Ichor 
speaker cables. The system 
sounded absolutely perfect in the 
original (carpeted) room where 
it was located. I’ve now had to 
move it to a larger room, which is 
L-shaped and has a wooden  oor. 
Since the move, the system seems 
to have rather lost its shine. In 
essence, it no longer has the 

authority or depth it previously 
had and the bass – although tight 
enough – just doesn’t have the 
original room-  lling presence.

Consequently, I am considering 
replacing the speakers with 
some  oorstanders. The price 
point needs to be in keeping with 
the performance/quality of the 
system and consequently I am 
allowing up to £3,000 (more if it 
makes a signi  cant difference). 
What would be your suggestions 
on a suitable pair of speakers? 
Thank you for your guidance

Izhar Ul-Haq, by email 

ES: Hi Izhar, in this case, I would be 
tempted to try and  nd a little more 
budget and audition Q Acoustics’ Concept 
500 (HFC 426). If there is a need for a 
little more low-end authority, this would 
be the logical place to start looking as it 
has absolutely sensational bass response, 
which can effectively be tuned by the 
supplied foam bungs. With the Krell 

S-300i amp at your disposal, I can’t see 
you having any problems driving this 
impressive  oorstander.

JK: Nice system Izhar, pity about the 
room match – such things are always 
hard to predict. You have lots of options 
at this price, but I would narrow it down 
to PMC’s twenty5.23  oorstander (HFC
425). It isn’t huge, but it produces a big 
soundstage and could work well in your 
room as it likes a bit of space around it. It 
also enjoys power, so your Krell could be 
a good match. The other option is the 
new Bowers & Wilkins 702 S2, I’ve not 
had a pair at home yet, but B&W is 
consistently good at making  oorstanders 
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and this has all the ingredients to be 
a real room  ller with  nesse.

CW: I’d do a lot more experimentation 
before I changed speakers. Chances are 
you are now sitting at a bass null point 
around ¼ wavelength from the rear wall 
for bass frequencies, and/or speaker 
placement from the wall has caused 
certain new boundary interferences to 
form. Given you are  ring your speakers 
across a relatively narrow part of your 
room, you don’t have much latitude to 
move sofa nor speakers. If interior design 
allows, try turning your system 90° to  re 
up or down the L-shape. You may also 
need to toe-in the speakers sharply to 
cross a metre or so in front of your new 
listening position. This will help stop 
early re  ections on nearby side walls. 
Experiment by slowly moving both 
listening position and speaker proximity 
to walls until you  nd the level of bass 
that works for you. Moving speakers 
towards the rear wall should also increase 
bass, but be cautious of getting too near 
room corners as this may just create 
overblown, muddy bass. If this works, 
you’ve saved £3,000.

NR: As Chris suggests, before embarking 
on the expense of upgrading your 
loudspeakers, I would  rst look at the 
room and see if you can get closer to 
that “absolutely perfect” sound you were 
enjoying before by using some low-cost 
tweaks. The shape of your room may 
be contributing to the problems you 
describe. From the dimensions you have 
given, the area to the right of your 
listening area will generate Eigentones 
(standing waves) in the region of 50Hz 
to 120Hz, so it would be worthwhile 
experimenting with some acoustic panels 
(such as those from GIK Acoustics) placed 
at strategic places in that area, which 
would be determined by trial and error. A 
small investment in panels may certainly 
help tidy up your listening environment 
and then you can consider if you want or 
even need to upgrade the PL100. 

Turntable tutor
Please could you advise? My son 
loves his vinyl and has £500 to 

spend on a deck and speakers for 
his small student house share. He 
bought one of those little suitcase 
players three years ago – which he 
loves – but I know they are pants, 
and want to help him get more 
from his LPs. He loves getting vinyl 
and I would like to get him a 
decent quality player that will see 
him right for years to come.

Mark Fairweather, Bucks 

LD: Hi Mark, happy you came to us for 
advice on taking the  rst steps towards 
a proper vinyl replay system. I have to 
agree; those suitcase players are pretty 
dreadful – it’s a mystery why so many 
high street stores insist on retailing such 
devices when there are hi-   specialists 
making great entry-level decks that will 
set inexperienced vinyl lovers on the right 
path and demonstrate exactly what is 
contained in an LP’s precious groove. 

Have you considered Dual’s MTR-75 
(HFC 430)? It’s a fully automatic deck 
from a brand with considerable heritage 
and will make a big step up from any 

suitcase model. It made a big impression 
on us at the price when we reviewed it 
last month and offers the convenience 
of auto place and lift-and-return of the 
tonearm should the household become 
distracted when the LP ends, thus taking 
care of any precious vinyl and the 
cartridge too. It has a built-in phono stage 
so can be plugged into the back of a set of 
Bluetooth-capable speakers such as Q 
Acoustics’ Q-BT3 (HFC 379). 

These have been around for a while, 
but their sound quality is hard to beat at 
the price and they come with inputs for 
hard-wired sources, while, the BT bit in 
the name means it allows you to stream 
music via Bluetooth from a phone or 
tablet. You should be able to  nd both 
Dual turntable and Q Acoustics BT 
speakers for less than £500. 

LETTERS

Can a £39 insect make all 
your CD fi les sound better than 
Hi-Res?
Yes and no: Using the same 
equipment and a quality DAC, a 24/96 
fi le (for example) will always sound 
better than a CD 16/44.1 fi le … but, 
even a single JitterBug will often 
allow a CD fi le to be more musical and 
more emotionally stimulating than 
a Hi-Res fi le without the benefi t of a 
JitterBug.
Noise is the problem. Real noise—
the kind you can’t hear directly. Most 
often, the word “noise” is used to 
describe tape hiss or a scratch on a 
record, but these sounds aren’t noise; 
they are properly reproduced sounds 
that we wish weren’t there.
Problem noise is essentially random, 
resonant or parasitic energy, which 
has no meaning. It can’t be turned 
into discrete sounds, but it does 
compromise signal integrity and the 
performance of everything it touches.
JitterBug’s dual-function line-
conditioning circuitry greatly reduces 
the noise and ringing that plague both
the data and power lines of USB ports, 
whether on a computer, streamer, 
home stereo or car audio front-panel 
USB input.
A single JitterBug is used in between 
devices (i.e., in series) as shown 
below. For an additional “wow” 
experience, try a second JitterBug 
into another USB port on the same 
device (such as a computer). Whether 
the second port is vacant, or is 
feeding a printer or charging a phone, 
JitterBug’s noise-reduction ability is 
likely to surprise you. No, the printer 
won’t be aff ected—only the audio!
While a JitterBug helps MP3s sound a 
lot more like music, high-sample-rate 
fi les have the most noise vulnerability. 
Try a JitterBug or two on all your 
equipment, but never more than two 
per USB bus. There is such a thing as 
too much of a good thing.

USB Filter
JITTERBUG

My son has £500 to 
spend on turntable 
and loudspeakers, 
can you advise?

Dual’s MTR-75 
is an ideal 
beginner’s 
turntable
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Watch with Neville
It’s nice to learn that I’m not the 
only one, thanks to Neville Roberts’ 
article on watching the physical 
format working (Music to watch 
vinyl by, HFC 429). I too like to 
watch the reels on a tape deck 
(especially reel-to-reel), as well as 
watching the stylus moving on/in 
the undulating record as it plays. 
However, I also like to watch the 
time display on a CD or MiniDisc 
player – normally set to Time 
Remaining, but that’s just my own 
brand of weirdness!

Yes, a DAC doesn’t provide much 
visual feedback (well, my Q-DAC 
doesn’t), but my little Fiio X3II 
does, so I’m content with 
watching the progress bar along 
the bottom of the screen, even 
when concentrating on the hi-res 

music that my Philips X2s are 
sumptuously delivering to my 
aging brain. I even like watching 
valves warm up – at least I would 
if I had any these days...

It’s all part of the fun of hi-  , 
from moaning: “How much?!” at 
the latest part of high-end kit, to 
hearing a favourite piece of music 
with added transparency etc.
when you get a new bit of 
hardware. And then the wallet 
interferes and says: “You can’t 
afford that Sonny!” and reality 
intrudes with a bump.  

John Malcolm, by email 

NR: Hi John, I’m glad I’m not alone in 
this habit! I also like to spend time 
looking at my 300Bs glowing away while 
listening to the music they help produce. 
I don’t quite go as far as watching the 
progress bar on a music player as it 
doesn’t have quite the same appeal as 
watching a record play. However, don’t 
get me started on VU meters...

ES: Weird to relate, I’m almost the 
opposite. I’ve recently dug my Gyrodec 
out of hibernation and having it, well… 
gyrate, away in the eyeline is proving to 
be a real distraction at the moment. I 
don’t mind being able to enjoy some nice 
aesthetics, but if the object in question 
then doesn’t do anything while it plays 
that’s alright by me! 

CW: I echo your sentiments John. What 
you are describing is your ability to focus 
on something highly ‘present’ to induce a 
meditative, trance-like state that relaxes 
the mind. Anxiety can be described as an 
inability to stop the mind wandering off 
into future worries. You are strongly 
concentrating on the present. It is akin 
to the relaxation derived from staring 
at a candle  ame, open  re or even the 
swinging watch of a hypnotist. To this 
end, try taking a swinging watch into 
your local hi-   dealer and suggesting they 
are getting sleepy and need to give you 
a special price for your next purchase.

Good vibrations?
Please can you help me with my 
query as I’m growing increasingly 
confused? I know that you can buy 
vibration-cancelling products 
made out of soft rubber – usually 
Sorbothane – and I realise that 
these are designed to improve 
a component’s performance by 
eliminating the effect of vibrations 
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entering into the system. This 
is achieved by isolating the 
component from the surface that 
it is placed upon, thus preventing 
any  oor-borne vibration from 
entering it.

But I have been told this is a 
bad idea as this approach traps 
any vibrations, created by the 
components themselves, inside 
causing more distortion. I have 
also been told that any air-borne 
vibrations that’s created by the 
loudspeakers will also be trapped. 

The alternative advice I have 
been given is to use hard cones 
that will help channel any such 
vibrations out of the component. 
As I understand it, the use of hard 
cones allows both types of 
vibration to be rapidly removed 
instead of being trapped inside. 

However, I’ve also been 
informed that these cones can 
allow  oor-borne vibrations to 
enter the component – once again 
creating more problems!

What’s right and do you have 
any views regarding these two 
con  icting approaches?

Mike Farrow, by email 

DP: Hi Mike, good question! Sorbothane 
and similar vibration-damping 
compounds do not “trap” vibrations, they 
convert them to heat. Obviously you 
cannot create energy, but you can change 
its form and here Sorbothane is a great 
product for audiophiles. We now know 
that circuit boards, cases, cabinets and 
even individual electronic components 
are microphonic – and that this 
introduces noise into the system. That’s 
why they should be properly damped and 
isolated from vibration. 

In hi-   systems, by far the largest source 
of vibration is the loudspeaker – unless 
you live adjacent to a fast dual 
carriageway, of course – so the trick 
is getting it out of the loop. I would, 
therefore, suggest that you isolate your 
loudspeakers and your equipment. I have 
found placing them on Sorbothane feet 
really helps, or indeed using air isolation 
or sand-loaded platforms. Once you’ve 
helped to stop your loudspeakers 
throwing large amounts of ground-based 

vibration into the room via the  oor, the 
next step is to isolate your electronics and/
or turntable. Again Sorbothane isolation 
pads or feet work wonders here. 

Taking this a stage further, I personally 
also isolate my cables from my equipment 
rack, rear wall and/or  oor by using 
Sorbothane and it makes an audible 
difference. It additionally has the huge 
bene  t of being relatively inexpensive; you 
can pick Sorbothane dampers up cheaply 
and you can take things as far as you like. 
As the years go by, I become less of a fan of 
spikes; they’re certainly an improvement 
with loudspeakers, primarily because they 

stop them from wobbling and resonating 
more as a result – but they do, as you 
point out, feed energy into the  oor that 
then has to be dealt with. 

As ever, spikes can work very well but it 
depends on your surroundings, room size, 
 oor and wall types. Sorbothane isolation 
and damping is a much less variable way 
of doing things; it invariably delivers 
improvements in musicality and tonal 
sweetness that are, in my experience, 
sometimes quite profound.

JK: You have managed to construct a 
Catch 22 dilemma out of con  icting ideas 
about vibration control. As David notes, 
essentially the vast majority of vibration in 
a system is created by the loudspeakers. 
Source and ampli  cation components 
do not produce signi  cant amounts of 
vibration by comparison, so you are better 
off isolating the components as well as you 
can. The less something like a crystal 
oscillator in a DAC is vibrated, the more 
precisely it will operate and the lower the 
jitter produced. The other and often more 
effective way to combat the issue is to 
isolate the loudspeakers themselves, 
this can bring signi  cant sound quality 
improvements because the associated 
equipment is not being vibrated and 
neither are the speakers being affected by 
one another and/or environmental factors 
like road traf  c. Look at Townshend 
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Audio’s range of isolation products – in 
particular the Seismic Isolation Podium 
(HFC 426) and Seismic Isolation Pods 
(HFC 384). I’ve found they work 
consistently well with all components.

NR: Ah, the old ‘soft versus hard’ debate! 
Like a true diplomat, I would argue that 
both approaches will work very well 
indeed, providing they are implemented 
correctly. Sorbothane is very effective at 
isolating and preventing vibrations from 
being transmitted or received – in fact, I 
have Sorbothane feet under my record 
deck and they work a treat. Conversely, a 

friend of mine uses carefully positioned 
oak cone feet under his record deck 
with the tips of the cones pointing 
downwards, which tends to route 
vibrations out through the feet but not 
back into the record deck, and these are 
also very effective. While that probably 
doesn’t help to answer your question, my 
advice would be to try both and see what 
works for you as there are plenty of 
low-cost options out there.

CW: You’re spot on Mike, and right to 
feel confused. I think about it as a total 
ecosystem of vibrations where unwanted 
energy is ideally inhibited at source or 
dissipated thereafter. Soft feet can be 
highly effective and they don’t simply 

trap the energy in the item, as a 
proportion of any vibrational energy will 
be converted into heat. Spikes or cones 
can be used to try and transmit energy 
from components away to ground, but 
you then need to think carefully about 
the materials and mass of any structure 
supporting the cones. Spikes can 
decouple or couple, potentially isolating 
trapped energy instead of giving a route 
for energy to  ow. 

As you identify,  oor-borne energy can 
be signi  cant, especially if you have 
suspended  oorboards. In my experience, 
this will be lower-frequency vibrations 
that can be partially mitigated through 
soft or springy materials somewhere 
between  oor and component. Air-borne 
energy created by the speakers is dif  cult 
to defeat, but arguably of less impact 
unless you are running very sensitive 
and microphonic valves that pick up the 
music playing as a form of detrimental 
feedback loop. Some people over come 
this issue by housing components in the 
next room and feeding speaker cables 
through the wall to the listening space. A 
great solution if you have the space and 
enjoy the extra exercise to  ip LPs.

Stage craft
I would like to thank all of the 
team for the advice regarding 
what phono stage to get for my 
Rega P9 turntable (HFC 424). 
Unfortunately, by the time it came 
out I had already decided on a 
phono stage. I went for a Trichord 
Dino Mk3 with Gen2 NC Dino+ 
with HP lead, a Goldring Legacy 
cartridge with The Funk Firm’s 
Achromat and Rega Couple 2 
interconnects. The rest of my 
kit includes Naim with Neat KS1 
Prototype speakers and Tellurium 
Q Black speaker cable.

I was wondering what the team 
thought of my choice.

David Roberts, by email 

ES: Hello David, I think that’s a good 
choice. As someone that uses a Legacy 
for test work, the key to getting the best 
from it is to have enough quiet gain to 
handle its low output and the ability to 
‘get out of the way’ so it shows what it 
can do. I’ve found the Cyrus Phono 
Signature to truly excel in this regard, 
but the Dino is also very capable. 
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Keeping it real
Following December’s Opinion on language, touching on fake news and the purity of 
music as communication, this month James Stroud ponders the topic of authenticity 

James’ beloved 
Indigo Girls 
shatter any 
hopes of 
authenticity

 brief trawl through Google’s  rst few listings 
for the meaning of the word authenticity gives 
us de  nitions or synonyms such as: genuine, 
real, true, right. Perhaps more tellingly, 

authenticity’s antonyms include: corrupt, false, 
untrustworthy and, that word again, fake. So, move along 
Stroud, there’s nothing to see here – everyone is clear on 
which side we join with the angelic chorus, right? Well, 
not necessarily... 

I have been watching a fair bit of Vintage TV recently. 
Lots of videos and clips from Top Of The Pops circa the 
eighties reveal a time when arti  ce ruled. The ludicrous 
hair and costumes, the wind tunnel fans to show off the 
guitarists long  owing locks and the absence of a cable 
from his strutting Strat to the nonexistent amp are all 
risible. Just how do you power a Marshall stack if the 
video shoot is in the middle of Dartmoor?

Some may say: “It’s just entertainment,” but I say it is 
laughable. Or corrupt, if I’m feeling particularly militant. 
I remember watching some of this stuff as a kid and callow 
though I was, it jarred then compared with the truth as 
witnessed on The Old Grey Whistle Test. Nowadays, we 
are pretty well served by Jools Holland, so the new BBC 
offering, Sounds Like Friday Night, will not be on my watch 
list any time soon.

My precious sensitivity may be rooted in my youth as 
an unremarkable, skinny Home Counties kid who, in the 
absence of any natural attributes, took up the guitar-
slinging persona of rock and roll outlaw before discovering 
my schtick was mostly based on black music from the 

Deep South or 
Chicago ghettos. 
An abiding love of 
Blues and Country 
music remains, 
but still leaves me 
feeling unentitled to 

cover, say, Boulder To Birmingham, despite it being one of 
the greatest heartbreak songs ever written. And yet I knew 
there were other scrawny Home Counties Herberts who 
had no such compunction. 

Contrast with uber-right-on, folk funsters Indigo Girls. A 
super favourite band of mine, they deliver beautiful and 
socio-politically engaged songs with gorgeous harmony, 
great guitar playing and Jerry Marotta on drums. ‘Nuff 
said! Except I saw them a few years ago and was horri  ed 
that half way through their encore’s  rst song, they 
stopped and explained they had cocked up a chord change 
and so would have to redo it because they were  lming for 
a DVD release. Oh, the arti  ce, the betrayal; suddenly they 

weren’t quite as authentic as I expected or, indeed, 
required. Their audience were certainly pretty darn real 
though – real in letting my mate Steve and I (the only 
males) know that we had gate-crashed their party and 
could get to the bar on sufferance. Spillage on the return 
trip appeared compulsory and only a fortunate sartorial 
choice of lumberjack shirt and DMs prevented us from 
being beaten up. A truly authentic experience.

Does my priggery know no bounds? Well I hope I am 
reining in as I embark on my own season of mellow 
fruitfulness. And in contrast to my preceding, rather 
Calvinist certainty, I am making an all-sorted-except-the-
cash decision to upgrade my amp to a valve design. I 
know, I know, your howls of derision will reach me 
through the blustery December twilight. How can a system 
that’s driven by valves colouring and warming the sound 
be described as authentic? And if the budget allowed to 
pair with an old-school design of speaker like some Tannoy 
Eatons, what possible vestige of authentic hi-   experience 
can this setup be expected to deliver? One specialist valve 
manufacturer points out that its components make no 
claim that its kit is “technically perfect”. 

You tube
So much for my high moral stance. Far from cleaving to 
authenticity as a key principle, a non-negotiable if you 
like, I turn out to be a shallow fashionista, in thrall to 
groovy tubes like lights on a Christmas tree. I hope you 
 nd this parallel fair: appreciating many people of a digital 

and high-powered solid-state persuasion dress their trees 
once a year in stylish, cool, co-ordinated colour combos, 
while I dress mine in a gaudy clashing riot of cheap and 
plasticky bad taste. So how do I justify my volte-face? The 
sound. The beauty of the sound. It may not be authentic, 
but nor is any hi-   ever built 

How can a system 
that warms the 
sound be described 
as authentic?

A

JAMES STROUD 
Mr AuthenticityTh
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Bringing it all back home
It took David Price a while to get into MP3, but now he has more digital music files than 
he’d care to mention. If only there was a clever way of bringing them all together...

The man behind 
Roon: Enno 

Vandermeer

o you remember your  rst time? For yours 
truly it must have been some time shortly 
before the turn of the millennium. I had 
known about it for a while, but had not dared 

to go there – MP3, that is. There were magazines writing 
about it and people talking about it, but until the advent of 
the Diamond Multimedia Rio player this new compressed 
music format didn’t really catch my imagination. With 
such a large collection of MiniDiscs and, before that, 
Compact Cassettes, there wasn’t much point in storing my 
music on computer – or so I thought… 

Then came the Ze  ro ZA1 digital interface card; this 
effectively let me make direct digital recordings on my PC, 
and transcribe my vast library of DAT tapes. I duly decided 
to commit them to hard drive, using SoundForge recording 
software. Now I could edit them, remove rough intros and 
outros, declick bad recordings and burn the  nished article 
to CD-R for the car. What was not to like? My interest in 
computer audio  ourished and soon I had many gigabytes 
worth of ‘digital music’. Over the past 15 or so years I have 
amassed vast amounts, including all of those transcriptions 
from my DAT tapes, downloaded music  les – quite a few 
of which are high resolution – and my entire CD collection, 
which is now on a UPnP-equipped Network Attached 
Storage (NAS) drive. I also have several iTunes libraries 

dating back well 
over 10 years, some 
in AAC and others 
in ALAC. Then 
there’s Spotify, 
which I sometimes 
use. All of this can 

be played out into my hi-   system by a streamer, a ‘Mac 
and DAC’ USB lead or Bluetooth – depending on the media. 

In truth though, it’s all a bit of a mess. I’ve got so much 
digital paraphernalia that the easiest way to play music for 
me is to walk over to the other side of the room and put 
an LP record on. This isn’t quite such a bad state of affairs, 
because it’s capable of better sound than even my hi-res 
digital music played through a really good DAC – but 
wasn’t this brave new world of music supposed to be more 
convenient? Also, I still love handling vinyl, taking the 
time to look at the artwork and reading the sleeve notes – 
it’s like a piece of pop art in your hand. I even have a 
unique and highly intuitive way of categorising my 
record collection, based on which artist would (in my 
imagination) like to ‘sit next to’ which other ones, rather 
than the rather old-fashioned alphabetical way. I can  nd 
pretty much any disc within 30 seconds or so – out of over 
5,000 records stored in two locations!

Perhaps I’m the type of 
geek Roon was designed 
for? Basically, it is ‘son of 
Sooloos’ – a really clever 
and intuitive music 
management tool that 
caught my imagination 
nearly a decade ago. 
Sooloos was a highly 
immersive system with a 
strong graphical element, 
a kind of giant computer 
audio jukebox that really 
seemed to make sense. 
Roon builds on this for 
today’s network-attached, 
multi-source, streaming-
friendly world. Basically, 
it goes onto your home 
network, has a look around 
all your devices,  nds all 
the music on them and 
then presents all of it to 
you in a single and highly 
seamless way. It doesn’t 
matter whether it’s an old 
MP3 on an ancient hard 
drive, your favourite music on your laptop, a massive 
library on a vast network storage device or even your 
favourite streaming service, Roon brings it all together 
in a much more ‘human’ way.  

Roon with a view
The company’s founder and CEO Enno Vandermeer – a 
highly affable, laid back Dutchman (who’d have thought 
it?) – has been working on his project for many years, and 
was of course the man behind Sooloos too. He is now 
striking up deals with many high-end hi-   manufacturers, 
dCS being the latest company to have Roon functionality. 
Fascinatingly, though, Enno’s plan is to get Roon out to 
a far wider audience than by simply integrating it into 
speci  c hi-   components. Coming very soon is the Roon 
Labs Nucleus – something that can be loosely described as 
the digital/computer audio equivalent of a ‘Sky box’. For 
the princely sum of £1,300 it offers you total control of 
all your digital media though the Roon interface, all 
app-controlled by the way. It’s a fascinating new digital 
front end, a sort of latter-day (and far cheaper) Meridian 
Sooloos. Watch this space for a very early review and 
exclusive Insider feature with Enno Vandermeer 

Roon finds all the 
music on your home 
network and brings 
it all together

D

DAVID PRICE 
Dutch master
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Good vibrations
Confused by the multitude of diff erent ways to isolate your hi-fi components? 
Chris Ward has been carrying out a few experiments of his own, and shares all

Ikea’s Lack table 
has inspired 
many custom 
hi-fi racks

 reader recently asked for guidance on soft 
supports versus hard cones to help improve 
the sound from their system. It’s easy to look 
at some tweaks as acts of faith, but I’ve 

invested much time in this pursuit, so thought I’d share 
some of my  ndings.

Returning to  rst principles, it’s important to identify the 
problems you are trying to solve. I concluded that any hi-
will be prone to extraneous vibrational energy reducing 
system integrity or signal quality and that inhibiting, 
transforming or dissipating this unwanted energy should 
improve sound quality. To this end I bought a stethoscope 
on ebay and started listening to my sideboard!

The  rst culprit is vibrational energy generated within a 
component itself. Anything that spins a disk or powers a 
transformer is likely to be gently vibrating. Manufacturers 
are aware of this and much thought is applied to accurate 
machining, clever choice of materials and  xings, structural 
bracing and internal damping, but often budget is tight, so 
more can be achieved. I won’t suggest you doing anything 
inside your equipment as this invalidates the warranty, but 
there are simple external things you can try.

Firstly, recognise that any box is a resonant cabinet and 
adding a little extra 
mass in select places 
can notionally stop 
certain frequencies 
from building. Care 
is needed, though, 
as hi-   casework is 

often a heat sink for components and placing anything on 
it may insulate it too much, so check no heat builds up. I 
have a number of small but dense metal weights with felt 
or rubber on their bases that I strategically place to reduce 
vibrations. This seems particularly effective on CD players.

Much is written about the effectiveness of squidgy 
Sorbothane or hard oak cones. Some believe that soft 
supports trap or isolate energy in a component, akin to a 
car engine mount, but often these supports are compliant 
and much vibration energy must be converted into 
harmless heat. Soft supports also have the advantage 
of acting as a  lter, stopping certain energies being 
transmitted up from  oorboards and furniture. Conversely, 
people evangelise that hard cones allow energy to 
dissipate away from the component. In my experience this 
quality of coupling versus de-coupling depends hugely on 
the relative mass and material of the supporting structure. 
A very light structure or one made of a softer material can 
dissipate energy, but a high mass, relatively hard material 
is unable to move and has a tendency to re  ect energy 

back into the 
component. Russ 
Andrew’s light 
Torlyte supports are 
testament to this 
approach and many 
swear by Ikea’s 
Lack tables.

Vibrational 
energy from the 
room making its 
way back into hi-
components can 
be a real challenge 
as this can create 
a detrimental 
feedback loop. I have a G Plan sideboard whose back 
panel acts like a drum skin, causing it to resonate at lower 
frequencies generated by my speakers. I had to apply 
heavy acoustic rubber damping and af  x blocks to solidly 
connect the panel to my rear wall. This is where dedicated 
equipment supports can be highly effective as they are 
usually designed to isolate each platform for each piece 
of equipment. However, given many supports utilise 
materials as varied as glass, bamboo, steel or MDF on hard 
spikes or soft rubber pads, you should expect each 
approach to sound markedly different.

Duck and cover
Speakers propagate considerable amounts of sound energy 
around the room, making lids on record players and covers 
for highly microphonic valves essential. Fellow reviewer 
Neville Roberts has gone one stage further by placing all 
delicate turntables and sensitive valve ampli  ers in an 
adjacent study with only speaker cables entering his 
hallowed listening room. This sidesteps all room vibrations. 

Floorboards can be troublesome, especially as large 
spiked  oorstanding speakers have no problem bringing 
the whole  oor into play as a bass resonator. This is where 
isolation devices from the likes of Max Townshend really 
come into their own. If money is tight, heavy paving slabs 
can do a basic job of stopping much of the low-frequency 
energy being transmitted into the  oor.

I’d urge you to experiment. Many of these simple 
solutions can be used in a cumulative way, acting as both 
low and high pass  lters in one system. My setup is an 
exotic Heath Robinson assembly of gently in  ated inner 
tubes, granite plinths, light plywood, trays of play sand, 
half squash balls, ebony planks and oak cones. Have a 
play and let us know your  ndings 

Hi-fi furniture is 
designed to isolate 
each shelf for each 
piece of equipment

A

CHRIS WARD 
Heath Robinson
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Professional vs domestic
How does professional audio equipment stack up against its high-end domestic 
equivalent and is there much of a diff erence? Neville Roberts investigates… 

How do the 
replay sections 
of the Nagra 
compare with a 
domestic unit?

’ve often wondered how well a piece of 
professional audio equipment would compare 
sonically with equipment intended for the 
domestic market. It stands to reason that 

equipment used during recording and mastering should be 
at least as good as the playback equipment. Commercial 
recordings are usually made on professional equipment in 
recording studios or on robust portable units taken on 
location, such as the Nagra VI (right). This digital recorder 
can record up to six channels of 24-bit/192kHz PCM onto 
its internal 120GB hard disk and will set you back well over 
£8,000. It has all the features you’d expect from a 
professional digital recorder for capturing professional-grade 
audio in various applications such as concerts, outdoor 
movie sets and live shows. Having heard  rst-hand what 
this recorder can sound like, I can vouch for the high quality 
of the recordings when the signal from studio microphones 
is fed into the internal mic preamps and audio mixer. 
Playback is equally excellent. As far as recording is 
concerned, domestic units tend to focus on ripping CDs to 
an internal hard disk, which they can do very well. So, I 
wonder how well the replay sections of the Nagra compare 
with those of a domestic unit? How much of the extra cost 
of the professional unit is down to its rugged construction?

Take, for example, the Rupert Neve Designs headphone 
ampli  er (HFC 424). Originally designed for use within 

the company’s 
professional audio 
mixers, it was 
quickly realised 
that it would work 
equally well in a 
domestic setting, 

and so the headphone elements were re-boxed to enable 
it to connect to a home system. Admittedly, the end result 
still looks a bit like a piece of broadcast equipment, but it 
performs admirably well as a domestic headphone ampli  er 
and manages to do so without a high price tag.

One of the problems with some domestic equipment is 
that the design focuses on issues other than sound quality. It 
appears that some manufacturers’ price tags are a re  ection 
of costly bling or gimmicky facilities, rather than high-
quality electronics – and the result is sometimes 
disappointing sound quality. Alas, I’ve heard equipment of 
this type demonstrated at audio shows, with  ashing lights 
taking precedence over sonic performance.

Of course, most professional equipment has to withstand 
the rigours of a studio environment or life in the back of a 
vehicle en route to innumerable recording venues. This 
degree of ruggedness costs money, but in my experience, it 

does not seem to be at the expense of audio quality. 
Professional audio engineers know what they are doing, 
and they know what to expect from the equipment that’s 
being used. If a piece of equipment doesn’t cut the mustard 
sonically, it will not be used in the recording studio. Not 
only does it result in low-quality output, but it can also 
compromise the engineer’s professional reputation.

XLR versus phono
There is much debate as to whether the use of balanced 
cables with XLR connectors will result in a higher quality 
sound than unbalanced ones, which usually employ RCA 
phono connectors. One thing is certain, for a variety of 
technical reasons, balanced cables are far less prone to 
interference issues over long cable runs, such as those in a 
recording studio. Of course, the fact that XLR connectors 
have a built-in locking arrangement helps to prevent them 
from being inadvertently pulled out, should someone trip 
over the cable. I would suspect that this feature is an 
essential requirement in a studio setting. However, it is the 
opinion of some that a good-quality screened unbalanced 
coaxial cable will deliver higher quality audio over shorter 
distances, so perhaps this is one of the reasons that they 
are used in a domestic environment. When it comes to 
mains cables, the priority for professional power cabling 
is a rugged construction that offers reliable and safe 
connections in a studio environment or out in the  eld.

So, my view is that professional equipment will deliver a 
top-quality sound, regardless of how it looks on the outside. 
Furthermore, it is likely to outlive a piece of equipment that 
is destined for domestic use. However, this doesn’t mean 
that every piece of high-end domestic audio is sonically 
inferior, it just means that we have to be a lot more 
thorough in our auditioning and selection process and 
spend time looking after our investment 

Professional 
equipment delivers 
a top-quality sound 
regardless of looks

I

NEVILLE ROBERTS 
Consummate pro
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Dance with the devil
Commercial tie-ins with pop stars are nothing new, but as Nigel Williamson reveals 
some of these brand partnerships are growing increasingly strange

The Rolling 
Stones started 
the ball rolling 
and continue to 
have plenty of 
brand partners

he real buzz words in music in 2017 have been 
‘brand partnership’ and ‘stealth advertising’. 
Corporate greed and rock music have been 
shacking up together for decades. The model 

was invented by American entrepreneur Jay Coleman, 
who in 1981 persuaded Jovan Musk to sponsor The 
Rolling Stones’ Tattoo You tour. The fragrance company 
paid a couple of million dollars to have its name printed 
on several million Stones’ tickets.

Coleman followed up by proposing a brand partnership 
between Michael Jackson and a  zzy drink. Coca Cola 
offered a meagre $1 million so he went to Pepsi, which 
coughed up $5 million. It was a sum large enough for 
Jackson to alter the words of Billie Jean to “Guzzle down 
and taste the thrill of the day/And feel the Pepsi way”. 

You had to be a very principled rock star to turn down 
such moolah – or at least a very rich one like Neil Young, 
who excoriated Jackson with the lyric “Ain’t singin’ for 
Pepsi/Ain’t singin’ for Coke/I don’t sing for nobody/Makes 
me look like a joke”.

Another who refused to sell out was John Densmore, 
former drummer with The Doors. In the late nineties the 
group’s three surviving members were offered $15 million 
dollars by Cadillac for the use of Light My Fire. The Doors’ 
other two surviving members eagerly agreed to the offer, 

only to be vetoed by 
Densmore on the 
grounds that such a 
corporate association 
would cheapen the 
group’s legacy.

The dispute ended 
up in the Los Angeles County Court, where this columnist 
was proud to give evidence on Densmore’s behalf as an 
‘expert witness’ (the court’s designation, not mine). I’m 
even prouder to say that we won the case and the integrity 
of The Doors’ art was preserved.  

Yet the tide of corporatism sweeping over music that had 
originally been spawned as an act of rebellion could not 
be halted. And in 2017, it appears to have reached a new 
high tide. Corporate sponsorship has until now been 
almost exclusively restricted to superstars like the Stones 
and Michael Jackson. Now, in an increasingly diverse and 
fragmented market, corporate boardrooms have decided 
there is commercial advantage in being associated with 
the most alternative and underground acts.

Grime star Skepta has teamed up with Rolls-Royce. Bang 
& Olufsen sponsored the conceptual avant-garde artist 
Dean Blunt. Irreverent new-wave experimentalists Rhythm 
Method played at a Topman fashion show. Upcoming 

militant feminist rapper Princess Nokia has appeared in a 
 lm for the cosmetics company Maybelline. Brooklyn 

alt-rockers Public Access TV are modelling for Levi’s.
It’s hard to blame the artists for such jarring ‘brand 

partnerships’. Their potential income has been slashed by 
the decline of record sales and you can understand why 
they are keen to mine money from other sources, however 
inappropriate some of the sponsors may be. 

Getting the message through
But what’s in it for the companies? When streaming  rst 
became big business they bombarded the most popular 
digital platforms with ads, as you would expect. Yet most 
of us now circumvent their messages via ad-blockers and 
tools to remove cookies and anything else necessary to 
prevent our streaming pleasure being interrupted. When 
was the last time on Youtube you thought: “I won’t skip 
this ad as I really want to watch it”? Exactly. 

This means corporations are having to use more 
insidious and subliminal methods to grab our attention. By 
using stealth advertising, the lines are blurred between 
creative output and branded content as some of the globe’s 
biggest and most rapacious companies sponsor alternative, 
left-  eld music. It matters not if many of the customers 
that they are targeting have never heard of the ‘cool’ artists 
that they’re partnering up with – the corporate brand has 
successfully positioned itself as a tastemaker of ineffable 
hipness and a champion of the underground. 

But can a creative musical underground exist when it’s 
brought to us courtesy of Budweiser, Adidas or Red Bull? 
I’m deeply sceptical. But I’d be fascinated to hear what 
HFC readers think 

The corporate brand 
has successfully 
positioned itself 
as a tastemaker

T

NIGEL 
WILLIAMSON
Sponsored by HFC
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United 
nations
With the world looking inwards, 
Ed Selley is delighted to discover 
a system where cross border 
co-operation is alive and well  

SIMAUDIO/TOTEM ACOUSTIC/VPI 
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ere I gifted the time and 
resources to write a hi-   
thesis, I feel there is a 
strong case to be made 

for exploring regional similarities 
in the design and creation of audio 
equipment that is broader than 
national borders. If I needed physical 
evidence to back this up, I could do 
a lot worse than point to this system. 
There are roughly 400 miles between 
Cliffwood New Jersey and Montreal 
in Canada – in North American terms 
a journey of very little consequence. 
There is also a national border and 
a partial language change. Despite 
this, the similarities between the 
components that make up this system 
far outweigh the differences.     

There are in fact two parts of this 
system from the Canadian side. 
Simaudio and Totem Acoustic are a 
mere 10 miles apart on either side of 
Montreal, so perhaps we shouldn’t be 
too surprised that there are elements 
of their design philosophy in common 
with one another. The Simaudio 
Moon Nēo 340i X is an integrated 
ampli  er that is  rmly in the style of 
ampli  ers in the 21st century. You get 
100W of output that doubles precisely 
into 4ohm. You can then choose to 
augment the line inputs with extra 
functionality to suit your needs. 
Balanced inputs? No problem, 
digital inputs – with hi-res and 
DSD capability? But of course. Phono 

W

BEAUTIFUL SYSTEM
SIMAUDIO/TOTEM ACOUSTIC/VPI 

The Prime is VPI’s affordable ‘super deck’ 
combining a heavyweight (and enormous) 
plinth and platter with the company’s 
trademark Memorial unipivot, here in 
10in form with 3D-printed tonearm.

VPI PRIME £4,200

COMPONENTS

The Nēo 340i X adheres to the company’s 
no-nonsense approach to making 
amplifiers. Plenty of power, immaculate 
build and the ability to upgrade it with 
the functionality that you need, such 
as a DAC or phono stage. 

SIMAUDIO MOON 
NEO 340I X £3,800

The Totem is a compact two-way 
standmount that uses the company’s 
bespoke drivers, including an unusual 
33mm tweeter, placed in a small but 
incredibly solid cabinet that uses mitred 
joints for increased rigidity.  

TOTEM ACOUSTIC SKY 
£2,174 (WITH STANDS)

-
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stage? Naturally. The latter as we 
shall see is rather handy in this case. 

The Totem Sky standmount might 
not be so endlessly customisable as 
the Simaudio Moon, but it is far from 
run of the mill. This two-way speaker 
uses drivers that are designed and 
built by Totem and the most 
immediately noteworthy of these 
is the 33mm tweeter – a good 25 
percent larger than normal and 
intended to give it better dispersion 
and integration in the mid bass. The 
mid/bass driver itself might not look 
as visually distinctive, but with a 
claimed peak power handling of no 
less than 500W, it will partner the 
340i X without an issue. Internally, 
the Sky uses mitred joints for the 
cabinet corners, which helps these 
little speakers feel impressively inert. 

Prime time
Joining the Canadian contingent is 
the VPI Prime. At  rst glance, the 
Prime is business as usual for VPI, 
but look a little closer and some of the 
details start to make themselves felt. 
First up, even judged by the standards 
of the brand, this is a big turntable. It 
is over half a meter wide and built on 
an industrial scale from heavyweight 
materials. It isn’t all traditional, 
though. The tonearm is a classic 

example of a VPI unipivot with no 
bearings of any description and is 3D 
printed – a process that allows VPI 
to produce a complex 10in design at 
the price that it does. The Prime is 
unquestionably very big, but it’s also 
very clever indeed. 

And this intelligence of design and 
execution is what ties these units 
together. It isn’t that they don’t have 
design  ourishes – the curved outer 
front panel of the Simaudio Moon 

and waisted edges of the Prime’s 
plinth probably don’t absolutely need 
to be there – but nothing stands in 
the way of their basic engineering 
integrity. They are absolutely logical 
to set up and use – the VPI in 
particular feels like an especially 
well-crafted activity set for adults – 
and everything feels like it will still be 
making music decades from now. 

We have  nished this system off 
with a little British  ourish in the 
form of a Goldring Legacy. While it 
is no less than 3,240 miles from 

Montreal to Bishop’s Stortford, the 
Legacy  ts into this system perfectly. 
It looks entirely unshowy, but the 
magnesium body, Vital stylus pro  le 
and ultra-high purity copper coils all 
speak for the engineering prowess 
that are present in the design. 

California dreaming
Combined into a system, the results 
are – if anything – more cohesive still. 
The opening bars of California by 
Grimes are enough to show that this 
system possesses some very singular 
abilities indeed. Many of these are 
down to the Prime and its unique 
engineering. The combination of that 
massive platter and the delicacy 
of the unipivot gives the Prime a 
presentation that is different to 
almost any other turntable I’ve 
listened to. On the one hand, there is 
the sort of bass that only comes from 
a seriously weighty record player, but 
it is combined with a delicacy and 
sheer agility that is pure unipivot. As 
a combination, the effect is addictive 
– like having a sledgehammer that 
moves with the precision of a scalpel. 
The rolling bassline of the track  ows 
in a manner that is effortlessly 
organic and wonderfully weighty. 

The Totem loudspeaker is more than 
up to the job of relaying this. The Sky 

Above left: The 
combination 
of mass and 
delicacy makes 
the Prime an 
exceptional 
performer 
Above: With 
useful extra input 
options, the 
Moon offers 
impressive 
flexibility 
Above right: The 
Sky is a startlingly 
capable speakerThere’s nothing you 

can throw at it that 
upsets its refined 
way of making music

BEAUTIFUL SYSTEM
SIMAUDIO/TOTEM ACOUSTIC/VPI 
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is an exceptionally  uid performer 
and has an effortless ability with time 
signatures that draws you into the 
music and gets the head nodding. 
There is also truly outstanding bass 
extension for such a small speaker. 
With the urgent and bombastic Freeze 
Me by Death From Above 1979, the 
Sky hits harder and cleaner than 
a standmount of this size should 
possibly be able to. It also has an 
effortless soundstage that manages 
to extend well beyond those compact 
cabinets and sits as a convincing arc 
in front of the listener where the 
music has the space it needs. 

Balance of power
The Simaudio Moon’s role in all of 
this is rather more subtle and it is 
only once you’ve listened to this 
system for a few hours that you really 
start to appreciate what it can do. It 
balances huge power reserves with 
dynamics and speed that do justice to 
the Prime’s exceptional  uidity and 
builds on it further. This is pretty 
much the textbook de  nition of 
un  appable, there’s nothing you can 
throw at it that upsets its sublimely 
potent but re  ned way of making 
music. This isn’t the sort of device 
that blows you away in the  rst  ve 
minutes of listening. Instead it calmly 

rede  nes what you understand an 
integrated amp to be capable of to 
the point where parting with it 
becomes a serious bind. 

The internal phono stage is also 
truly outstanding. Noise levels are 
low to the point of nonexistent, which 
allows the Goldring to show its own 
superb qualities. The hauntingly 

lovely Losing To You by Stars is 
fabulously real played through this 
combination. Amy Millan’s delicate 
vocals arrive at the listening position 
feeling like nothing so terrestrial as 
ampli  cation has taken place. There’s 
no colouration or false emphasis here, 
just the beauty of the track given the 
space that it needs to really show 
these qualities off. 

What ties this all together is that 
there isn’t a genre of music or 
listening level that upsets this 
system’s innate desire to make great 
music. While it has been in situ, I 
have tried to  gure out my favourite 
albums of 2017. This disparate 

selection touches on pretty much 
every type of music going, but 
without exception every one sounds 
as good here as it has done all year. 
It is a slight dichotomy that a system 
that is comprised of components 
that have their own fascinating 
engineering stories behind them can 
be so self-effacing, but the more time 
you spend with them the more you 
begin to realise that this is precisely 
what they set out to do. 

One vision
This might seem at odds with the 
perceived brashness of VPI’s New 
Jersey surroundings or even the 
outgoing bonhomie of Montreal, but 
there’s a sense that in this part of the 
world if you want to be seen as the 
best, you better have the evidence to 
back it up – if you just stand around 
shooting your mouth off, you’ll 
quickly be found out. And this is 
the physical manifestation of that 
approach, components built like 
laboratory equipment that don’t shout 
about their greatness, they just get on 
with demonstrating it every time you 
drop the needle into the groove. 
There might be more than one 
country involved in the making of 
this stunning system, but there is 
very clearly a single ethos       
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Even judged by the 
standards of VPI, this 
is a big turntable at 
over half a meter wide

BEAUTIFUL SYSTEM
SIMAUDIO/TOTEM ACOUSTIC/VPI 
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94 Snow Palms 
Origin And Echo

95  Chopin 
Evocations
Daniil Trifonov

96 Björk 
Utopia

IT’S BEEN A sad year for lovers of vintage R&B. The 
deaths of Chuck Berry and Fats Domino were hard 
enough to bear, although at their venerable age we 
were at least braced for them. And recently we've 
lost Sharon Jones and Charles Bradley, two of the 
finest modern exponents of Southern soul, both 
only in their sixties and at the peak of their powers.    

Now at the very end of the year comes some 
much overdue good news with the emergence of 
Robert Finley, a 64 year-old blues and R&B singer 
from Louisiana who has spent his life in obscurity 
but turns out to have a deep-fried soul voice that 
ranks up there with Otis Redding and Bobby Bland.

Discovered and produced by Dan Auerbach of the 
Grammy-winning Black Keys, Finley was born and 
raised into a god-fearing family that only allowed 
gospel music in the house. At the age of 11 he 
bought a second-hand guitar and learnt to play by 

listening to records by BB King and James Brown, 
being played in the juke joint down the street. 

At 17 he joined the US Army and performed all 
over Europe in an army band. But when he returned 
home he was unable to make a living from music 
and spent the next four decades constructing 
timber-framed houses.

In all those years, singing and playing were merely 
a hobby – and it might have stayed that way if he 
hadn’t lost his eyesight. No longer able to work, in 
2015 he was spotted performing on a street corner 
by a charitable organisation. With their help, he 
travelled to Memphis to record his low-budget 
debut LP, Age Don’t Mean A Thing, released on an 
obscure local label last year. When a copy landed on 
Auerbach’s desk, he was convinced that he was 
listening to “one of the greatest singers I’ve ever 
heard” and invited him to his Nashville studio to 

record a follow up. Goin’ Platinum is the result and its 
tongue-in-cheek title deserves to come true. With 
Auerbach writing or co-writing all 10 songs, it’s a set 
of pure class which spans the gamut of classic 
blues, soul and R&B stylings. 

Get It While You Can is a Stax-styled belter on 
which Finley’s soulful bark slices through an insistent 
guitar hook and blaring horns. Medicine Woman is 
thumping soul-blues. If You Forget My Love owes 
much to the glory days of Motown while Three 
Jumpers and Complications are deeper blues 
work outs. Real Love Is Like Hard Time is an 
old-fashioned swamp rocker and Empty Arms
is a booming soul ballad before the album closes 
with the reflective Holy Wine, on which Finley 
unleashes an extraordinary, beseeching falsetto. 

After such a grim year, it’s a joy to be able to end it 
on such a high note. NW

Robert Finley 
Goin’ Platinum!  

CD Nonesuch
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MUSICREVIEWS

AUDIOFILE VINYL

WE LIKE GEARBOX, 
almost everything that 
it cuts with its valve 
powered Studer tape 
machine and Haeco 
Scully vintage mastering 
lathe sounds superb. 
This latest release has 

the added advantage of having been recorded 
live in a South Virginia barn, turn it up and you 
can hear the crickets chirping. Wild Ponies is 
Doug and Telisha Williams. Both sing, he plays 
guitar and she’s on the bass. For this they roped in 
three session musicians from Nashville and three 
players from around Galax, an area renowned for 

its bluegrass and old-time musicians. It’s the 
communication between these musicians and 
thereafter we the listener, that makes this album 
sound so fresh and diff erent. Mostly original 
songs, it starts out with foot stomper Sally Anne
and works its way through highs and lows in 
typical country style yet without the finessing 
usually applied to such music. This is real country 
music played with passion and skill, it’s probably 
closer to folk in many respects and Telisha’s voice 
in particular has an open honesty that makes the 
songs that much more powerful. If you like 
acoustic guitars, fiddle and banjo with the odd 
smattering of Telecaster there is a lot to enjoy 
on this fine-sounding slab of vinyl. JK

Wild Ponies
Galax 

Sharon Jones & 
The Dap-Kings 
Soul Of A Woman

Bill Mackay & 
Ryley Walker 
SpiderBeetleBee

CD Daptone Records CD Drag City 

180g Vinyl Village Green

CD Universal

180g vinyl   Gearbox Records

WHEN SHARON JONES passed away last year, 
the soul music community mourned. But with Soul 
Of A Woman she leaves a quite beautiful legacy – 
this new album, recorded shortly before her death, 
showcases her reputation as the 'female James 
Brown'. It's a hugely infectious blend of soul and 
funk, with 11 tracks that have a refreshingly 
old-school feel to them. None more so than Just 
Give Me Your Time and Pass Me By, two sixties-
sounding torch songs; while Rumors has a stripped 
back, Northern Soul feel to it. As the horns parp 
and soar, Jones lets rip with admirable gusto. A 
tribute, yes, but also a celebration. PH

THE SECOND COLLABORATION between 
acoustic guitar maestros MacKay and Walker is 
a glorious meeting of musical minds. Aside from 
occasional percussion and bowed strings, the 
dominant tone is the interaction of the twin guitars, 
both playing with sophistication individually while 
blending powerfully to create an incredible wash of 
sound. For the most part fairly sedate in pace, the 
music is thoughtful and meditative, with great 
narrative sense despite the lack of words. It's also 
beautifully recorded: we hear the players’ fingers 
on the strings and the rattles inherent in steel-
strung acoustic instruments. Wonderful. OR

ORIGINALLY CONCEIVED AS a vehicle 
specifically for music created by instruments that 
are played with a mallet, David Sheppard's glorious 
soundscapes are the perfect antidote for those 
that believe that electronic compositions have 
no heart or soul. Featuring a bewildering mix of 
xylophones, metallophones, glockenspiels and 
marimbas combined with immersive layers of 
synths, this is a highly cinematic-sounding album 
that is equal parts hypnotic bliss, symphonic 
ambience and evocative washes of sound. With a 
nod to the likes of John Carpenter, Mogwai, Brian 
Eno and Steve Reich, this sumptuous 180g vinyl cut 
is full to the brim with texture and drama. JDW 

THE STONES’ ARCHIVE has never 
thrown up the kind of treasure trove 
of unreleased material off ered by The 
Beatles’ Anthology series, for it seems 
they pretty much used up everything 
at the time. But a cache of material 
not heard in more than half a century 
has come to light in the BBC’s vaults. 
Recorded between 1963 and 1965 for 
such forgotten light programme radio 
shows as Saturday Club, The Joe Loss 
Pop Show, Blues In Rhythm and Yeah 

Yeah, there are earthy-sounding 
versions of familiar hits, including (I 
Can't Get No) Satisfaction and The Last 
Time, but eight of the 18 performances 
feature songs The Stones never 
recorded or released commercially, 
including Chuck Berry’s Beautiful Delilah
and Bo Diddley’s Cops And Robbers. 
The sound quality is great, too, due to 
a high-tech process of audio source 
separation, in which engineers at Abbey 
Road meticulously rebuilt every track to 
contemporary hi-fi specifications. NW

The Rolling Stones 
On Air  

Do you agree with our 
reviewers? Decide for 
yourself and listen to some 
of this month’s tracks at 
www.hifichoice.co.uk

The sound quality is 
great thanks to a high-
tech process of audio 
source separation

Snow Palms
Origin And Echo 
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HIGH RESOLUTION DOWNLOADS

FOR HIS 13TH album, the Californian 
multi-instrumentalist has gone full pop-rock, 
almost consigning the catchy, quirky folk-rock 
that made him famous to the bowels of history. 
Colors is an apt name because this feels like a 
huge explosion of upbeat music that wouldn't 
sound out of place on an Apple or Nike advert. 
There are glimpses of the old Beck, but the 
majority of this record is fun, upbeat pop, 
which sounds crisp and polished. PH

ON HIS DEBUT solo album, Gallagher the 
younger has added considerable gloss to his 
raw style. That recognisable swagger is still 
there in spades, but across the 15 tracks 
production is glossy and has real depth – his 
voice is front and centre stage. Tracks like Bold
and Paper Crown explore his Beatles obsession 
further, but it's numbers like Wall Of Glass, I Get 
By and Greedy Soul that have more in common 
with Primal Scream than anyone else. PH  

Alien Stadium 
Livin’ In Elizabethan Times 

Beck 
Colors

Liam Gallagher 
As You Were

CD/vinyl  Double Six

2x CD  Deutsche Grammophon

FLAC 16/44.1  onkyomusic.com FLAC 24/44.1 onkyomusic.com

DESCRIBED AS "A hybrid meeting of two musical 
voyagers working at maximum velocity for the 
betterment/detriment of all human kind," Alien 
Stadium sees The Beta Band's Steve Mason and 
Primal Scream's Martin Duff y come together to 
deliver a mini album, par excellence. The standout 
track has to be This One's For The Humans, which 
includes all of the traits that will be familiar to 
anyone that's heard Mason's musical output before: 
the usual cocktail of that gloriously warm Scottish 
voice, simple acoustic guitar and quirky mix of 
electronic eff ects and lush strings. The only 
disappointment is it's limited to just four songs. JDW 

THE MAIN WORKS here are Chopin’s two piano 
concertos in new orchestrations by Mikhail Pletnev. 
These add colour to Chopin’s vanilla-plain originals, 
as well as teasing out hidden detail. Trifonov plays 
with great sensitivity, and his accounts of both 
concertos are exquisite. The fillers have a 
connection with Chopin, so each disc forms an 
attractive concert on its own. DG’s recordings 
sound natural and eff ortlessly detailed, with clear 
rounded piano tone and crisp orchestral detail. The 
sound in the two concertos is more transparent 
than usual – helped by Pletnev’s imaginative but 
always appropriate orchestrations. JH  

Chopin   
Evocations
Daniil Trifonov  

Benjamin 
Britten    
Noye’s Fludde  
This is full of beautiful 
children’s voices and 
a chorus of animals, 
with real depth to the 
stage. Only a very fine 
turntable will reveal 
the hidden details. 

DEMO DISCS
Jozefina Krahulcová, 
CEO European Audio 
Team, reveals the music 
that she uses to develop 
and demo products

Saint-Saëns  
Danse Macabre  
This Decca version 
has accompanied 
me ever since I first 
discovered the world 
of hi-fi. Fantastic 
solo instruments 
in a hugely dramatic 
orchestral work.

Wes 
Montgomery  
Greatest Hits 
A wonderfully intimate 
atmosphere, with 
authentic musicality. 
A great system will 
capture the melody 
and swing with 
fluidity and feeling. 

MUSICREVIEWS

Antonín Dvořák   
Othello Overture  
The second side is 
especially touching. 
Othello begins with 
soft romanticism and 
closes with a dramatic 
finale, with massed 
violins and Dvořák’s 
Slavic touch.

Sibelius 
Tapiola, En Saga, 8 Songs
Anne Sophie von Otter  
Finnish Radio Symphony 
Orchestra  

SACD Ondine    

LINTU DELIVERS CRISP transparent accounts 
of the two tone poems – presenting Tapiola as 
cogent symphonic movement, rather than 
emphasising its atmospheric ambience. En Saga
is less monumental than some, but always 
impressively tactile and detailed – sounding at 
times almost like orchestral chamber music. The 
eight songs are flawlessly sung by ASvO who 
brings her customary poise and control to the 
proceedings. Ondine’s DSD recording sounds 
crisp and immediate with excellent clarity and a 
wide dynamic range. In the two tone poems you 
can hear details that are normally obscured. JH 

HI-RES HIGHLIGHTS
Our pick of the best hi-res downloads 
released over the past month...

hdtracks.co.uk 
has the latest 
addition to Bob 
Dylan's Bootleg
series, Roy 
Orbison's coming 
together with the 
Royal Philharmonic  
Orchestra, A Love 
So Beautiful and 

the glorious An Introduction To Sarah Vaughan, 
while highresaudio.com has a special edition of 
Sam Smith's new album The Thrill Of It All and the 
deluxe version of Maroon 5's Red Pill Blues. Over 
at onkyomusic.com there are MQA cuts from 
Tom Waits, Stereophonics and Blake Shelton.
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1Norah Jones   
Day Breaks

DOWNLOAD CHARTS
The top-10 jazz downloads 
from highresaudio.com

The Just Joans
You Might Be 
Smiling Now 

Vinyl Fika Recordings

DESCRIBED BY ONE wag as the missing link 
between The Proclaimers and The Magnetic Fields, 
Glasgow's Just Joans (the name is a tribute to a 
long-running agony aunt in a Scottish tabloid) has 
evolved from the shambling two-piece of old into a 
fuller sounding band of six members. The acerbic 
wit and endless cynicism remains, as does the 
jingly indie guitar sound that has a lot in common 
with early Pastels and Belle and Sebastian, but 
holding it all together are some wonderfully catchy 
pop tunes courtesy of sibling vocalists David and 
Katie Pope's glorious Scottish lilt. JDW

Mauno 
Tuning 

Vinyl/CD Tin Angel Records

FOUR-PIECE MAUNO COMBINE musical 
adventurousness with lyrical intimacy, delivering 
songs that are at once moving, intellectual and 
disorienting. Tuning is inspired by musicologist R 
Murray Schafer’s book The Soundscape, its songs 
are interwoven with field recordings and found 
sounds. The songs vary from the ostensibly 
straightforward indie guitar bedrock of opening 
track Or Just to more layered fare such as 
Other Bad. Each is interesting in its own way 
and impeccably performed, and despite the 
eclecticism the album is very much of a piece. OR  

Mike Love  
Unleash The Love  

Melanie 
de Biasio
Lilies

CD BMG Digital download PIAS

A FOUNDING MEMBER of The Beach Boys, this 
double album is only the second solo outing of 
Love’s long career. One disc features reworked 
versions of the group’s old hits, including Good 
Vibrations, Help Me Rhonda and I Get Around, all of 
which he co-wrote with Brian Wilson. The new 
material is something of a revelation, many of the 
songs anchored in Love’s long-standing interest in 
transcendental meditation. Pisces Brothers is a 
tribute to George Harrison and their experiences in 
India. The breezy Cool Head, Warm Heart borrows 
its title from one of the Maharishi’s sayings and 
Only One Earth is a prayer for our planet. NW    

BELGIAN CHANTEUSE AND flautist Melanie de 
Biasio decided to make Lilies about voice, fortunately 
her sultry late night voice is one of the most seductive 
in the electronic noire genre. For Lilies she locked 
herself away in a home studio with only a keyboard 
player for company and produced her most 
personal work to date. Not quite as immaculate 
sounding as 2013’s No Deal with its truly inky black 
backgrounds, Lilies is very atmospheric and 
intimate. Bass synth provides a bedrock for a 
variety of songs that delve into modal grooves on 
Gold Junkies and scintillate on All My Words, before 
working their way under your skin. JK          

CD/Vinyl One Little Indian

IF VULNICURA WAS Bjőrk's 'break-up' album, this 
is her dating follow up and you can hear the 
optimism throughout. She has always managed to 
fuse classical, electronic and pop to create something 
incredible. Yes, there are wind instruments, soaring 
choral accompaniments and crunchy beats galore, 
but Utopia is imbued with chirping sounds from 
the forest, children laughing and playing and 
Bjőrk's own layered vocals. It's a sonic feast, and 
so enchanting and emotionally engaging that you 
can almost reach out and touch it. PH

Björk 
Utopia3Royal Stockholm 

Philharmonic
EST Symphony 

5Anouar Brahem  
Blue Maqams 6Pat Metheny   

Unity Band

2Wolfgang 
Muthspiel   

Rising Grace   

4Gregory Porter  
 Nat "King" Cole 

& Me (Deluxe)

7Marius Neset   
Circle Of Chimes 8Till Brönner   

The Good Life

9Michael Wollny & 
Vincent Peirani   

Tandem
10Lara Downes   

America Again



Digital: Accustic Arts, Bel Canto, CEC, Quiescent, Vertex AQ DAC.  Vinyl: Graham,  Spiral Groove, Transfiguration. 
Tuners: Magnum Dynalab.  Amplifiers: Bel Canto, B.M.C. Audio, Quiescent, Storm Audio, Vitus,  VTL. 

Loudspeakers: Avalon, Kaiser – Vivace & Chiara, NEAT, Totem. Cables: Chord Co., DNM, Nordost, Siltech, Tellurium, VertexAQ. 
Mains: Vertex AQ. Supports: Arcici, Black Ravioli, Hi-Fi Racks, LeadingEdge, Stands Unique. Room Acoustics: LeadingEdge.

www.rightnote.co.uk 
01225 874728

Customers say we make some of the best sounds at shows 
and in our studio they have ever heard, so you know we 
can do the same in your home. Our advice takes account 
of your best components and guides you where change is 
needed, in stages you can afford. Let us advise.

You avoid expensive mistakes, enjoy music and save money 
in the long run.

Just listen and you’ll know

You love your music … BUT        
is police radio spoiling the purity 
of those performances?

One of theBEST PHONO-PREAMPS for only about £3k!See below

YES, it is, and RADIO 2 and mobiles and any 
other radio transmissions in your area. 

“But there’s no Chris Evans or Woman’s Hour, 
or villains being chased, coming out of the 
speakers!  I don’t hear anything.”

Actually, you do, it’s loss of detail and that hard edge 
on higher frequencies, “brightness”, when you turn up 
the volume.   It’s Radio Frequency Interference (RFI).

from a hard drive? Round a network? Then you are 
especially vulnerable as DACs 
process the RF along with the 
music.  RFI becomes part of 
the music signal – damaged.

The damage creates a haze that 
wraps round every note you 
play, rather like the halo you see 
around a street lamp through a 
rain-spattered window.

That “hash” blurs imaging, spoils 
separation and destroys detail. 

It creates an underlying noise floor 
that intrudes into “quietness”.

Removing the hash creates 
greater dynamic range and 
“blacker” backgrounds – you 
will have read that comment 
many times in reviews.
RFI is pernicious, the hidden 
menace. It seeps in at every
possible point – through the
air into circuits, into cables 
and via the mains. It merges 
with the digital music
signal and the mixture is 
processed by the electronics.  

That analogue output cannot now be “cleaned”.

Two recent incidents:

A customer with a high-end all-digital system, a NAS 
drive feeding into speakers with built-in DACs and 
amplifiers.  He’d been delighted with the progressive 
release of detail and realism as he installed Vertex mains 
cables and Pico Grounding Blocks.

“One word Jeremy - FANTASTIC! 
System is really singing.  A total 
transformation. And the best thing, with 
just 3 items, there’s more to come!”

A recent set of Yushan blocks under 
digital cables gave him another lift.

Another customer with a large 
Naim system and several Vertex 
components at strategic points. But 
it was Yushan blocks under puny 
mains leads to the NAS drive and 
switch that lifted him from his seat, shouting “Awesome!!”

Is RFI the “final frontier” in hifi? – now that mains cables, 
supports and system cables have all been accepted?

We lend components for a free home trial 

One of the best phono stages for just over £3k!
“…exceptional, and easily among 
the best, if not the best, MC phono 
preamps…” Stereophile review.
Now the new B.M.C. MCCI 
Signature has lower noise, better 
bass, improved detail – all this 
sophistication for about £3.1k! 

Buy direct from B.M.C. Audio at this incredible price and 
contact us for more on this very clever phono stage..

RFI and vibration absorber – 
a Vertex AQ HiRez Balanced 
Taga distribution block, with 
balanced mains for source 
components and filtered 
mains for power amps 

These Yushan blocks 
absorb RFI and vibration 
from the cables.  As a 
bonus they lift cables off 
the floor, another source 
of vibration.

This USB interconnect is both 
screened and shielded with 
‘stealth’ material to absorb 
RFI and other electrical noise, 
incoming and radiated.
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THE FAT 
MAN HAS
LEFT THE 
BUILDING
The original king of rock and roll has 
gone to play the great piano in the sky. 
Nigel Williamson pays tribute to 
Antoine Dominique ‘Fats’ Domino Jr.

MUSIC LEGENDS
FATS DOMINO

W
heh n it comes to the title of ‘the 
king of rock and roll’, we can
identify several contestants. Elvis
Prresley certainly has a strong

clclclaiaa m m asas doees ChC uck Berry, who died earlier 
thththhhisisis yyyeaear r ata  the ageg  of 90, and was featured 
ininininin oooururu mmususic legends back in HFC 425. Elvis,C
fofofoofor r rr r onononee,e,e, wwasas clear about who should wear 
ththththtt e e e e crcrcrcrowowowo n.n. IIn n 1969 when a journalist at a
prprrrrrrrrrrrprrrrrprrrprrrrrrrrprrrrrprrrprprprrpprrprprrrprp eseseseseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseee s ss s s cococonfnfn erenencce in Las Vegas referred to 
hihihhhihihihhihhhhihhhhh mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm asasasasasaaasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa “““thththe e ee kiingng”,”, he e shook his head and 
gegegegegegegggggg ststststurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrurrrrrrrredededededeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee iiinsnsnssteetet adad ttowo ards Fats Domino, who
wawawawawawwawawawawwwwwwww s sssssssssss sisisiisisisisisisssitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt inininininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii g g g gg acacaccrororossss tthee room. “No,” he said.
“T“T“TT“T“T“T“T“T“TT“TT“T“T“T“TThehehehehehehehehehhhhhh rerererereerreree’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’’s’s’s’s’s’ssssss tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttthheheheh rrreaeaeaeall kikingng of rock and roll.”  

WhWhWhWhWhWhWhWhWhWWhWhWhWhWhWhWhhWWhW eneneneneeneneneneneneenennennenen DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDomomomomomoooooooooo inininooo o totookok aa boogie-woogie piano 
roorororooororrrollllllllllllllll aaaaaaaandndndndndndndnddd aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddedededeedeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee aaaa bbacackbeat in the late forties,
hehehehehehehehehehehehehehehhehehehehee cccccccccccccccccrererererererererererrrrrrrr atatatttatatatataaaa ededdedededededededededeedededdedededdddedddddededddededdedddddddedededdededededddddddedddddedededeedeeedeeededeeddddddddddddddddd wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwhahhhahat t t caameme to be known as rock 
ananananananananananananananananananannanddd d dd dd d d dd dddd d d dd rorororororororororororororororororororor llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll...... A A AA A AA A AA AAA AAA A AAAA fefeefefefeefefeffffffefeffffeffefefefefffefefeffffffeefefeeefefeeefeeeefeeefeefeefefeefeeefeeeeeeeeeew w w ww yeyeyey arrs s ago, Dave Henderson 
fofoffffooffffofffofffffofoffffffffffoffffffofffffffffff MoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMoMMMMoMMMMMoMMMMMMMMMMoMoMMMMMMMoMoMoMMoooojojojojojojojojojojojojojojojojojojooojojojojjoooooojooooooooooooooo mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmagagagagagagagagagagagagaagaggagagagagagagaagaaaa aaazazazazaaaaazaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ininine e cocommpiled a four-CD boxset 

titititititititttitltltltltlttt ededededededddddd ThThThThThThThThhThhThhhT e eeeeeeeee FFiFiFiFiFiFiFiFiFiFFiFiFiFiFFiFiFiFFFiFFFFFiFFFFFFFFFFFiFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF rrrsrsrsrsrrrrrrr t t t t RoRoRoR ckck’n’n’R’Rolo l Record. It
cocococoococoooocococococcccc ntntntntntntntnntntnttntnnnn aiaiaaiaiaiaiaiiiineneenenenennnneneneneneenen d d d d ddddd 828282222828282828882828282882288888288282882882222222222222282222222222222282222222 ttttrarararar ckckckks s dadating back to 1915
ananananananananananananaaanananaana dd dd dddddddddddddd ininininininininininininininninnclclclclcllllclclclclclclclcc ududuududududududududdududdudududededededededdddddddddeddeddddddededeeeeedd rrrrececeecororoo didingngs byb  bluesmen such 
asasasasasasasasasasasssaasas RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRobobobobobobobobobobobobobobobobboberererererererereerererrrerereree t t t t tttttttttt JoJoJoJoJoJoJoJoJoJoJooJoJoJJJohnhnhnhnhnnnnnnnnnnhnhnnhnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnhnnnnnnnsososososon n nn anandd Chhharley Patton, 
cococococococcocococococococococcoounununununununununununununununununnunununtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrry y y yyy y y y y y yyyy yy yy sisisisisisisisisisisiisisisisisisis ngngngngngngngngngnggnggngnn ererererereeererrrrrereerrrrererrrrrrrrrrrrrrerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr HHHHaanannk k WWiilll iams, jazz men such 
asasasasassasasasasasasasassasassass BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBeneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneene nynynynynynynynynynynynnynynynnnnn GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGooooooooooooooooooooooooddddmdmdmdmddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd ananaan aandnn LLionel Hampton, the 
jujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujujumpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmmp-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-j-jjjivivivivivivivivivivivivivivivivvivivvi e ee e e ee eeeeeeeee ofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofoff LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLooooououououooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo isisis JJJorordaddan n and the Andrews
SiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiststststststststststststststststststststerererererererererererererererererrerrsss s s sss s s s s sss sisisisisisisissisisisisiiisis ngngngngngngngngngngngngngnggngg ninininininninninninnnggggggg g g gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg BoBoBooggieie WWooo gie Bugle Boy.

ArAArArArArArArArArArArArArArArArArArAArrararararararrarararararararararararar ngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngnggedededededededededededededededeeedede cccccccccccccccchhhhhhhrhrhrhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhrhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh onononololoogically, it’s a fascinating
cocococococococococococococ lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllececececececececececececececececececcctititittititititititititititiiitititiiiononononononononononnonnonnonononono aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaandndndndndndndndndndndnnndndndndndnddddddddddddddn aaallll ooff those named above 
cococococoocococcc ntntntnntntriririririiiririibbububbbbbbbubububbbubub teteteteteteted d d ddd elelelemme eents to the melting pot from 
whwhwhwhwhicicicich h h hh rororororockckckcck aaaandndn rrooll emerged. Yet it’s not 
unununnu titititiill l l wewewewew ggggggetetete tto o didisc two, track 26 that we
hehehehearararar sssssomomomomo etetete hihhh ngng thahat sounds recognisably 
iiiikekekekee aaaaa rrrrreaeaeal l l l rorockck and roll record. The track is 
ThThThThThe ee e FaFaFaFaFat t ttt MMaMaann,, reecocorded by Domino in New 
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Orleans in 1949,  ve years before Elvis made 
his  rst recordings at Sun Studio, Memphis. 

The Fat Man established the rudiments of 
the genre, Domino’s piano pounding out a 
steady bank of triplets, the drummer hitting 
the second and fourth beats to create the 
backbeat and the horns playing call-and-
response bass riffs. Mixing elements of 
boogie-woogie, R&B, blues, Dixieland, 
zydeco and the swing of a Mardi Gras 
marching band it was a thrilling hybrid 
sound for which there was not yet a name.

Over the irresistible beat he bragged about 
his sexual prowess: “I weigh 200 pounds, all 
the girls love me, because I know my way 
around.” The Fat Man sold a million copies 
and made Domino a star. 

Yet he, for one, wasn’t calling it rock and 
roll. “There’s nothing new about it. I have 
been playing it ever since I can remember, 
only we know it as rhythm and blues. It 
comes straight out of Dixieland jazz and has 
the same beat,” he noted several years later.  

Throughout the  fties and early sixties he 
released a string of hits that have gone on to 
become standards – I’m Walkin’, Blue Monday, 
The Big Beat, I’m In Love Again, Ain’t That A 
Shame, Blueberry Hill, Walking To New 
Orleans and My Girl Josephine among them.

Sung in a warm and vibrant baritone and 
accompanied by his uniquely rhythmic piano 
playing in the rolling style of his native New 
Orleans, his approach was simple and 
effective. He was also a pioneer in breaking 
down the musical colour barrier at a time 
when American music was heavily 
segregated, with a ‘pop’ chart for 
predominantly white acts and a ‘race’ chart 
(later renamed the R&B chart) for black 
music. Domino topped both. “Teens always 
heard my music with their hearts,” he said. 
“The beat was just happy. It didn’t have 
colour or hidden meaning. I was just 
playing and singing about life.”

During his career he sold more than 65 
million records and was among the  rst 
generation of rock and roll stars – his record 
sales exceeded only by Presley. During his 
hot streak between 1952 and 1962, he had 
35 records in the US Billboard Top 40 and 
11 Top 10 hits.

After that the hits tailed off as musical 
fashions changed and there were a number 
of reasons for his commercial decline.

At rock and roll’s dawn – indeed, for much 
of the  fties – the piano was at least as 
dominant as the guitar. The likes of Domino, 
Little Richard and Jerry Lee Lewis meant 
there were as many keyboard kings as there 
were guitar heroes. However, by the sixties, 
it was becoming an unequal contest. The 
six-string electric guitar was becoming the 
de  ning instrument in rock music. They 

didn’t quite shoot the piano players; but 
those pounding the 88s were shunted into 
the wings to allow the guitarists to take 
centre stage.

Secondly, Domino was an old-fashioned 
entertainer. He didn’t perform tricks at the 
keyboard and he wasn’t wild or overly 
rebellious. He didn’t rush the tempo of his 
songs instead favouring a steady, easy shuf  e 
which rolled as much as it rocked – and as 
popular music entered the high-octane rock 
era, the popularity of the roll declined.

Thirdly, Beatlemania and the British 
invasion of the American charts left Domino 
and others sounding outdated as the new 
wave of ‘beat groups’ relegated the stars of 
the  fties to the ranks of yesterday’s heroes.

Yet his in  uence was vast – not least on The 
Beatles themselves, whom he met on his  rst 
tour of Britain in 1962. Ain’t That a Shame
was the  rst song John Lennon learned to 
play and Paul McCartney wrote Lady 
Madonna as a Domino homage.  

There were various attempts at updating 
his sound – some more misguided than 
others – but none of them were particularly 
successful. By 1963, he had left Imperial, 
the label on which he had scored all of his 
big hits, and signed to ABC, which sent 
him to record in Nashville in the slick and 
commercial ‘countrypolitan’ style, which had 
worked for Ray Charles but didn’t really 
work for Domino.

Ain’t that a shame
When that failed, he moved to Reprise, 
which tried to hitch him to The Beatles’ 
bandwagon and got him recording versions 
of Lady Madonna, Lovely Rita and even The 
White Album’s Everybody’s Got Something To 
Hide Except For Me And My Monkey. In their 
way, they were great covers; but Domino 
copying Beatles songs just didn’t feel right. 
Fats was meant to be a timeless pioneer, not 
a dedicated follower of fashion. 

In truth, once his hit-making days were 
over, he showed little appetite to stay in 
the limelight. He enjoyed the trappings of 
success and had a passion for expensive cars 
and a taste for bling. Yet celebrity per se had 
little appeal. “He always hated interviews 
and he didn’t want to go on television unless 
he absolutely had to. He didn’t care and he 
turned down million-dollar offers,” noted his 
biographer Rick Coleman.

He appeared content that by his mid-
thirties he had already made enough money 
to remain comfortable for the rest of his life, 
although there was a gambling habit to fund 
which kept him playing regular concerts, 
with Las Vegas a favourite venue. Having 

MUSIC LEGENDS
FATS DOMINO

ROCK AND ROLLIN’ WITH 
FATS DOMINO
Fats Domino predated the LP 
age, so when his first album 
eventually appeared it 
contained tracks that were 
dating all the way back to The 
Fat Man seven years earlier, 
plus Ain’t That A Shame, 
Goin’ Home and nine others.

THIS IS FATS
Blueberry Hill, Blue Monday
and 10 more recorded at the 
peak of his powers. The Fat 
Man’s Hop is a pure delight 
while Honey Chile and So 
Long are lesser-known 
classics. Throw into the mix 
You Done Me Wrong and La La
and you’ve got a classic.

HERE STANDS 
FATS DOMINO 
None of his early cuts were 
recorded as albums and this 
collection contains a number of 
tracks from his first Imperial 
session in 1949. That they 
sounded so fresh nine years 
later confirms his status as rock 
and roll’s progenitor.

LET’S PLAY FATS DOMINO
Another assemblage from a 
variety of sessions, containing 
a couple of hit singles plus a 
rollicking version of the New 
Orleans anthem When The 
Saints Go Marching In, the 
rip-roaring Ain’t It Good and 
a nice version of Stagger Lee
renamed Stack And Billy.

1956 1957 1958 1959

TWISTIN’ THE STOMP
Fats ill-advisedly chases 
Chubby Checker’s ‘twist’ 
craze on the title track and 
The Twist Set Me Free. 
Fortunately, the rest of the 
album finds him in more 
familiar territory on songs 
such as Do You Know What It 
Means To Miss New Orleans.

1962
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He retired from touring 
in the UK in 1995 on a 
stellar billing with Little 
Richard and Chuck Berry



achieved so much he seemed to lack 
ambition to do any more – allegedly a 
common New Orleans trait, hence the city’s 
The Big Easy nickname. 

Before I grow too old
By the eighties, he was almost a forgotten man 
whose inestimable contribution to rock and 
roll was overlooked and under appreciated. 
Yet the generation of musicians he in  uenced 
didn’t forget and it was telling that no tribute 
album has ever boasted a more glittering 
line up than the collection of covers of his 
songs released in 2007. Those queuing up to 
contribute included Elton John, Neil Young, 
Tom Petty, Paul McCartney, Robert Plant, 
Norah Jones, Willie Nelson, Bonnie Raitt, 
BB King and Randy Newman.

Also on the album were Toots and the 
Maytals, whose cover of Let The Four Winds 
Blow was testimony to how Domino’s 
shuf  ing New Orleans rhythm with the 
accentuation of the offbeat was an in  uence 
on Jamaican ska, a debt acknowledged by 
no less an authority than Bob Marley.

He retired from touring in 1995 after a 
 nal visit to Britain on a stellar billing with 

Little Richard and Chuck Berry, although 

there were occasional live appearances in 
New Orleans for another decade, in which 
he continued to play his hour-long set of 
old hits with the same enthusiasm and 
broad, beaming smile he had worn when 
he  rst came rolling and rocking out of the 
city in the early  fties. 

The sense that nothing had changed in 
more than half a century was perhaps a 

demonstration of his stylistic limitations; 
but his performances were so transparently 
warm hearted and amiable that it was 
impossible not to be moved. “That innocence 
is there in his music,” his fellow New Orleans 
musician Dr John said. “He’s a good man, 
and people respond to that goodness.”

Antoine Domino Junior was born on 26 
February, 1928 in New Orleans, the youngest 
of nine children. He was brought up 
speaking English and Louisiana Creole and 

when he was 10, his family acquired a 
battered piano with keys so worn that the 
ivory had become almost translucent. A 
brother-in-law who had once played banjo in 
Kid Ory’s jazz band taught him to play and 
he was soon skipping school and performing 
in clubs and bars. 

By the age of 12 he had stopped bothering 
with school at all and was working by day 
delivering ice – few homes in New Orleans 
had refrigerators at the time – and later in 
a factory that made bed springs, where an 
accident resulted in a hand injury so serious 
that amputation was considered. We can 
scarcely begin to wonder how different his 
piano playing – and rock and roll as a 
consequence – might have sounded if the 
surgeon had been called into service. 

By night he was playing in clubs around 
town in Billy Diamond’s band The Solid 
Senders. It was Diamond who persuaded 
him to start singing – and gave him his 
nickname due to his fondness for New 
Orleans’ famously rich cuisine and 
expanding waistline. He initially bristled at 
being called Fats, but was pragmatic enough 
to keep it as a stage name – noting that it 
hadn’t done Fats Waller any harm.

His work with Diamond brought him to 
the attention of local bandleader Dave 
Bartholomew, who had been hired as a 
talent scout for the recently formed Imperial 
Records. Bartholomew was to become his 
soul brother, producing and co-writing 
Domino’s hits from his  rst 1949 recording 
until 1963. “Fats and I didn’t have a formal 
way of working on those songs,” 
Bartholomew recalled. “We would just jam 
and we’d jot down words and music. Then 
I’d hum what I wanted the horns to play. Fats 
knew exactly what to do from there.”

In many ways he made an unlikely front 
man. Five feet  ve inches in height and 
weighing 15 stone, he was nobody’s idea of 
a conventional matinee pop idol and there 

MUSIC LEGENDS
FATS DOMINO

HERE HE COMES AGAIN
The Fat Man in Nashville, 
singing Hank Williams’ Your 
Cheatin’ Heart and South Of The 
Border. His consummate 
artistry still shines through 
because you can’t take New 
Orleans out of the boy. But 
ultimately you wonder why?

FATS IS BACK (1968)
A tougher-edged sound as 
Domino covers The Beatles’ 
Lady Madonna and Lovely Rita
with pleasing results, although 
by now it was beginning to 
become obvious he was never 
going to top the glory of his 
early Imperial recordings.

ALIVE AND KICKIN’
His last hurrah, celebrating 
surviving Hurricane Katrina – 
although the songs were 
recorded half a dozen years 
earlier. Nevertheless, the timing 
gave the release great poignancy 
and his piano playing had lost 
none of its shuffling allure. 

GOIN’ HOME: A TRIBUTE TO 
FATS DOMINO
One of the finest tribute albums 
ever, from McCartney’s thrilling 
teaming with Allen Toussaint on 
I Want To Take You Home to 
Norah Jones’ exquisite My Blue 
Heaven via Elton’s gorgeously 
rolling take on Blueberry Hill.

1963 1968 2006 2007

THE IMPERIAL SINGLES 
COLLECTION
A fabulous three-disc boxset 
containing 75 tracks 
recorded for Imperial 
between 1949 and 1962, 
including all the big juke box 
hits. If you only own one Fats 
Domino album, make it this.

2015

Elvis gestured towards 
Fats Domino and said: 
“There’s the real king 
of rock and roll”

Fats co-wrote his hits 
from 1949 until 1963 
with Dave Bartholomew
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‘The Audiobarn is an impressive place in which 
to demo hi-fi equipment, and I was impressed 

with the comfortable, intimate feel of the 
venue in amongst a very relaxed rural setting.’

Matthew T

‘I really can’t remember a more pleasurable audition 
– it was great to be given as long as we wanted, 

to just listen to music without any pressure.’

Kristian W

01279 454 860
www.theaudiobarn.co.uk

Hi-er your Fi

01204 366 133
To see the full product range, prices and

list of dealers, please visit

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

Phonostages Step-up
Transformers

Attenuators Interconnects

HeadAmps Sounds good to me



was no hip-wiggling or  amboyant 
showmanship. “I didn’t need none of that. 
The beat was enough,” he said. 

Inherently shy with an uncomplicated 
approach to life, on the road he packed his 
own pots and pans and a hot plate so he 
could cook his favourite New Orleans meals 
of rice and beans in his hotel room. He didn’t 
do drugs, he was god-fearing, he remained 
married to the same woman for more than 
60 years and was not one to rock the boat.

New Orleans was the South’s most relaxed 
city when it came to racial intermingling and 
Domino showed little interest in the civil 
rights struggle. “I knew what they had going 
on so it was no use me trying to do anything 
about it,” he said. “You did what you were 
supposed to do according to what the law 
was. I just went about my business.” 

Valley of tears
His non-confrontational approach meant 
that he apparently didn’t even object when 
his backing band were hidden behind a 
curtain during an appearance on The Ed 
Sullivan Show in 1956, so that white middle 
America was not offended by having too 
many black faces on camera.

After scoring his  rst hits on the race/R&B 
chart, his  rst release to crossover to the 
mainstream charts was Goin’ Home in 1952. 
Even bigger was Ain’t That A Shame three 
years later, although when he made number 
10 in the Billboard chart with the song, Pat 
Boone covered it and took his blander, ‘white 
bread’ version to number one. 

By then, Elvis Presley was on active 
manoeuvres and Little Richard’s Tutti 
Frutti was in the charts. The rock and roll 
revolution, which Domino had done so much 
to spark was kicking into overdrive and his 
debut album was swiftly retitled Rock And 
Rollin’ With Fats Domino to capture the 
mood of the times. 

He appeared in the movies The Girl Can’t 
Help It and Shake Rattle And Rock, and 
a peerless run of hit singles followed, 
including Blueberry Hill, a cover of a forties 
standard previously recorded by Glenn 
Miller and Gene Autry. In giving it a 
backbeat and adding his trademark rolling 
piano triplets he made it his own and it 
became his signature song.

After 1970 he seldom left New Orleans for 
long, living contentedly in a sprawling pink 
and white mansion he had built in the same 
poor Lower Ninth neighbourhood in which 
he had been born. 

“People wanted to know why you’d build 
an expensive house in that neighbourhood 
and why didn’t I move with the well-to-do, 
with the people who’ve got money. Well, I 
was satis  ed right there,” he explained. 

Next door to the big house he built an 
annexe, which he used as a club house to 

entertain his friends. Painted black and gold 
– the colours of the New Orleans Saints 
football team – and with ‘FD’ emblazoned 
on the facade, the annexe housed a home 
cinema, a kitchen to cook gumbo and the 
rear end of a 1959 Cadillac, which he turned 
into a couch.

Poor me
He lived in the house for more than 50 years 
until it was destroyed by Hurricane Katrina 
in 2005. As the  oodwaters rose, he tried 
to ride out the storm as National Guard 
helicopters hovered over the neighboured 
rescuing residents that had clambered onto 
their roofs.

For a time he was reported missing and 
friends and family feared the worst. Finally, 
when the waters had risen to eight feet, he 
appeared on a second-  oor balcony of his 
house and a Harbour Police boat rescued 
him and members of three generations of 
his extended family, including his wife 
Rosemary. They were taken to the safety 
of the Superdome, along with 19,000 other 
homeless souls.

In the end he lost everything, including his 
grand piano and gold discs. He moved to a 
new home, where former President George 
W Bush paid him a visit and replaced the 
National Medal of Arts awarded to him by 
Bill Clinton, which had been lost along with 
the rest of the treasures and mementoes 
from his long career.

He was the headline act at the city’s  rst 
post-Katrina jazz festival in 2006 and moved 
by the widespread concern being shown for 
his health and welfare, he released a  nal 
album, titled Alive And Kickin’ on which he 
sang “All over the country, people wanna 
know/Whatever happened to Fats Domino?/
I’m alive and kickin’.”

RIP, the Fat Man – one of the creators of 
rock and roll and a true music legend 

Through the fifties and 
early sixties he released 
a string of hits that went 
on to become standards

MUSIC LEGENDS
FATS DOMINO

Once his career was 
over he showed little 
desire for the limelight

Fats died on 
24 October 

2017
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Since 1948 Ortofon have introduced nearly 100 different moving coil pick-up cartridges to the hi-fi market. 
Their latest models in this long and proud heritage are the Quintet Series.

All Quintet cartridges use the same ABS thermoplastic bodies and neodymium magnets, but each model in 
the range has its own sonic expression that reflects its status. From the well-rounded Quintet Red, through 
the smooth Quintet Blue and spacious yet dynamic Quintet Bronze, up to the pure audio excellence of the 
Quintet Black S; this series offers something for every discerning listener at a very attractive price.

The Quintet Series also includes a true-mono cartridge, for accurate reproduction of older mono recordings. 

Distributed by Henley Audio
T: +44 (0)1235 511 166  |  E: sales@henleyaudio.co.uk  |  W: www.henleyaudio.co.uk
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keep on giving
Our pick of the best audio tech and hi-fi goodies 
that will make a perfect present for your 
audiophile friends or – better still – yourself

GIFT GUIDE

QUEEN NEWS OF THE WORLD 40TH 
ANNIVERSARY EDITION £112 
This boxset includes four CDs with the original 
album, a 2011 remaster, studio out-takes and 
a newly created alternative version of the 
album, plus a pure analogue vinyl re-cut.

RHA MA650 £50 
WEBSITE: rha-audio.com
With inline remote control and 
mic for Android users, this 
in-ear headphone also comes 
with a good selection of eartips.

ASTELL&KERN AK70 MKII £600 
WEBSITE: astellnkern.com
24-bit/192kHz dual-DAC portable 
with enhanced amplification, wi-fi 
and the ability to be used as a full 
USB DAC at home.

TIBO AUDIO SPHERE 2 £199.99  
WEBSITE: tibo-electronics.com
Offering 24-bit hi-res playback, the 
multi-room Sphere 2 has Bluetooth, 
wi-fi and USB connectivity and is 
available in a range of vibrant colours.

Gifts that
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DAVID HUGH ELYSIUM £25,000 
WEBSITE: davidhugh.com
Designed to simulate the effects of 
weightlessness, this zero-G seat has 
to be the perfect way to lay back 
and enjoy listening to your music.

HAYNES VINYL MANUAL £23  
WEBSITE: haynes.com
The legendary car manual now comes 
to hi-fi with the story of vinyl, how it 
works, record collecting tips and the 
best-selling singles, EPs and albums.

AUDIOFLY AF100W £110 
WEBSITE: audiofly.com 
This in-ear wireless headphone uses 
aptX Bluetooth to connect to music 
devices and has a lightweight and 
sweat-resistant design.

DENON ENVAYA £89 -£169 
WEBSITE: denon.co.uk
Consisting of the Envaya (£169), 
Envaya Mini (£129) and Envaya 
Pocket (£89) these Bluetooth 
speakers are dust and waterproof 
and offer useful battery life.

BANG & OLUFSEN BEOPLAY P2 £149 
WEBSITE: beoplay.com
Sleek enough to slip in your pocket, 
this stylish portable speaker is splash 
and dust proof and features gesture 
control technology.

BANG & OLUFSEN BEOPLAY H4 £249 
WEBSITE: beoplay.com
Available in a choice of stylish finishes, 
B&O’s entry-level wireless headphone 
claims to offer authentic sound of 
whatever you listen to.
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GIFT GUIDE

SANUS SUPPORTS £15-£90 
WEBSITE: sanus.com
Designed specifically for the new 
Sonos One multi-room speaker, 
this range of robust stylish stands 
and wallmounts are available in 
black or white finishes.

FELA KUTI VINYL BOX SET #4 £80 
Curated by Erykah Badu, this 
gorgeous boxset of seven LPs also 
includes song lyrics, never-before-
seen photos and a poster.

ORBITSOUND ONE P70W £399 
WEBSITE: orbitsound.com
This multi-room soundbar is aimed 
at music lovers and boasts wi-fi, 
Bluetooth and optical connectivity 
and can be controlled by an app.

MIXCDER MS301 £70 
WEBSITE: mixcder.com 
Boasting 40mm dynamic drivers with 
impressive bass, detailed midrange and 
extended treble, this aptX Bluetooth 
headphone offers 20-hour playback.

EAGLES HOTEL CALIFORNIA 40TH 
ANNIVERSARY DELUXE EDITION £85 
This glorious boxset includes the 
original version of the album, a live set 
at the LA Forum and a Blu-ray Audio 
disc with a hi-res 24/192 stereo mix.

BRAINWAVZ B200 V2 £92 
WEBSITE: brainwavzaudio.com
This dual balanced armature 
in-ear headphone claims to offer 
a nuanced sound with tight bass
and focus on the upper mids.
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he attention to detail is incredible. 
From the retro sign – “Established 
in 1967… in our minds” – to the 
window display celebrating the 

50th anniversary of Sgt. Pepper, Casbah 
Records is a trip. And that’s before you step 
inside the time capsule containing eye-popping 
décor,  oor to ceiling; framed rock icons; 
cult movies and paperbacks; rare records on 
the walls and carefully curated vinyl reissues 
in the racks; vintage hi-   and 8-track 
cartridges; and an enthusiastic shop owner.

“People of a certain age will always tell you 
misty-eyed tales of where they used to buy 
their records and how it’s not the same these 
days… I want to be that place that today’s 
young record buyers will be talking about in 
40 years time to their kids,” beams Graham 
Davis, 57, ace face of the wonderful Casbah 
Records, Greenwich, South-East London.

A feast for the eyes and the ears, his shop is 
a delight to spend time in, and his knowledge 
is apparent. Graham’s been trading records 

since the mid-eighties: “I’ve always been a 
record buyer since my days at school,” he 
explains, “but soon after I started picking 
stuff up from markets and boot sales that I 
wasn’t personally interested in but knew had 
a value. I started selling some of the records 
I’d found at markets and then at record fairs 
and that’s how I progressed. I’ve had inside 
units, stalls at festivals, even a converted bus, 
which I used to drive around the country.” 
Ten years ago, he opened Casbah Records a 
short stroll from tourist-draw the Cutty Sark. 

Baby boomer
The groovy sounds and décor give it away: 
Graham’s a child of the late sixties and early 
seventies, and that inventive period of rock 
and pop culture is his favourite – as are the 
record stores, a major in  uence on the 
Casbah experience. “I remember the early 
Virgin shops and the Harlequin record 
chain,” he reminisces. “They were glamorous 
places to be in. I always wanted Casbah to 

re  ect the best aspects of those shops, both 
visually and in terms of stock.” His all-time 
favourite record shop is an inspired choice 
too: “It’s the one featured in A Clockwork 
Orange. The scene in the Chelsea Drugstore 
is my dream look, and we’ve de  nitely 
nicked a few ideas from there. We spend 
a lot of time on the window displays 
and making things look interesting and 
exciting for the customers.” 

Casbah has a broad shopper base. “We’re 
next to the University [of Greenwich] and 
close to Goldsmiths [university] in New 
Cross, so we get a lot of students. We have 
school-age kids, plus plenty of tourists 
because of our location.” Bucking the trend 
that record shops are a boys’ club, about 40 
percent of his customers are women: “We 
always have a lot of female students helping 
in the shop, which encourages women to 
come in and hang out. It’s the way forward.”

As you’d expect from a shop owner that 
takes such pride in the records he sources 

Simon Berkovitch’s mind is blown by a trip to Casbah Records, South-East 
London’s grooviest wax emporium – an inspiring fusion of retro and modern

GREENWICH
DESTINATION:

T
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both new and second-hand, Graham is a 
vinyl collector himself, but a grounded one. 
“These days I mainly collect new albums by 
current artists or look for better copies of 
things I have,” he explains. He likes to treat 
himself to the odd rarity as well: “There’s no 
point in running a record store if you’re not 
going to look after number one,” he laughs, 
“but I don’t cream off all the good stuff 
either, it has to be something I really want.” 

Pick and mix
Graham draws on his considerable 
experience in trading used vinyl when it 
comes to  lling the second-hand browsers in 
Casbah. “I wish we got offered more stock 
from the public,” he says, “but it’s so easy 
for people to sell it themselves online now, 
which cuts down our chances of landing 
collections. I go out buying at record fairs 
and other shops and tend to cherry pick the 
records that I know will sell – you might 
have to pay more that way, but you 
de  nitely weed out all the  ab and  llers.” 
The selection on offer is testament to 
this buying strategy. “Because 
we sell new as well as 
vintage, we’re always 
going to have 
the classics,” he 
continues, “plus we 
score with all the 
new releases and 
limited editions as 
well. As long as 
you curate the 
shop well, the mix 
between old and 
new should work.”

He’s a supporter of 
Record Store Day too. 
“You can’t deny that the 
vinyl revival has saved the 
music retail industry,” says Graham. “If 
it hadn’t happened, I don’t think there would 
be any music shops left. We still sell CDs, but 
we wouldn’t be able to make a living out of 
it. Record Store Day has given the whole 
record buying scene a massive publicity 
boost. Some people moan about new records 
and reissues, but I’m all for it. Young people 
in the main don’t seem to care that much 
about if a record’s original or new. They just 
love the format. And to be honest most 
wouldn’t be able to afford the originals 
anyway, so it makes it accessible for everyone.”

Casbah recently expanded, taking on the 
entire shop space, until recently shared with 
a vintage clothing enterprise. It’s keeping 
Graham busy. “Taking on double the space 
has been a mixed blessing,” he smiles. “But 
I’m glad we’ve done it. We always wanted 
to have more room and it was too good 
a chance to pass up, but I think I was 
expecting to double our sales overnight – 
which hasn’t happened yet. You have to 
really work at it.”

Graham started selling on online 
marketplace Discogs this year, which has 

made a big difference, he says. “We can 
make the most of what we have and sell 
to the world online without too much in 
the way of extra overheads. We don’t keep 
the better stuff back from view, though. 
Everything goes out in the store. We just 
have two different markets to sell in.” He’s 
embraced social media wholeheartedly as 
well. “Instagram is great for getting the 
image of the shop out there quickly. Our 
Facebook page is very popular too. I like the 
immediate interaction with our customers.”

Casbah’s expansion also means that there’s 
now more room for its interesting selection 
of vintage hi-   separates, a key part of the 
store’s retro charm. “We have a hi-   engineer 
who brings us record players that he’s 
serviced and we sell them on a commission 
basis,” he explains. “We usually have a 
couple of players or systems ready to go at 
an affordable price at any given time.” For 
store playback, Graham uses a Technics 
SL-1210 Mk2. And at home? “I’ve just 
treated myself to a new system from Audio 

Gold, Crouch End – a seventies Thorens 
turntable and vintage KEF 

speakers to go with it. They 
look and sound superb.” 

Here, you’ll also  nd 
T-shirts, tote bags and 
often topical button 
badges that you won’t 
 nd anywhere else: 
“Everything’s either 
our own creations 
or sourced from 
one T-shirt designer 
that wholesales to 

us exclusively.”
Our visit  nds the shop 

with one eye on the busy 
Christmas period and the 

other on 2018, with plenty of 
ideas for moving Casbah Records forward. 

“We’re working hard to get as much cool 
stuff in as possible,” says Graham. “Our sales 
assistant Andrea has suggested doing more 
in-stores as well. She wants to  lm a regular 
gig involving local or young musicians 
talking about records and music and then 
performing in the shop. We’re planning to 
put them on Youtube, maybe even have our 
own little channel on there.” A tongue-in-
cheek promotional  lm is also in the 
pipeline: “It’ll be in the style of one of those 
sixties newsreel  lms that were made about 
Swinging London, and the dry, old fuddy-
duddy voiceover will be supplied by me – 
it’s not much of a stretch!” he chuckles. 

Casbah Records may be a shop with a 
passion for the past worn on its sleeve, but 
HFC is con  dent that its future is assured 

 SHOPPING LIST
On the Technics: all on vinyl, here’s Graham’s 
eclectic selection of new and old personal 
favourites, just-ins and staff picks from the 
experts behind the counter at Casbah Records

Honey Ltd
Honey Ltd
“I’ve always loved sixties 
US sunshine pop and this is 
great. Reissued by Light In 
The Attic, it was produced 
by Lee Hazlewood and it has 
sublime and sassy female 
harmonies at their best.”

A Tribe Called Quest
We Got It From Here… 
Thank You 4 Your Service
“This surprised me when 
it was released last year. 
They’ve still got it! It’s a stone 
cold classic and a real shop 
favourite. Funky, with lots of 
attitude in a funny way.”

Mazzy Star
Among My Swan
“Florence chose this as 
she’s fallen in love with this 
wonderful slice of dreamy 
Americana. Fans of the third 
Velvet Underground and Big 
Star albums will find plenty 
to enjoy here.”

Ayshea Brough
Ayshea
“I picked up this rarity from 
Discogs – a nice popsike 
album on Polydor from 
1970 produced by jazz 
pianist Brian Auger from 
the Lift Off With Ayshea
and UFO star.”

The Voices Of East 
Harlem
Can You Feel It
“One of our customers 
tipped me off to this. It’s 
the sort of seventies soul I 
love – melodic and uplifting 
in the style of the Rotary 
Connection and Sly Stone.”

St. Vincent
Masseduction
“I hadn’t listened to her 
previous albums, but I 
saw her talking about Kate 
Bush on TV – an instant 
hit – and thought she was 
cool. This is intelligent 
pop music for grown ups.”

Curtis Harding
Face Your Fear
“This has hardly been off 
the shop deck since we 
first got it in – top quality 
modern soul in the grand 
tradition of Al Green. It’s 
also pressed on vivid pink 
vinyl – bonus points!”

Cat Stevens
The Laughing Apple
“I’m a fan from the early 
seventies. I love that he’s 
being creative again. He can 
still write a tune that puts 
many of the new breed of 
singer-songwriters in the 
shade. The Cat is back!”

GREENWICH

CONTACT
DETAILS

320-322 Creek Road, Greenwich, 
London, SE10 9SW
0208 8581964
casbahrecords.co.uk
Monday: 11:30am-6pm; 
Tuesday-Friday: 10:30am-6pm; 
Saturday & Sunday: 10:30am-6:30pm

Rock the Casbah: 
Graham in London’s 
grooviest record shop
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IF YOU ARE looking to introduce 
mains conditioning to your hi-
system, something that can prove 
immediately off putting is that many 
devices simply can’t accommodate 
all the different components in a 
well-speci  ed setup. If you have a 
turntable, external phono stage and 
then music streaming networking 
hardware plus ampli  cation needs 
to manage, four or even six-way 
socket distribution systems just 
aren’t going to be suf  cient.   

IsoTek has taken this on board and 
its Evo3 Corvus has nine sockets and 
the power handling capacity to 
accommodate some fairly substantial 
setups. As part of its entry-level 
range, the Evo3 Corvus is designed 
to counter Common Mode and 
Differential Mode mains noise as well 
as RFI. Each of the sockets is star 
earthed and individually wired rather 
than in series and is  tted with a 
version of IsoTek’s Delta  lter with 
a view to resisting external noise 
sources. The Evo3 Corvus doesn’t 
allocate any of the sockets for 
high-power devices such as an 
ampli  er, so you are free to choose 
whichever outlet suits your needs 
best for a tidy installation. 

Block rocking beats
The mains input is a 16A IEC –
rather than the more common 13A 
version – and it comes supplied with 
a suitable Evo3 Premier mains cable 
in the box – £75 when purchased 
separately. Externally, the Corvus is 
solid if not visually spectacular. The 
sockets are arranged in opposed 
pairs (different con  guration 
shown) and the ninth socket sits in 
the centre opposite the IsoTek 
badge, which is useful if you have a 
plug that sees the cable exit the top 
– which can often foul the opposite 
plug in a pair. The entire chassis can 
be wall mounted and while it isn’t 
exactly a thing of beauty, it feels 
solid and well-engineered and 
doesn’t take up signi  cantly more 
space than a conventional six-way 
inline mains distribution block. 

DETAILS
PRICE
£695  
TELEPHONE
0118 9814238  
WEBSITE
isoteksystems.com

OUR VERDICT

In one extremely important way, the 
Corvus closely mimics the behaviour 
of IsoTek’s £2,295 Evo3 Sigmas that 
suf  ciently impressed me when I 
reviewed it in HFC 394. This is not a 
device that will correct any perceived 
faults in your equipment, so if you’re 
at all unhappy with how your system 
sounds you should really go about 
rectifying this  rst. 

For those that are already in love 
with the sound of their system, the 
Corvus allows it to continue to do what 
you enjoy but from a background that 
is quieter and more controlled. This is 
especially apparent with vinyl. With a 
Rega Planar 6 (HFC 427) connected to 
a Cyrus Phono Signature (HFC 408), 
the difference compared with a 
respectably solid individually switched 
mains block is readily apparent. The 
Corvus drops the already low noise 
 oor to make it inaudible, allowing 
 ne details buried in the mix of Public 
Service Broadcasting’s Every Valley to 
be easily observed. The archive vox 
pops in Britain Will Always Need Coal
are considerably easier to decipher 
with the IsoTek in place. 

The effect with digital material is 
similar, but as most competent digital 

devices already have an inaudible 
background, the realisation here is a 
little different. What the Corvus does 
with a Naim ND5 XS network player 
(HFC 352) and a Melco N1A NAS 
drive (HFC 397) is to gently expand 
the sense of dynamics and scale in 
the performance delivery. This extra 
scope is readily apparent in a DSD64 
of Pink Floyd’s Welcome To The 
Machine where the brooding space is 
more tangible, giving instrumentation 
that little bit more space to breathe 
plus an effortless boost to dynamics.

Cloud nine
Crucially, none of these bene  ts have 
much in the way of appreciable 
downsides. The Corvus does show a 
fractional reduction in the absolute 
bass depth available compared with 
the signi  cantly more expensive Evo3 
Sigmas, but the improvement over a 
standard mains distribution block 
is marked and I don’t know of any 
similarly priced rival that can better 
it. This is a no-nonsense piece 
of engineering that can handle 
expansive multi-component systems 
and help to deliver even more of the 
qualities you enjoy. ES

IsoTek 
Evo3 Corvus nine-way mains 
distribution block and conditioner
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THE CUTE NANO iOne DAC 
measures just 64 x 26 x 100mm 
(WxHxD) and is powered directly 
from the USB port of a PC or using 
the supplied UK power adapter. 
Internally, it uses Burr-Brown’s 
Bit-Perfect DSD & DXD MultiBit 
DAC, which handles PCM and DSD 
natively so the music signal stays 
in its original format throughout its 
journey through the DAC. It supports 
PCM inputs natively up to 192kHz 
PCM, DSD256 and DXD384kHz.  

Audio signals come from the USB 
connector, S/PDIF via a combined 
RCA coaxial and optical input socket 
– a neat little adapter enables the 
coaxial input socket to also act as an 
optical input – or via aptX Bluetooth. 
The output is via a pair of RCA phono 
sockets and additionally from the 
S/PDIF socket for when you’re using 
Bluetooth or USB inputs. 

The iFi logo illuminates in different 
colours to indicate the input selected 
– blue for Bluetooth, green for USB 
or red for S/PDIF. Meanwhile, on the 
right, is a  lter selector for choosing 
either a minimum phase digital  lter 
– recommended for normal listening 
– or a standard digital  lter that iFi 
suggests for taking measurements.

Some like it hot
I start playing a 24/192 recording of 
Clare Teal with the Syd Lawrence 
Orchestra singing Too Darn Hot. As 
the opening saxophones lead into 
the vocals, the timing and pace 
of this swinging piece is superb, 
and the excitement is really well 
conveyed, giving me a real wow 
moment. The vocal has energy and 
excitement, but I  nd the soundstage 
depth front to back a little  at, though 
it’s still nicely wide in my room.

Moving on to a 16/44.1 recording 
of John Henry by Eric Bibb, which 
combines male vocals and an 
acoustic guitar, the male voice comes 
across particularly well and is very 
believable. The performance is easy 
to listen to, and I particularly enjoy 
the tonal qualities of the acoustic 
guitar, which sounds very natural.

DETAILS
PRICE
£199  
TELEPHONE
01900 601954  
WEBSITE
selectaudio.co.uk

OUR VERDICT

Experimenting with the  lter selector, 
I  ip between the minimum phase and 
the standard digital  lter positions. 
The standard position loses some bass 
depth and offers a more clinical sound 
compared with the minimum phase 
 lter. This may suit those that prefer a 
brighter presentation. My preference, 
however, is for the minimum phase 
 lter and I leave the switch in this 
position for the remainder of my tests.

For some rock music, I turn to a 
16/44.1 version of David Bowie’s The 
Next Day. The initial thump on the 
drum almost catches me off guard 
and the dissonance of the guitars 
and synthesiser propels me into the 
vocals, without being swamped by 
the instrumental backing. The bass 
is very tight and well controlled.

Switching instruments to a piano 
and a 16/44.1 download of Michael 
Kaeshammer’s rendition of Caravan, 
the piano playing is exciting and 
involving and the bass is once again 
tight and well controlled. The piano is 
particularly believable and the spatial 
imaging is spot on in my room. The 
hi-hats are precise and ring without 
any hint of edginess. Some may feel 
that high frequencies are a little rolled 

off, but the nano iOne does produce a 
mellow and musical sound that suits 
jazz music well.

Setting the stage
To check out the Bluetooth 
performance, I pair the DAC with my 
Samsung Galaxy S7 smartphone and 
play Vivaldi’s Concerto For Violin, 
Oboe, Strings And Continuo in F 
major performed by La Serenissima. 
The allegro is bright, sprightly and 
energetic while instrument 
placement and imaging is great, 
with a wide soundstage that 
stretches well beyond the speakers. 
As with the Clare Teal recording, 
there is not much evidence of 
front-to-back depth, but the DAC’s 
fullness of sound is commendable at 
this price point.

Finishing off with a 24/192 
download of Beethoven’s Piano 
Concerto No.5 played by the Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra gives an excellent 
performance. The piano playing 
sounds convincingly complex while 
the orchestral backing is full and 
exactly as it should be, showing the 
nano iOne to be a splendid DAC with 
excellent performance at the price. NR  

iFi Audio   
nano iOne DAC
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IT IS A fact of life that budget 
switched-mode power units are 
usually supplied with equipment 
with an external power supply. It is 
also true that switched-mode power 
supplies are much more ef  cient 
and can potentially cost less to 
produce than a linear regulated 
power supply, but can introduce 
their own problems if poorly 
designed. A low-cost unit can 
generate RFI and EMI, so to get the 
very best from your equipment, you 
really need a top-quality power 
supply to replace the one that 
comes bundled as standard.  

The Supplier measures 150 x 58 x 
210 (WxHxD) and is claimed to 
deliver up to 60W of power. It is 
available with voltages ranging from 
5V to 24V and output plugs to  t 
with most equipment. It can operate 
with voltages ranging from 90 to 
260V AC. Internally, it uses Kimber 

THESE INTERCONNECTS ARE 
the  rst in the Atlas range to make 
use of cold-weld crimping technology 
using the company’s in-house tooling 
system. It features 100 percent 
calibrated compression  ttings for 
both the signal and return conductors. 

The conductors are OCC (Ohno 
Continuous Cast) copper and are 20 
percent larger than the previous Atlas 
Element interconnects. They are 
insulated with a stabilised foamed 
polyethylene dielectric that is 
designed to improve the bandwidth. 
The overall diameter of the cable has 
also been increased with the aim of 
improving the natural characteristic 
impedance. The cables are terminated 
in the company’s low-mass, non-
compression, self-cleaning, solder-free 
Integra RCA plugs.

After running in the Element 
Superiors, I opt to kick off my 
listening session with a full orchestra 

DETAILS
PRICE
£449
TELEPHONE
01539 797300
WEBSITE
russandrews.com

OUR VERDICT

DETAILS
PRICE
£72.50
TELEPHONE
01563 572666
WEBSITE
atlascables.com
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Kap and 
Panasonic 
audio-grade 
capacitors and 
is wired with 
Kimber Kable. 
The supplied 
external 0.25m 
DC power cable is a Kimber PBJ and 
it connects to the power supply via an 
XLR DC output socket. The Supplier 
also incorporates a Russ Andrews 
Silencer mains  lter and is  tted 
with a 10A IEC mains input socket. A 
mains cable will need to be purchased 
separately and a Russ Andrews YellO 
Power cable (HFC 423) is called into 
service for this review.

Supplier and demand
The review sample is a 15V version, 
and I use it with an Alpha Design Labs 
GT40a DAC (HFC 399) to compare 
it with its supplied switched-mode 

– Tchaikovsky’s Capriccio 
Italien played by the 
Cincinnati Symphony 
Orchestra. This Telarc LP 
is noted for its exuberant 
presentation. The 
soundstage is wide and 
deep. The bass kettle drum 
that resonates through 
the march segments 
really punches as the 
interconnects manage 
the power masterfully and 
with great precision and tightness. 

Element of surprise
For something more delicate, it’s 
Nigel North playing JS Bach on the 
lute. The detailed  ngering on the 
Partita in F major is expressive, open 
and beautifully detailed. The ease 
with which the Element Superiors 
convey the delicate nuances of the 
piece demonstrates clearly the 

equivalent. It de  nitely results in 
audible improvements to the music I 
play. A 24/192 FLAC of The Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra performing 
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No.4
provides a noticeably wider and more 
convincing soundstage, while string 
instruments display considerably 
more re  nement. 

This is one of the best switched-
mode power supplies I have used and 
I am clearly able to discern signi  cant 
sonic improvements in my system 
with The Supplier in place. NR    

musicality of these interconnects. 
Meanwhile, Barbra Streisand’s 
Tomorrow shows off the vocal 
performance as her voice takes 
centre stage in front of the sparkling 
and clear orchestral backing.

These well-made interconnects 
offer a sophisticated sound across a 
wide range of music, and are also 
great value for money. NR    

Russ Andrews 
The Supplier PSU

Atlas Cables 
Element Superior interconnects
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A RECURRING PROBLEM for 
vinyl lovers is that of static charge 
on a record. This is especially 
common during periods of dry and 
warm weather, when the friction 
with dry air can cause LPs to gain 
and maintain a static charge, which 
can reach anywhere from 3-20KV. 
This static can manifest itself as 
annoying clicks during the playing 
of a record. Furthermore, it can 
attract dust to the surface of the 
vinyl like a magnet. And the 
problem is not just limited to LPs 
– it can also affect optical media, 
including CDs, SACDs and DVDs, 
which can lead to distracting noises 
and a reduction in the overall 
sound quality. 

A solution is at hand in the form of 
the Destat III from Furutech, which 
emits a stream of positive and 
negative ions from the internal ion 
generator that are blown over the 

DEVELOPED TO HELP turntables 
and other source equipment secure 
a degree of decoupling from more 
conventional items of furniture, 
Quadraspire’s Soundstage can also 
be used in conjunction with the 
company’s complete rack systems as 
well. It is a sheet of solid bamboo 
with a central cut out. It has four 
solid bronze feet that work with the 
bamboo to isolate components and 
decouple them from the effects of 
other devices around them. The  nish 
is to a good standard and at 2cm 
high, it’s fairly unobtrusive. 

Home improvements
Placing it under Rega’s Planar 6 
turntable (HFC 426) while it is sat 
on one of the company’s QAVX 
racks (HFC 395) has a consistent and 
noticeable improvement. The already 
low noise  oor is further reduced, 
which helps  ne details come into 

DETAILS
PRICE
£299 
TELEPHONE
01189 814238 
WEBSITE
soundfowndations.
co.uk 
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surface of your LP by the internal 
fan. The fan also serves to remove 
dust from the now discharged 
surface. The Destat III is powered 
by easy-to-replace AA batteries, and 
a built-in safety circuit prevents any 
small electric shocks from the 
balanced ion  ow generator.

Dust buster
The arrival of my review sample 
coincides with a dry and warm spell 
of weather and I am able to detect 
some static-induced clicks, which 
are especially noticeable when 
playing an unmodulated part 
of a record. I treat the LP with 
a 15 second burst from the Destat 
III and then repeat my listening 
test and am happy to report that 
the clicks completely disappear 
after treatment. 

Unlike some antistatic devices, 
this is very easy to operate as its 

focus in a way that is not always the 
case when the isolation platform 
is not present. Placed on a more 
conventional living room sideboard 
with the Rega in situ, the differences 
are profound. The performance is 
quieter, more rhythmically assured 
and three dimensional and allows 
the turntable to perform in a manner 
that’s more in keeping with it being 
on a dedicated rack. Interestingly, 

effectiveness does not rely on having 
to carefully squeeze a trigger. It also 
works extremely well with CDs and 
is even effective at reducing the 
attraction of cling-  lm! Overall, a bit 
pricy, but nonetheless effective. NR      

running the Soundstage with three 
feet rather than four to match the 
three-footed Rega, yields a small 
improvement in performance.

This is a very effective upgrade for 
the asking price. It brings a welcome 
dose of spaciousness and three 
dimensionality to components 
placed on conventional furniture 
and also has some bene  ts for 
existing hi-   rack users too. ES

Furutech 
Destat III static charge eliminator

Quadraspire  
Soundstage isolation platform 
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WORTH 
£695!

IsoTek Evo3 Corvus mains 
block with Premier cable
Runner’s up prizes of seven Evo3 Initium cables also up for grabs

lectricity is a vital ingredient in 
any home hi-   system of course. 
But while on the one hand it’s 
essential in powering our music 

systems, on the other it can affect hi-
performance if not handled properly. Think 
of it as the fuel that’s required to get a car 
running – if you want to get the best 
performance, you need to ensure that its 
being fed the cleanest ‘fuel’ possible. 

Our mains supply can be affected by 
numerous factors, whether it be the journey 
it takes from the power station to your 
home, the other components that are in the 
vicinity of your system or air-borne signals 
from smartphones, wi-   or Bluetooth devices. 

While the basic mains cables that come 
bundled with components do a good job of 
getting it the power it needs to run, they 
invariably lack the quality of materials and 
high-end construction that are required to 

protect the integrity of the electricity, 
resulting in a signi  cant reduction in quality. 

Make the change
In direct comparison, the improvements 
that specialist mains cables can have on the 
performance of a hi-   system can be 
profound. Suddenly, the noise  oor drops 
and the sound becomes more focussed. 
Grain is reduced, leading to improved clarity. 
Bass becomes tighter and better de  ned, 
while treble enjoys more space. The result is 
a performance that is altogether more solid, 
dynamic and allows you to realise your 
system’s full potential.

Reviewed on p111, IsoTek’s Evo3 Corvus 
is the perfect way to experience this 
improvement in sound quality for yourself. 
With nine sockets and the power handling 
capacity to accommodate some fairly 
substantial setups, it is designed to counter 

Common Mode and Differential Mode mains 
noise as well as RFI. You can turn to the 
review and read for yourself just how 
impressive it is, but needless to say, it doesn’t 
disappoint – and now it can be yours. 

Our winner will receive a £695 IsoTek 
Evo3 Corvus with Premier mains cable. 
Meanwhile, seven lucky runners up will get 
an Evo3 Initium mains cable (worth £75). 

When we reviewed this excellent power 
cable back in HFC 413, we couldn’t help but 
be impressed by what we heard. It 
signi  cantly improved the clarity of the 
sound and provided a noticeable step up in 
the quality of instrument focus. In addition, 
the background sounded quieter while the 
bass was more extended and fuller sounding. 

To be in with a chance of winning one of 
these excellent prizes, just answer the simple 
question opposite and enter online at www.
hi  choice.co.uk/competitions. Good luck! 

COMPETITION

WIN:
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Arrangements for the fulfilment of prizes may be made by a third-party sponsor. AVTech Media & 
My Time Media reserve the right in its sole discretion to substitute any and all prizes with prizes of 
comparable value. By you entering a Competition, if you are a winner, you grant permission to use 
your name and likeness for advertising and future promotional purposes. For full privacy policy and 
terms and conditions, visit www.hifichoice.co.uk/terms

Visit our website at www.hifichoice.co.uk/competitions and follow 
the instructions to enter 
To submit your entry to the IsoTek competition, simply register using the online 
form and provide your answer to the question shown above. Please ensure you 
complete all required fields, including your email address, telephone number 
(including area code) and postal address. We regret we cannot take postal entrants. TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. No purchase is necessary to enter a Competition. 
2. Entrants must be over 18 years old and resident in 
the United Kingdom. 3. Employees of AVTech Media 
or My Time Media and companies supplying 
competition prizes are not eligible to enter. 4. All 
prizes are non-transferrable and no cash or credit 
alternatives will be offered. 5. The editor’s decision 
is final. The closing date is 28 December 2017.

HOW TO ENTER:

RUNNER 
UP PRIZE 
WORTH
£75!

TO BE IN WITH A 
CHANCE OF WINNING, 
ANSWER THIS SIMPLE 

QUESTION:
What nominal voltage is the 
electricity supply in the UK?  

A) 220V 
B) 230V 
C) 250V

COMPETITION



LINN  Classik CD receiver in 
silver with remote. Unmarked, 
fine working order, 10 years 
old, £75. 01621 856480 or 
email: timjo@supanet.com 
(Essex)
RUSS ANDREWS  2x 
Powermax Plus mains cables, 
1.5m and 1m £70: 07982 
926831 (Kent).
HI FI RACKSPodium 
Reference four-tier stand, 
oiled oak finish, immaculate 
condition £200: 07710 
256440 or email: 
eadymike@gmail.com 
(Sussex). 
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
pre & power amplifier 35W 
per channel £595, Monitor 
Audio Gold GX50 speakers 
£395, Pro-Ject Head Box MKII 
headphone amplifier £25, 
all in very good condition & 
working order: 07922 401351 
or email: msacacia3@aol.
com) Berkshire). 
INNUOS Zenith MkII. (1 TB 
version), bought Feb 2017, 
excellent condition, with 
instruction book, mains and 
Ethernet cables, receipt and 
original packing. £1,200:

Reader 
Classified

These pages are a must-read if you’re 
thinking about buying used kit, or if you 
have hi-fi you want to sell. It’s free – simply 
submit your ad of up to 50 words (we will 
edit them if not), remembering to include 
your email, phone number and county. 

The simplest way to send your ad is via 
email to: letters@hifichoice.co.uk or 
mail: Reader Classified, Hi-Fi Choice 
magazine, AVTech Media Ltd, Suite 
25, Eden House, Enterprise Way, 
Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 6HF. 

Welcome to Hi-Fi Choice Reader Classified, 
a free private ads service for buying and
selling second-hand hi-fi components.

07549 603398 or email: 
dave.drew@talktalk.net. 
(East Yorkshire ).
GUTWIRE Synchrony 
3m speaker cables, superb, 
totally new condition. £700. 
(Synchrony interconnects 
available separately): 07787 
574784 or email: stephen.
adolphus@gmail.com.
REGAElicit (mk 2, 2009) 
integrated amplifier, VGC, 
black, line-level (£1,500), £545. 
Spendor SA 1 loudspeakers 
(with stands) in Zebrano, VGC 
(£1,650), £495. Arcam rHead 
headphone amp, as new 
(£400), £275. Chord Shawline 

digital coaxial i/c, 1m, virtually 
unused (£200), £105. All items 
boxed in original packaging 
(except for speaker stands): 
01494 269889 or email: 
richard.schofield@kcl.ac.uk 
(Bucks).
RESOLUTION AUDIO
Opus 21 CD player £800. Opus 
21 S80 amp £400. Black, 
crates. Proac Response 1.5, 
burr oak. £400. PrimaLuna 
Prologue 5 power amp, 
black, plus 4x KT120. £500. 
All items good condition: 
07477 775574 or email: 
Keithpayne@hotmail.co.uk 
(Dorset). 

NAIMamplifier. NAC 122X 
control, NAP 150X power and 
FlatCap 2X. With StageLine 
head amp. All interconnects, 
boxes and manuals, mint 
condition. No split. Cost 
£2,300, sell for £1,250 ono. 
07748 320549 or email: 
mcleodian43@yahoo.co.uk 
(South Norfolk).
HEDLUNDHorn 
loudspeakers fitted with 
Lowther DX3 full-range single 
drivers, finished in high gloss 
white, mint condition, 103dB 
sensitivity, so perfect for 
low-powered SE valve amps: 
07759 132022 or email: 
Montevista1@aol.com 
(County Down). 
CHORDHugo TT in silver. 
£2,250. Excellent condition, 
complete with remote 
and original packaging: 
07759 132022 or email: 
Montevista1@aol.com (Co. 
Down, Northern Ireland). 
RUARKEquinox speakers, 
beautiful condition, all original 
boxes and packaging, owned 
from new, rich walnut colour 
£600: 01271 328217 or 
email: richardstone1@
hotmail.co.uk (Devon). 
DENONAVR-X2200W AV 
receiver, Dolby Atmos, DTS X 
sound £100: 01625 433996 
or email: broomheadian@
gmail.com (Macclesfield). 
RUSS ANDREWS Crystal 
24/Kimber 12TC speaker 
cable, 1m pair with Kimber 
banana plugs with super 
burn in and deep cryogenic 
treatments applied. RRP 

£450, want £195: 
01902 884694 or email: 
jukey39@yahoo.co.uk 
(West Midlands). 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 
RDS tuner £125. Spotless, 
remote, original box. Pet 
and smoke-free home. Kept 
covered and clean. Beautiful: 
07500 804700 or email: 
imeldayates@hotmail.com 
(Cheshire) .
CHORDHugo TT, black, near 
mint condition, remote and 
box, 18 months old, £1,800: 
07525 069114 or email: 
kevinvass8@gmail.com 
(Middlesex). 
PMCtwenty.21 speakers, 
immaculate condition, 
original packaging, walnut 
finish, £750 ono: 07989 
975939 or email: dan.
overton1@btinternet.com 
(Manchester). 
MUSICAL FIDELITY
M1 HPA headphone amp, 
incl pre out and DAC, £180. 
Canary Audio 601 preamp 
£500. Resolution Audio 
Opus 21 CD £700. All VGC. 
Ideally collection only: 07966 
208204 or email: andrew.
bowler10@gmail.com 
(Leics). 
QEDSilver Anniversary flat 
bi-wire speaker cable. 5m 
with end connections, 2m 
with end connections, 4m 
and 2m. £40 can deliver: 
email: lindamarycott@
btinternet.com 
NEATMotive 1 loudspeakers, 
cherry wood veneer, excellent 
speakers, excellent sound 
£600: 07957 384795 
(London).
PMCWafer 2 speakers, white, 
secures to wall, well tried PMC 
units, base transmission line, 
original boxes and manual. 
Truly unobtrusive, exceptional 
sound. Shop price £2,400 
new: £700:01832 732610 
or email: lyncater9@gmail.
com (Northamptonshire). 
ROKSANCaspian preamp, 
boxed, brand new remote, 
excellent condition, £1,000. 
Roksan Caspian Mono Block 
amps, boxed, excellent 
condition, £2,000. Both silver, 
prefer if they were collected: 
07855738121 or email: 
autobahn1972@outlook.
com (Weston Super Mare). 

 BUYING TIPS  BUYING SECOND-HAND can be a great way to pick up a bargain. A formerly expensive second-hand component might well prove a better long-term bet than a 
brand-new product if the price is right. DO SOME RESEARCH on which brands have a good service back up, so if something does go wrong, you can get it fixed. Unless you 
purchase from a dealer, you’re unlikely to get any warranty, so it’s up to you to ensure the fitness of any gear that you buy. USUALLY speakers should be less prone to breakdown than 
amps, and amps should be more reliable than CD players. But any abused component could be trouble – have a proper demo and judge the seller as well as the goods!

This service is open to private advertisers only. Just one ad per household. 
Images are for illustration only and do not represent what is for sale

SONYPS-LX250H turntable £30. Also Creek OBH-21SE 
headphone amplifier £100: 07775 958325 (Leeds).

ECLIPSETD510 speakers 
(pair) and matching stands 
in silver. VGC, original 
boxes, £650 ono. Buyer 
to collect: 07776 401711 
(Nottinghamshire).

FOR SALE

www.hifichoice.co.uk
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ROTEL RA-05 amp, silver. 
Rotel RCD-06 CD player, 
silver. KEF iQ5 dark apple 
speakers. All in superb 
condition. Original cost 
£1,100, would like £400 ono: 
01404 891106 (Devon). 
ECLIPSE TD510 and stand 
(x1) £225. Two pairs of TD508s 
£225 each. £600 for the lot, 
or nearest offer. VGC, boxed, 
buyer to collect: 07776 
401711 (Nottinghamshire). 
QED XT40 speaker cable, 
2.5m pair with QED Airloc 
Forte banana plugs both ends. 
RRP £90, VGC, want £40 
cash only: 0208 5649552 
(Middlesex). 
MUSICWORKS Re-entry 
Mk2 IEC mains power cable, 
1.8m new and unused in 
original box £90. Black 
Rhodium Rhythm analogue 
interconnect, 1m stereo 
pair, new in sealed original 
packaging £45: 07981 
044999 (West Yorkshire).  
AUDIOQUEST Gibraltar 
2m speaker cable with 
spades £650, Sky 1m RCA 

interconnect £780. Sky 1m 
XLR interconnect £780, 
Eagle Eye 1m RCA digital 
£450, IsoTek Syncro 1m 
mains lead £680. All boxed: 
01772 314151 (Preston). 
REGA RS5 floorstanding 
loudspeakers, cherry finish, 
excellent condition, with 
box, three years old, can 
demo, buyer to collect £450: 
01772 862264 or email: 
pabates100@gmail.com 
(Lancashire). 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 
M6 CD, black £700. Vienna 
AcousticsBeethoven Baby 
Grand speakers SE piano 
black, very slight damage to 
one corner hence £1,300. 
Musical Fidelity M6 CD player, 
black £700. Marantz CD14, 
silver £475. TEAC UD-H01 
USB DAC £150. All ono:07415 
649912 (Birmingham). 
TANNOYDefinition DC8 
standmount speakers, all 
packaging, instructions 
included. As new – down-
sizing to smaller home – 
very little use, perfect working 

order, £2,000:07788 174437 
(Kettering). 

NAIMNAC 202 preamp, 
remote, manuals, boxed, 
lovely condition, unplanned 
sale £90 including delivery: 
01825 722936 or email: 
spartridge37@btinternet.
com (Sussex). 

WHARFEDALE Z2 Diamond 
loudspeakers, black finish, in 
original box, £50. Gale Centre 
1 centre channel loudspeaker, 
black finish, in original boxes 
£30: 07941 387692 or email: 
fernahnah@gmail.com 
(North Essex).

ELECTROCOMPANIET
EC1 5 Mk 1 integrated, in 
excellent condition, remote 
control/set up guide/2 
ECP5XLR plugs (XLR to phono) 
£750. PrimareBD32 Mk 1 
Universal player in Titan and 
excellent condition. Remote 
control and set up guide. £750. 
Both with original packaging:
0208 5546199 or email: 
pip.appleton@btinternet.
com (Ilford, Essex).

QUADQSP power amplifier 
140W/ch, £650. Quad Elite 
preamplifier £450, both boxed 
and as new:01371 850665 
or email: garyrobinson20@
btinternet.com (Essex).

ASTELL&KERNAK240
superb music player, mint 
condition and full packaging 
loaded with hi-res files (I can 
provide a list)£900:email: 
moss.collie@gmail.com 

NAIM CD5si CD player, mint condition, boxed £650. Various 
loudspeakers, ring for details: 0114 2378731 (Sheffield).

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR FREE AD
To submit your advert to us, 
please email letters@
hifichoice.co.uk or 
alternatively, use the postal 
form below. Please limit ads to 
a maximum of 50 words, 
ensuring all details, model 
names, etc, are correctly 
stated. Kindly also include 
your email, telephone number 
and home county. We regret 
that we cannot take adverts 
over the telephone. One ad 
per household please.

Name  
Address  

Email address  
Daytime telephone number  
Date  

YOUR DETAILS

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

SEND YOUR ADVERT TO
Hi-Fi Choice, AVTech Media Ltd, Suite 25, Eden House, Enterprise Way, Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 6HF

Reader Classified ads
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Missed an issue?

417 Dec 2016 418 Jan 2017 419 Yearbook 2016 420 February 2017416 Nov 2016

422 April 2017 423 May 2017 424 June 2017 425 July 2017421 March 2017

Have you missed a copy of your favourite hi-fi magazine? 
You can now order Hi-Fi Choice back issues online.

426 August 2017 427 Sept 2017 428 Oct 2017 429 Nov 2017 430 Dec 2017

Order online:
www.mags-uk.com
*Please note that we cannot guarantee the availability of all issues displayed above.



DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

Download each new issue to your device

A 75% discount on your Digital subscription

Access your subscription on multiple devices
Access to the Online Archive dating back 
to September 2011

Makes an ideal gift

Digital subscriptions 
available online

SUBSCRIBE SECURELY ONLINE TODAY:
www.subscription.co.uk/hifid/dg01

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

Don’t miss out: order 
a subscription for 
yourself or a friend 
today and pay as little 
as £2.54 per issue
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EXPOSURE • HEED • KUDOS
LEHMANN • LINN • MARANTZ • MICHELL 

MONITOR AUDIO • NAIM • NEAT • NORDOST
OKKI NOKKI • ORTOFON • PROJECT • REGA • ROKSAN

Ample parking Tue-Sat 10-5.30pm
www.soundcinergy.co.uk

37 High Street, Aldridge
01922 457926

DB HIFI
SUFFOLK

Prime brands stocked include: 
ATC, Dali, Elac, Innuos, Leema, Nordost, 

Pass Labs, and Soulution Audio

01379 873451
WWW.DBHIFI.CO.UK



IAN HARRISON HIFI

Criterion Audio is a premium hi-fi dealer in Cambridge. From 
vinyl and valves to the latest in streaming and headphones, we 
can help you find the perfect audio system to suit your budget 
and needs. Call us on 01223 233730 to arrange a demo.

www.criterionaudio.com   info@criterionaudio.com

01767 448121

Uk's only dedicated demo
facility for high-end

headphones

www.hifilounge.co.uk

www.highendheadphones.co.uk

Visit us in the beautiful
bedfordshire countryside
for all your Hi-Fi needs

IAN HARRISON HIFI
SALE! UP TO 40% OFF!

TEL: 01283 702875  ian.harrison@mercian.myzen.co.uk

Class_ 05/03/2015   13:01HFC_A 01/04/2015 14:23

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND  
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.  

GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

*CALL FOR DETAILS                              ESTABLISHED 1986.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ

TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

SPEND £2000 OR MORE ON ANY TURNTABLE, 
TONEARM OR TURNTABLE AND ARM, AND GET 

A £500 CARTRIDGE FREE!

AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES UP 
TO 25% OFF!!

HARBETH LOUDSPEAKERS

PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES 
OR PRODUCT DETAILS
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PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES 
OR PRODUCT DETAILS

ORTOFON CARTRIDGES
CADENZA BLUE               £950
QUINTET BLUE                £268
QUINTET RED                  £180
OTHER MODELS                  £POA 

UP TO 25% OFF!!
PROJECT PHONO STAGES

LEHMANN AUDIO
AUDIO TECHNICA

AMPLIFIERS
CREEK
EAR/YOSHINO
ICON AUDIO
MARANTZ
SUGDEN
TOM EVANS

CABLES
BLACK RHODIUM 
KUBALA-SOSNA
PEERLESS
PRO-JECT
QED
SUPRA
TRANSPARENT
WIREWORLD

CARTRIDGES
AIR TIGHT
AUDIO TECHNICA
BENZ MICRO
CARTRIDGE MAN 
DECCA LONDON
DENON
GOLDRING
GRADO
KOETSU
ORTOFON
SOUNDSMITH
SUMIKO
TECHDAS
VAN DEN HUL
ZYX

CD PLAYERS
CREEK
EAR/YOSHINO
MARANTZ

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
BEYER
ERGO
GOLDRING
GRADO
SENNHEISER

HEADPHONE AMPS
CREEK
FIDELITY AUDIO
GRAHAM SLEE 
LEHMANN
PRO-JECT
SUGDEN

HIFI FURNITURE
ALPHASON
ATACAMA
CUSTOM DESIGN
MUNARI
MUSIC TOOLS
NORSTONE
QUADRASPHIRE
SOUNDSTYLE
TRACK AUDIO

PHONOSTAGES
EAR YOSHINO
GRAHAM SLEE
LEHMANN
ICON AUDIO
MUSICAL
SURROUNDINGS
PURE SOUND
PRO-JECT 
ROTHWELL
TRICHORD
TOM EVANS
WHEST AUDIO

TONEARMS
AMG 
CARTRIDGE MAN
GRAHAM
HELIUS
MICHELL
MOERCH
MOTH
PRO-JECT
REED
REGA
ROKSAN

TURNTABLES
AMAZON AUDIO
AUDIO TECHNICA
INSPIRE
MUSIC HALL
MICHELL
PRO-JECT
ROKSAN
SRM TECH
THORENS

SPEAKERS
EPOS
HARBETH
OPERA
Q. ACOUSTICS
TAYLOR 
ACOUSTICS

WIRELESS
BLUESOUND

MONITOR 40.2    £POA  
SUPER HL5PLUS £POA
MONITOR 30.1 £POA
HLC7ES-3 £POA
P3ESR  £POA
40TH ANNIVERSARY £POA          
ACCESSORIES  £POA

ORBE     £POA
ORBE SE   £POA
GYRO £POA
GYRO SE £POA
TECNODEC £POA
TECNOARM £POA
ACCESSORIES  £POA

HARBETH MICHELL



If you don’t want 
to miss an issue

Title                    First name

Surname

Address

Postcode

Telephone number

Please reserve/deliver my copy of Hi-Fi Choice
on a regular basis, starting with issue:

Published by AVTech Media Ltd. All rights reserved, 2015. ISSN 0955-1115. The Publisher’s written consent must be obtained before any part of this publication may be 
reproduced in any form whatsoever, including photocopiers, and information retrieval systems. All reasonable care is taken in the preparation of the magazine contents, 
but the publishers cannot be held legally responsible for errors in the contents of this magazine or for any loss however arising from such errors, including loss resulting 
from negligence of our staff. Reliance placed upon the contents of this magazine is at reader’s own risk.

Hi-Fi Choice, ISSN 0955-1115, is published monthly with an additional issue in July by AVTech Media Ltd, a division of MYTIMEMEDIA Ltd, Suite 25 Eden House, 
Enterprise Way, Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 6HF, UK. The US annual subscription price is 67GBP (equivalent to approximately 95USD).  Airfreight and mailing in the USA 
by agent named Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd Floor, Jamaica, NY 11434, USA. Periodicals postage paid at Jamaica NY 11431. 
US Postmaster: Send address changes to Hi-Fi Choice, Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd Floor, Jamaica, NY 11434, USA. Subscription records are 
maintained at dsb.net Ltd, 3 Queensbridge The Lakes Northampton NN4 7BF. Air Business Ltd is acting as our mailing agent.

If you can’t always find a copy of this 
magazine, help is at hand! Complete this form 
and hand in at your local store, they’ll arrange 
for a copy of each issue to be reserved for 
you. Some stores may even be able to arrange 
for it to be delivered to your home. Just ask!
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PASSION FOR SOUND
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Amplifiers
Turntables

 Speakers
  Headphones

Music Reviews
Must-own albums of 2017 on 
vinyl, CD and hi-res download 

164 PAGES!   Sensational special edition

monthNext
The ultimate audio components and our hi-fi high points revealed
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From the fertile minds of the artisans at Sonus 
faber, masters of sound reproduction, design and 
materials, comes Venere, a family of loudspeakers 
that exploits all of the brand’s strengths. Every 
model has been developed with the same 

The made-in-Italy Venere Signature, the range’s 

as gorgeous as it sounds. While both will provoke 

disbelief. All you will say is “Bravo!”

“IT UNVEILED NEW SENSATIONS
IN TRACKS I’VE PLAYED A 1000 TIMES”

- KEN KESSLER / HIFI NEWS

International Distributors & Consultants of Special ised Hi-End Audio & Video Systems

58 Durham Road, London, SW20 0TW   T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09

W: www.absolutesounds.com  E:  info@absolutesounds.com

For Your Nearest Dealer Please Visit The Absolute Sounds Website

absolute sounds ltd.


